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FOREWORD

THIS PENSION look fills a real need. It brings up to date and'
enlarges the scope of.011f previous publication on pensions, 'Your

Pension 'ProblemsHow To Solve Them" by Dr. Ellis Johnson.
A

The authors of this book have spent, many years in the study of
pensions. They have given pension advice to thotisands of teachery
Through their writings and lectures; they have clarified for teacheri
many technical features of the Retirement Law. Their knowledge

' and experience give added assurance to the reader concerning the
accuracy of the information presented in the book.

The explanations throughout the book are clear and concise.
._ The tables will mai* the teacher to make his own calculations.

Mani of the tables have never before appeared in any publication.
To .give meaning to the explanations and the T tables, the authors-
include many illustrations throughout the book.

The United FederatiOn of Teachers takes pride in offering
this book to the teachers of the. City. We are deeply appreciative
of the task performed by the authors in preparing this outstanding
work. We are most grateful to them,all members- of the 'United
Federation of Teachers and former chairmen of its Pension Com-

.

mitteeDr. Lis A. Goldman, Dr. Ellis Johnson and Mr. David
M. Witte&

CHARLES. COW" President
United Federation of Teachers
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THECHIEF objectives of this book are to explain the importantTHE'
provided by the Teachers' Retirement System and tp enable

the teacher to calculate the amount of IdIt retirement allowance
under the various retirement plins available to him. It will also
shoW how to' calculate the amounts that beneficiaries will receive
when the teacher dies either before or after retiment. In addition,,
several topics elated to a teacher's retirement, such as Social. Security
and taxes, are explained and illustrated.

The book °contains much information which, it is hoped, will
be useful for the younger teachers, as well as for those with many
years of teaching experierice. There are included explanations, of
recent changes. effecting memberrs of the Retirement System, such
as the "Death Gamble' law, the "Saypol" decision, the liberalized
loan privilege, and the 'five- percent contributions by the city to provide
teachers with increased take-home pay. To enable the teacher to
make the desired calculations, extensive tables applfrapie to all
teachers in New York City art given, Ilhistrations, carefully chosen,
make dear to the reader how the tables are applied.

We are indeed grateful to many friends and colleagues in
the pension field for their suggestions and assistance in the preparation
of this work: -

Our labors will be amply rewarded if this book will prove helpful
to our fellow teachera.

Loom A. GOLDMAN
ELLIS JOHNSON

. DAV/D M. Whim
.8
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

THE TEACHERS'.. Retirement System of the City of. New.York
was atablis' n August 1, 1917 It replaced the former

inadequate New York City Teachers' Retirement Fund. The present
Retirement ,System is operated on a reserve basis. Both the city and
the teachers contribpte regularly toward future retirement allowances
to teachers and death benefits "to the benefipiaries: The assets. of the
System. are now one and one-quarter billion dollars.

The iname which the retired teacher receives from tbe Retire-
ment System. is called his RETIREMENT ALLOWANCE. The retirement
allowance consists of two.,distinct parts:

(1) a PENSION derived from the contributions by the city, and
(2) an ANNUITY resulting from the contributioni by the teacher.
Until July 1960,, the teachers and the city were expected to

contribute approximately equal aunts. However, since July 1960,
the city las assumed the payment of a part of the teacher's contribu-
tions. At present, when a teacher's normal contribution is, say, 12%
of his salary, the city will pay 5% of the salary for him; the teacher
'need pay only 7%. In the case of a teacher whose normal rate-is 9%,
the teacher need- only.pay 4% of his salary; the city will pay 5%
for hiin. In 'general, whatever the teacher's normal rate of, contribu...
tion,, his actual rate will be less by 5% of the salary. The city-will pay
the 5%erhe city 'pays this in addition to the normal rate that the
city has n contributing.

In effect, then, the pension part of the teacher's retirement
allowance now consists of two separateernounts: (a) a normal pension
resulting from the normal contributions of the city and (b) a
special pension fix:ft the additional 5% contribution by the city,
explaibed above. These two amounts, the normal pension and the
special pension, constitute the pension part of the teacher's retire-
ment allowance.

11
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ELIGIBILITY FOR RETIREMENT

Regular service retirement. There are two general plans of
service retirement:

(1) A teacher is eligible for service retirement when he has
acquired a total service credit of 35 years or when he has reached
age 65, whichever comes first.

(2) Under a law enacted in' 1959, a teacher may elect to
retire for service if he has reached age 55 and has completed 30 years
of service. This plan requires higher rates of contribution by the
teacher and the city than does the other plan.

A teacher under either plan may, if he wishes, continue in
service until the end of the school year *August 31st) in which he
reaches age 70; retirement is mandatory on the following day,
September first.

Demand Retirement. A teacher may retire' "on demand" after
he has completed 30 years of service, even if his age is below 55.
However, "demand" retirement yields a much lower retirement
allowance than retirement after 30 years if one has reached age 55.

Veterans' retirement. A war veteran with 25 yews of credited
service may elect to retire at age 50, provided he makes a lump sum
payment at retirement The Pump sum required in practically every
case is so large that very few teachers have been able to avail them-
selves of this provLsion of the retirement. law.

Disability retirement. A teacher is eligible for disability retire-
ment when he has completed ten years of city service, provided he
is found to be physically or mentally incapable of performing his
school duties.

PROVISION FOR BENEFICIARIES

When a teacher retires, either for service or for bility,
he may provide that, upon his death, certain benefits shall paid
to his beneficiaries. Making provision for beneficiaries at e time
of retirement is known as selecting an OPTION. There are several
different options available. Some of the options are relatively in-
expensive to the teacher; some are quite costly. It is important to
note that, while the teacher may provide for his dependents or other
beneficiaries, he does so by reducing his own maximum retirement
allowance.

The law also provides for payments to beneficiaries when a
teacher dies BEFORE he has retired. We must distinguish these two
situations:



Situation A.: When the teacher dies BEFORE 'he has become
eligible for service retirement..

Situation B: When the teacher dies AFTER he has become
eligible for service retirement and BEFORE he has actually retired.

What is the difference in benefits under Situation A as compared
with Situation B?

In either case (A,.or B), the teacher's own contributions (with
interest) are paid to*the beneficiaries.

The difference between A and B is in the Death Benefit that
is paid from city funds to the beneficiarieS. The Death Benefit under
Situation B is much more generous than under Situation

When the teacher dies BEFORE he becomes eligible for service
retirement, the DEATH BENEFIT will generally vary between the salary
of the teacher for a half year and a full year

When the teacher dies AFTER he becomes eligible for service
retirement and BEFORE he has actually retired, the DEATH BENEFIT
will rarely be less than two years' salary arid may be as high as
the teacher's salary for five years. In most cases, the DEATH BENEFIT
will approximate the salary for three to four years.

A more detailed explanation of death benefits will be given ina later chapter.
Similarly, other' topics, briefly mentioned in this chapter, will be

discussed more fully.

13
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CHAPTER 2

THE ANNUITY-SERVICE RETIREMENT

V

THE PRINCIPAL question asked by a teacher contemplating
I retirement is, "How large will my retirement allowance be?"

We shall now explain how to determine this amount when a teacher
retires for service.

We begin with the case where no option is chosen, that is
where no provision is made for beneficiaries 'upon the death of the
retired teacher.e If A" teacher does not select an option he is said to
retire on a IIAXIMUM retirement allowance. Whether a teacher selects
an option or not, the Actuary of the Retirement System first cal;
culatas the maximum pension and the maximum annuity. In later
chapters, we shall show how to calculate the retirement all
where the teictier chooses one of the various options available to him.

The retirement allowance, it will be recalled, consists of a pension-
from funds- furnished by the city and an annuity from contributions
by the teacher. The teacher's contributions, with interest compounded
annually, are credited to his individual Annuity Account at 'the
Retirement Office. We shall first indicate how to calculate the
annoy part of the maximum retirement allowance.

THE ANNUITY. TABLE

The annuity depends upon the. amount in the teacher's annuity
fund, the age and sex of the teacher, and his date of 5appointment to
the city school system or the municipal colleges. Table 1 gives the
annuity for each dollar in a teacher's annuity fund at the time of
service ,retirement. This table will enable every appointed teacher
to ,kletermine the annuity part of his maximum retirement allowance.
The need for three sets of figures in Table 1 is explained later in this
Chapter.

14
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TABLE 1

ANNUITY PER DOLLAR IN ANNUITY FUND*

Service Rettaarrit

Ago
at

net.

TABLE IA
Teacher Appt'd

Bofors Sept. 1943

,.
Man Woman

', *TABLE 1 B .
Taather Appt'd

After Aug. 1943 &
Before July 1947

,,.
Man Woman

TABLE . 1C"
Teacher Appt'd
Afar Juno 1947

Man Woman

Ago I
at

Rat.
.

50 .0749 .0677 .0695 .0645 .0623 .0573 50"
51 .0765 .0690 .0709 .0656 , .0637 .0584 51
52 .0782 .0704 .0724 .0668 .0653 .0596 .52
-53 MOO .0719 .0741 .0681 .0669 .0609 53
54 .0819 .0735 ,.07511 .0695 ° .0623 54

-55 - .0839 .0752 .0776 .0709
..0656
.0705 .0637 55Si 0161 .0770 t .0796 .0724 .0724 .0653 56

57 .01114 .0789 .01117 .0741 .0745 .0669 57
511 .0909 .0110 .0839 4758 .0767 .0686 5$0 .0935 .0531 .0862 .0776 .0791 .0705 59
60 .0963 .0854 .0887 . .0796 .0816 .0724 60
61 ' .0993 .0879 .0914 .0817 .0843 .0745 61.
62 .1025 .0905 .0943 .0839 .0871 .0767 62
63 .1060 .0933 .0974 .0862 . .0902 .0791 63
64 .1096 .0963 .1007 .0887 .0934 .0816 6465 .1136 .0995, .1042 .0914 .0969- .0843 .4.6566 .1178 .1030 .1079 .0943. .1007 .0871 6667 .1224 .1067 .1120 .0974 .1047 .0902 67
68 .1272 .1106 .1163 .1007 .1090 .0934 6849 .1325 .1148 .1209 .1042 .1136 .0969 6970 .1381 .1194 .1259 .1079 ' .1186 .1007 70
71 .144; .1242 .1313 .1120 .1239 .1047 71

1* Alsospecial pension per dollar in special pan& reserre upon retirement for service.

Proceed as follows:
1. Fiiid the amount in your, annuity f d as of the date of retirement.

(a) Note the final balance in the annual statement of
your annuity fund that you last received from the Retire-
ment Office.

(b) To the final balance in (a) add interest thereon at the
rate of 4% per year if you were appointed before July,
1947 (3%, if appointed after June, 1947) from the date
of the statement to the first day of the month of retirement.

(c) Also add actual contributiona made by you for retirement

15
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purposes from the date of the annuity statement in (a)
to the date of retirement (This may usually be ascertained
by noting the amount in the "Pension" colimn of the
stub accompanying your monthly check.) The, interest on
these contributions may be disregarded. 0

2. Find your age to your nearest birthday at the date of retirement.
y 3. Multiply the amount in your annuity fund at date of retirement

by the decimal shown in the appropriate column of Table 1.
Make sure you use Table lA or 1B or 1C, torresponding to your
original date of ippohament.

ILLUSTRATIONS

Example 1: Miss A, appointed in 1920, retires for, service
at age 60. The bala,nce :in her annuity fundat the. time Of retirement
is $30,000. How large will the annuity. part of her retirement allow-
ance be?

Since Miss A was appointed before September 1943, Table 1 A
is used. This table shows that a woman teacher of 60 will receive
an annuity- of $.0854 for each dollar in her annuity fund. Hence,
Miss A's annuity will be $30,000 x .0854, or $2562 per year for life.

The city's contributions will provide the pension part of Miss
A's retirement allowance. Together, the annuity and the pension
comprise the teacher's. maximum retirement allowance.

Example 2: Mr. B, appointed in 1945, expects to retire for
service at age 65. Assume that his contributions with interest amount
to $32,000. What will be the amount of the annuity part of Mr. B's
retirement allowance?

Mr. B was appointed after August 1943 and before July 1947.
Hence, Table llk must be used. This table shows that a male teacher,
age 65, wi4 receive $.1042. for each ,dollar in his annuity fund. Ac-
cordingly, Mr. B's annuity will amount to $32,000 x .1042, or about
$3,334 annually for life. In addition, B will receive a pension from
the city.

Example:3: Ma. C, appointed in September 1947; plans to
retire for service at age 55 when she will have completed 30 years
of service. &aiming that her annuity fund will be $33,000, how
large an annuity will she receive? ,

Since* Mrs. C was appointed after Jime 1947, we must use
Table 1C in, order to calculate the annuity part of her retirement
allowance. According,to this table, a woman teacher retiring at age
55 will receive $.0637 per year for' each dollar in her annuity fund.

16
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Hence, Mrs. C's annuity will be $33,006 x .0637, or about $2,102
yearly for life. In addition, Mrs. C will receive a pen ion front the
city. The calculation of the pension part of the retirement allowance
Will be treated in the two chapters that follow.

WHY THREE TABUS,

At this point, it is well to explain the need for the three separate
sections of Table 1. ,

From 1917 to 1934, the Retirement Board caleulated the innuity
part of the retirement allowance on the basis of the mortality table
adopted in 1917 with interest at 4% on the balance in the teacher's
annuity, account. tIn January 1, 1934, the , Board adopted a new
mortality table recommended by the actuary. This was done in
complianch with the Teachers' Retirement law "w)ticit directs the
actuary to make such recornthendation, if necessary, based on an
actuarial investigation every five years. Because of increased longevity
of teachers, the annuity table -based on the 1934 mortality table

. was less favorable to the teacher than that used previoudy.
In 1943, the actuary recommended another change in the, mot'?

talky table; this was adopted by the Retirement Board in June 1943.
The annuity-table resulting therefrom wasiess favorable to the teacher
than the 1934 table. The _Board decided that the 1943 mortality
table-Was to be used for all teachers appointed on and after September
1, 1943, and for "new entrants"* alreadi in service who will retire
on or after September 1, 1944. Since the retirement+law provides
that '"present teacher"* shall be guaranteed an annuity based on
the 1934 table, the 1943 table could not be applied- to him

However, the State Court of Appeals in January 1961, `tied
that the Retirement Boird wropgfully applied the 1943 table vi tett
it calculated the annuities of 'those teachers who were appointed
prior to September 1, 1943. The Retirement Board was ordered to
recalculate the annuities of these teachers in accordance with the
decision. (A brief discussion of this decision is given in the !toeing
section of this chapter.)
----Let-us-turn_ to the three parts of Table 1. Table IA gives the

annuity calculated on the basis of the 1934 table with interest at ,
4%. It is now used for all teachers appointed before September 1,
1943. Table 113 is based on the 1943 table with interest at 4%. It is

$

A "present teacher" is one who wasa, teacher Yn the public schools on August1, 1917, or a teacher at Hunter Coif* on September 17, 1918,or a teacher
at City College on June 1, 1923. All othen are "news entrants." Unless other-
wise noted, the word "teacher" in this work designates a "new entrant."

I s
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ustd for all teachers appointed on or sifter September 1, 1943 but
prior to July 1947. ,

For all teachers appointed before July 1, 1947, interest on their
contributions is credited at the rate of four percent per year,- com-
pounded annually. In. 1947, the State Legislature passed an amend-
ment to the 'Teachers' Retirement law reducing thJ rate of interest
on the annuity accounts of teachers appointed on or after 'July 1,1947 to three percent.

Accor4ingly, the actuary prepared a new annuity table, based
upon the same mortality table as that used in the preparation of the1943 annuity table, but with interest calculated at the rate of threepercent instead of four percent. Table 1C is that table. It is used in
Calculating the annuities of all teachers appointed on or after July
1, 1947; these teachers are often referred to as "three percent con-
tributors."

THREE PERCENT CONTRIBUTORS

One final statement concerning Table 1C. A. bill has been
mtroduceil in the legislature each year during. the past several- years

.'t0'.aMend the retirement law -so that teachers appointed on or. after 'July 1,1947 will henceforth receive interest at the rate of four'percent
on their annuity contributiorp. The low . yield on Safe investments
which prevailed at the time may have justified, the reduction of the
interest rate on contributions of newly appointed teachers to 'three
percent in 1947.

The situation has changed markedly in recent years. The current
investments of funds. of the Teachers Retiremerit System yield four
percent or higber. The new policy of investing retirement fundsin high grade corporate bonds and guaranteed mortagages will tend
to increase tall further the yield of Retirement Board investment's.Yet, as this' book goes to press, all teachers appointed on or afterJuly 1, 1947, who comprise nearly two-thirds of all teachersin service,receive but three percent interest on thdr contributions.

LEGISLATIVE ACTION
, In 1962, both the Senate and the Assembly passed a bill granting

four percent interest on contributions of teachers appointed pn orafter July 1, 1947. Unfortunately, the bill was vetoed by the Governor.
A similar bill will probably be introduced at future Sessions of theLegislative.



COURT OF APPEALS DECISION
An explanation of the calculation of the annuity part of a

teacher's retirement' allowance would be incomplete without a brief
discussion of the fars-reaching effects of the important decision rendered
by the Court of Appeals on January 16, 1961. The background is
as forms:

Under the retirement law, the actuary must make an actuarial
investigations of the mortality rate of its contributors (teachers) every
five years, and recommend to the R ent Board the adoption of
such table? as are deemed necessary a result of the investigation.

On two occasions (in 1934 and ) during the existence
of our Retirement System, the actuary recommended the adoption
of revised mortality tables based on the longer life-span of teachers.
These refised tables resulted in reduced annuities payable to teachers
on retirement. The 1934 revision reduced the annuities payable on
retirement to all teachers in service on January 1, 1934. The 1943
table was applied only to "new entrants"; under the retirement law'
"present teachers" are guaranteed an annuity based on the 1934
tables. o

In 1958 several teachers filed suit to compel the Teacher.
Retirement Board to use the 1934 mortality table for all teachers
appointed prior' to September 1, 1943, basing their case. on the
provision of the State Constitution that after July 1, 1940, member-

---ship-in a city or state fetirement system, such as ours, "shall be a
contactual relationship, the benefits of which shall not be diminished

d"or imparre -

The Supreme Court sustained the teachers. The following year
the. Appellate Division unanimously, upheld the decision of the lower
court,' Finally, in January 1961, Are court of Appeals unanimously
decided: in favor of the teachers.

EFFECT OF DECISION

As a Yfoult of this important decision, all new entrants appointed,
before September 1943 will have their annuities calculated on the
basis of , the more favorable 1934 table, and will therefore receive
larger annuities.

All teachers appointed after August 1943 are now guaranteed
by the Court decision that their retirement, annuities will not be
;educed in future years as a result of the adoption of new mortality
tables by the Retirement Board. If new tables are adopted, they
can be applied only to teichers appointed after 'those tables have
been adoPted. .

19
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In the case of teachers already retired from service, the Retire-
ment Board was required to recalculate their annuities in accordance
with the Court of Appeals' decision. The Board has since .paid' these
retired teachers, or their surviving beneficiaries or titates, a lump
sum equal to the difference due them plus interest to the date of
patment.

The Court decision does not affect the annuities of teachers
retired for disability beCause there has been no change in the table
used to calculate disability retirement annuities after July 1, 1940,
the effective date of the State constitutional safeguard stated above.
However, teachers who will retire for disability in the future are
guaranteed by the decision thit the Retirement Board may not reduce
their annuities by,adopting new mortality 'tables.

M
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CHAPTER 3

THE NOIMAL PENSION-SERVICE RETIREMENT

oe

THE PRECEDING chapter dealt with the annuity , part of theTHE
allowance. This chapter and the, next one will Show

how to calculate the pension part of the retirement allowance.
As stated in the first chapter, the pension, which comes from

contributions by the city, consists of two separate parts:
(a) a 'normal pension resulting 'from the city's normal con-

tributions. and (b) a special pension ;derived from the additional
paiment assumed by the city since July 1960. (This additional pay-
mentwhidh we shall refer .to as the city's special contribUtion

, cbritisted of 2/2% of the teacher's sala during the year 1960-1961;
there.after: it has been 5% This chapter will concern itself with the
normal pension only, chapter 4 will deal with the special pension.

AVERAGE SALARY

The normal pension part of a teacher's retirement allowance
.. depends upon his "average salary." As used in the Retirement law,

"average salary" generally means the average annual salary for the
last years prior to the date of retirement

Table 2 gives the average salaries of teachers, supervisors and
i

secretaries eligible for service retirenient on September 1 1963 and
on September 1 of the seven succeeding years. It is a : p
to make the interpolaon for the approximate average on a

stle matter
ti

date other than September 1 of any year between 1963 and 1970.
The figure* Table 2 include maximum salaries in salary

schedules of teachers adopted by the Board of Education on January
8, 1964. The average salaries given in the table for secretaries and
supervisors include maximum sakaries in schedules that are expected
tq be adopted by the Board of Education. The figures shown in the
table will change with future changes in salary schedules.

s )
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TABLE 2

AVERAGE SALARIES FOR FIVE -YEAR PERIOD
'4- PRIOR TO RETIREMENT!

Rot.
Dale

Sept. 1
1963 .

1964
1961
1966

,1967'
1968
4969
1970

Teacher
no. diff.

A

NO PROMOXIONAL"DIFF.
Teacher Teacher

1 cliff. 2 cliff.
II C

PLUS PROMOTL DIFF.
Teacher Teacher

%.1- 1 diff. 4- 2 cliff.

$ 835 $ 8755 $ 9155 $ 8166 $ 9266
- 8686 9016 9486 9692

8993 9393 9793 9 7 10127
9233 9633 10033 10 12-- 10612
9316 9786 10186. 10394 10794
9452 9852 10252 10510 10910
9500 9900 - 10300 10608 11,008
9500 r 9900 10300 10625 11025

.
. .Ret. Sch. Secy. Sch. Secy. Sr. S. Secy. Sr. S. Secy. Assif 7Da. no AK + diff. no cliff. + diff. Nee,Sept. 1 F ' 6 H J K1963 $ 5623 $ 5750 $ 6093 $ 6173 $104431964 ' 5882 6049 6356 6476 119501961 0 6115 6315 6513 6743 11653`1%6 °6281 6411 6751 6951 .121941967 6387 6587 6157 7057 125881968 6435 6635 6906 7105 127571969 6470 6670 6940 7140 /12%11970 6470 :6670 - 6940 . 7140 12926

- .Rat.. H.S. Junior EL Sch. J.H.S. HS.Date Chairman Principal Principal Principal PrincipalSept. I . I. M N P R1963 $108439 $10962 $12761 $13522 $16613 .. 1964 11450 11617' '13460 14278 174951966 . 12053 12260 14158 15042 113241966 12594. 12136 14715 15721 190631967 129118 13254 f 15241 16215 19503'1968 13157 13435 15439 16431 198151949 13301 13589 -' 15607 16614 20012 .1970 13326 13615 15635' 16645 ' 20045'
(1) Th. average salary of a teacher who was granted one salary differential (for 30credits) or two salary difforentials (for 60 credits) will be somewhat smaller than'Hot 'Wen in Column' I. C,, D or E if he has received either differential for a,period of Iasi than five yeah.
(2) The average salary of a teach*, who was granted the promotional differential willIn somewhat smaller than that shown in Column D or E if the effocffve date of

the premetiosal differential b. subsequent to July I. 1962.(3) The swag* salary of a school secretary or a senior school secretary who wasgranted a salary differential will be somewhat smaller than that shown in ColumnG et J If the effective date of the differential is sub*-nt to July I, 1960 infie case of the school sacretary, and, suNsquent to September 1, 1961 in thecaw of the senior school secretary. +',(
(4).Celunws L is also applicable to High School Administrative Assistant and Inchon-In-Charge of Amex.

sls
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NORMAL PENSION UNDER CLANCY LAW

The vast majority of teachers* now in service have elected
coverage under the "one-percent" Pang law. Under the provisions
of this law, the 'city contributes an amount sufficient to produce a
pension of 1% of the average salary multiplied by the number of
years of credited service after September 16, 1917,E provided that
the teacher has elected to make certain additional contributions to
provide a larger annuity in order to satisfy the "matching" require-
meat in the law.

As a result of the Retirement Board's liberal interpretation of
the "matching" requirement, few teachers who have retired under
the Clancy law failed to get the full pension benefit of 1% of
average salary for each year of service. A relatively small number
were required to pay a lump sum at retirement in order to meet the
minimum "niatching" requirement Failure to meet the lump sum
requirement in such cases resulted in a somewhat smaller pension.

- Under an amendment to the Retirement law adopted by the -

State legislature in 1963, a teacher is no longer required to pay a
rate of contribution in excess of 15%. If the rate of contribution
needed to provide an annuity equal to the pension from the city
is -higher than 15%, the teacher may;'' he wishes, contribute at
the higher rate, but is not required to do Yoo. As a result of this
ameadment, all teachers who elected Clancy law coverage will obtain
a pension from the city equal to 1% of the average salary multiplied
by the number of years otservice. No lump sum will hereafter be
required.

In view of this amendments newly appointed teachers are
strongly advised to elect coverage under the Clancy law. (See Chapter
20.)

- Example: Miss D was appointed in September 1928. She
was granted credit for two years prior service as a substitute from

41' See footnote on page l7 for distinction between "present teacher" and "new
entrant.'! A present teacher receives a somewhat larger pension from the city
than a new entrant because of teaching service prior to the inception of the
Retirement System. There are at present over 43,000 contributors in the
Teachers' Retirement System; of this number, fewer than 200 are preseit
teachers. Unless otherwise indicated, the word "teacher" in this book means
"new entrant."

t 'September 16, 1918 for Hunter College contributors; June 1, 1923 for con-
tributors at otheemunicipal colleges.
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1925 to 1928. She served continuously in the elementary schools. She
was granted a salary differential on the basis of 30 in-service credits
subsequent to graduation froin teachers' training school. In 1951
she elected coverage under the "one-percent" Clancy law. She retired
on September 1, 1963. What was the amount of the normal pension
part of her 'retirement allowance?

Since Miss D was under the Clancy law, she received a pension
of 1% of her average salary for each year of credited service. There-
fore, her normal pension was '37% of her average salmi when she
retired on September 1, 1963. .

Since she received 'one salary differential but did not meet the
requirement for a promotional differential
case will be found in Table 2, Column B. tcording to this
average salary on,September 1, 1963 was $8,755. Thirty-seven pe
of $8,755 is $3,239;. this was the normal pension part of Miss
annual retirekent allowance when she retired on maximum (wi
an option) on September 1, 1963. It w ve been slighdy
if she had retired later that mo e c tion' of the s
pension will be expl ise next chapter.

Miss D's own contributions with interest p
part of her retirement allowance.

ry 'her
her
ent

's
out ...

gher
cial

vided the annuity

NORMAL PENSION UNDER OLD LAW

For a teacher who is not under the Clancy law the City generally
contributes an amount sufficient to provide a pension of 25% of
average salary when the teacher retires for service. (Fewer than
ten percent of all contributors are now under the old "pre-Clancy"
law.)

Exam*: Mr. E was appointed on February- 1, 1922. He
had no teaching experience prior to appointment. He has served
continuously as a high school teacher. He had not elected coverage
under the Clancy law. If he retires in September 1964, how large
will the normal pension part of his retirement allowance be?

Although Mr. E will have completed more than 42 years
of service, his pension will be limited to 25% of his average salary
because he had not elected to come under the Clancy 1% pension
law. Since he is a pre-1947 high school teacher, his salary' is that of
a teacher with two differentials plus the promotional differential.
His average salary on September 1,1964, as given in Table 2, Column
E, will be $9,692. Twenty -fivepercent of $9,692 is $2,423. This will
be the normal pension part of Mr. E's retirement allowance.
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CHAPTER 4

THE SPECIAL PENSIONSERVICE RETIREMENT

U.

S EXPLAINED previously, the city has been paying a part of
"-I each teacher's, contribUtions for him since July 1, 1960. During
the first year (1960-1961), the .city assumed the payment of 21/2%
of the teacher's salary. At present the city is paying 5% of the salary
for the teacher. If a teacher's iiormat contribution is 13% of his
salary, the city will pay 5% for him; the teacher need pay only 8%.

The city pays this in addition to the normal rate required to
furnish the teacher with a normal pension. 'This additional payment
by the city, plus interest thereon, is used to"provide a special pension
at retirement,* calculated in the same manner as the annuity furnished
by the teacher's own -contributions. (This additional contribution by
the city, with interest, is referred to in the law as the "reserve-for-

° increased-take-home-pay." The pension resulting from this reserve
is called the "pension-providing-for-increased-takeoltome-pay." We
here simply use the terms "special pension reserve" and "special
pension," respectively.)

The effect of all this is:
(1) The teacher actually "takes' home" an additional 5% of

his salary every month, and
(2) Ills ultimate retirement allowance will be exactly the

same as it woldd, have been under the law prior to 1960.
Example: Teacher F's annual salary is $8,400, or $700 per

month. His normal contribution is 12% of ;700, or $84 per month.
The city now pays 5% of $700, or $35 per month, for him; this
is in addition to the city's normal contribution. The teacher need
pay only 7% of $700, or $49 per month.

nig addidonal payment by the city is also used to furnish an additional &il
benefit if the teacher dies before he has retired. (See Chapter. li.)
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TABLE 3

SPECIAL PENSION RESERVE FOR TEACHERS
AT RETIREMENT

(, "Rosarve-for-incraand-taka-loomopay")
, ..

TEACHERS APPOINTED BEFORE JULY! 1947 .

(for %actors on maximum salary only)

110 PROMOTIONAL DIFF. PLUS pRomorL DIFF.
Tenter Teaches 'Teacher Teacher Teacher
me diff. + I dilf. . 2 cliff. -4. 1 duff.' + 2 cliff.

A II C , o E
$1234 .11290 $1347 $1318- $1375
1755 1834 1912% 107 1966
2309 k " " 2411 2513 2499 2602
2815 3012 3138 3140;° .. 320-,.
3483 3635. 3785 3806. \3951
4106 420 4463 ., 4499 mos
4714 4%0 5166 5220 14
5421 5663 5897 4A: 5970 8201

Ret.
Date

Sept. 1

1963
1%4

. 1%5 ,
1166
1%7
1%8

'1969
1970

TEACHERS APPOINTED AFTER JUNE 1947
(for teachers on maximum solar? only) -,:e.

NO PROMOTIONAL DIFF. PLUS PROMbTi'DIFF.
leaehUr. . Teacher Teacher TOacher Teacher
no diff. . 4. 1 AFL . + 2 'diff. + 1 diff. + 2-diff.

.1 : F. 0 H J K
1%3 -$1218 . $1274 . $1329. $1302 $1357
.1%4 ' " Int ., 11101 1879 . 1855 1932
1965 2257 1 2357 2457 2444 2545

.1966 2807." 2f30 3053 3056 3110.
1%7 3372 3520 3667 3687 3834
1911 390 . 4117 4299 4336. 4505
1969. 4515 4753 4950 5004 5202

. IWO 4171 5397 .5621 503 W17

(I) The speelal penden reserve .f a teacher who was granted Ain salary clifferenffal
(far 30 end%) et two salary differentlak (for 60 credits) will bio somewhat
smaNsi Uwe shevm in each a the columns above lf. In his ease, the effective
date of eIiher I Is subsequent t. July 1, 1%0.

(2) The spodel peaden reserve if teacher wge was granted. the premeffeard dif-
farentW will be semewhet smaller than that ,slwan in Celan* D. E. J et K. if in
Ms' ease, the Obeli, date ..f the premilenal differential is subsequent to
July li, 1%2.

.

The figures ober* are based 'en maximum salaries of teachers in effect on and
after July 1, 1%0, incluileg these ie salary schedules adopted by the Board of
1411111Melt ea January 8, 1%4.
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Ti3is is an' actual gain of $35 in net pay to the teacher every
month 9f that year Yet, the amount of his retirement allowance
will now be the same. as 'it was under the .former law when the
teacher contributed the full 12% of his salary.

SPECIAL PENSION RESERVE

The teacher receives an annual statement of the amount in
his annuity account. This amount constitutes his contributions plus
interest But no such statement relating to his special pension is given
to the teacher. Since the special pension comes from the city's con-
tributions, the teacher is entitled to benefits therefrom if he retires. If
the teacher should die before retirement, his beneficiary would be
entitled to these additional city contributions. However, if the teacher
resigns, he forfeits the right to receive these city, contributions.

To aid the teacher on maximum salary to determine the amount
of the special pension reserve, Table 3 has been constructed. This
table gives the amount of the special pension reserve resulting from
the additional contributions made by the city since.. July 1, 1960
on behalf of a teacher on maximum salary. The figures shown include
interest at the rate, of 4% for teachers appointed before July 1947,
and 3% for those appointed after June 1947. The amount of the
special pension reserve on dates other than September 1 can be
estimated. If salaries of leachers are increased, it will be necessary
to make a corresponding adjustment of the figures in the table.
Individual calculations of the special 'pension reserve will have to be
made for contributors other than classroom teachers on maximum
salary.

This is important: The state law, under which the city pays
a part of the teacher's contributions for him, authorizei this plan but
does not mandate it. It is a temporary arrangement, subject to renewal
annually or termination at the will of the city. However, it is reason-
able to assume that it will be a permanent feature of the Aetirement
System. Table 3 and the discussion which follows are based on this
asstunption.

At retirement, the teacher receives a special pension (in addition
to a normal pension) resulting from the special pension reserve. The
calculation of the special pension is the same as the calculation of
the annuity resulting from the teacher's accumulated contributions.
Table 1 on page 15, used to determine the annuity per dollar in the
annuity fund, is also used to determine the special pension per dollar
in the special pension reserve.
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Example: Miss G was appointed in 1930 and expects to
retire for service in September 1964 at age 56. She received one
salary differential in 1955 and the promotional differential on 'July
1, 1962. She has iiserved continuously since her iipointment. How
large will the special pension reserve be in her case? How large will
the special pension be?

Since. Miss G was appointed before July 1947 and since her
salary. is that of a teacher with one salary differential plus the
promotional differential, Table 3, Column D will be used in her
case' to fmd the special pension reserve. The figure shown for
September 1, 1964 is $1,887.

To determine Miss G's special pension, we turn to the annuity
table on page 15. Since Miss G was appointed before September
'1943, we use Table1A, According to this table, a woman teacher
retiring at age 56 will receive a special pension of $.0770 per year
for each dollar in the special pension reserve. Hence, Miss G's special
pension will be $1,887 x .0770, or $145 per year. This will be
added to her normal pension; the sum is the .pension part of her
retirement allowance. We shall return to this example in the next
chapter.

THE WAIVER

The purpose of the arrangement whereby the city pays a part
of the teacher's contributionas stated in the law authorizing the
planr-is to provide' the teacher with increased takethome pay. We
havt shown that, while the city pow contributes an additional 5%
of a teacher's salary for him, the teacher's own contributions, are
reduced by the same amount.

However, if a teacher prefers to continue to pay his full rate of
contribution, he may do so. In this case, he must sign and file a
paper that provides for waiving the reduction in his rate, His own ,

ANNUITY fund will then continue to increase by means of his full
contribution. The city's contribution of 5% of his salary will continue
to be paidas for all other teacheis. This 5% contribution will, at
retirement, make the pension paroof his retirement allowance larger.

Example: Let us assume that Teacher F (page 26) filed
a waiver of reduction of contribution. Accordingly, the contribution
to his annuitffund would be_continued at the full rate of 12% of
his monthly salary ($700), namely, $84 per month, even though
the city pays 5% of $700, or $35, for him. Since he is paying the
full 12% rate, the teacher will not receive any additional "take-home"
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pay. Ifis retirement allowance will be larger because of the 5%
additional contribution made by the city toward the special pension
reserve.

It should be added that the teacher, who prefers to pay his
full rate, must file the waiver each year, since dig waiver is bindiiig
for one year only.

. .

"SHALL 1 FILE A WAIVER?"

This question is equivalent to asking, "Shall I increase my rate
. of contribution?" The question can be best answered by the teacher

himself. The teacher must decide whether he wishes more income
now, or later on during his years, of retirement.

He must consider his present financial requirements, as well
as his probable needs after retirement. If be prefers more takichome
pay, he does not file a waiver. If he is willing to do; ithout additional
take-home pay now, in order to insure a larger retirement allowance,
he files such waiver.

Those who are willing to forego the additional "take-home"
pay, in order to accumulate a larger annuity fund for retirement
purposes, may file a waiver, but do not have to do so. There may
be an advantage~, n using an alternative method of achieving the
same result, namely, by simply filing a change -of -rate blank at the
Retirement Office.

He may 'thus increase his official rate by .3% or 4% or
5% as suits his convenience. This new rate may later be changed
by filing another change-of-rate blank., A waiver can be filed or
discontinued once a year (usually in June). ,

However,. a teacher who decides to file a change-of-rate blank
should be, mindful of the fact that once a rate of less than 15%
has been officially increased by the teacher to a rate higher than
15%, it may not be possible for the rate to be subsequently reduced
to the former rate.*

A teacher under the Clancy law whose official rate of contribution-is morethan 15% can hoe his rate reduced to 15%. He may have it seduced to arate lower than 15% only if the reduced rate will be sufficient to provide anannuity which when added to the special pension will equal the normal pensionfurnished by the city.
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CHAPTER 5

THE RETIREMENT ALLOWANCE- .

'SERVICE RETIREMENT

-pus FAR, we have explained how to calculate the separate
*rt. of the retirement allowance when a teacher retires without

an option. In this chapter we shall review the Procedures already
described through the solution of two typical problems.

Example 1: 'Consider the case of Miss G (page 29). The
pertinent facts in her case are as follows:

She was appointed in 1930 with credit for two years of prior
service. She expects to retire in September 1964 at age 56 on
completion of 36,years of credited service. She received one salary
differential in 1955 and the promotional differential on July 1, 1962.
She served continuously since her appointment. She will have $31,000
in her annuity fund on date of retirement She elected Clancy coverage
in 1951. How large will her 'retirement allowance be if she retires
on maximum, that is, without choosing an option?

Since Miss G was appointed before September 1943, her annuity
idorertirill obtained by using Table lA on page 15. According to this

table, a woman teacher retiring at age 56 will receive an annuity of
$.0770 per year for each dollar in her annuity fund, There will be
$31,000 in this fund upon retirement. Hence, Miss G's annuity will
be $31,000 x 4:1770, or $2,387 per year for life.

Since this teacher has received one salary differential and the
promotional differential, her average salary in September 1964 will
be $9,292 according to Table 2, Column D on page 22. Miss G
is under the Clancy law. Hence, for her 36 years of credited service
she will receive Qa normal pension of 36% of $9,292, or $3,345
annually.

With the aid of Tables 3 and 1A1 Miss G's special pension
was found on page 29 to be r45. ($1,887 x .0770 = $145.)
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The sum of the normal pension and the special pension is the
pension part of the retirement allowance. Hence, the pension part
of Miss G's maximum retirement allowance is the sum of .43,345
and $145, or $3,490 annually for life.

. Her maximum retirementallowince is the sum of the maximum
pension and the maximum annuity, $3,490 plus $2,387,. or $5,877.
She receives this annually for life.

Example 2: Mr. H was appointed as a high school teacher
on September 7, 1944 with prior, service credit for two years as
a substitute teacher and seven years as an employee in the New
York City Department of Hospitals. He served continuously since
his appointment He was born on May 8, 1908. He elected coverage
under the Clancy law in 1951 and under the .55 -30 law in 1960.
He has been paying at a rate sufficient toa guaiantee him a pension
of 1% for each year of service- under both of these Taws. It is estimated
that he will have accumulated $28,000 in his annuity fund on

.September 1, 196. He will become eligible for service retirement on
September 7, 1965. If -he should retire on that date, what will his
ma0mum retirement allowance amount to?

Fig -let us make two observations from the given, data:
(1) Under the, Teachers' Retirement law, a teacher receives

full credit for retirement purposes for all city service. Hence, Mr. H
received full credit for his seven years in the Department of Hospitals.
These seven years and his two years as a substitute give him a total
prior service credit of nine years. He will this be eligible to retire
under the 55-30 law 21 years= after appointment provided he will_
have reached age 55. He was appointed on ,September 7, 1944;
hence he will complete 30 years of total service on September 6,
1965. Since hell attained age 55 on May 8, 1963, he will thus be
eligible to retire for service on September 7, 1965.

(2) Mr. H was appointed to the high schools prior to July
1, 1947. Hence, under the rules of the Board of Education, he is
entitled to the maximum salary of- a teacher who received two salary
differentials and the promotional differential.

Now let us proceed to fmd the maximum annuity, normal
pension and special pension in that order.

Mr. H was appointed between September 1943 and June 1947.
Hence, Table 1B will be used to determine his annuity. His age on
September 7, 1965 will be _57 to the nearest birthday. According
to Table 1B a man, age 57, receives an lannuity of $.0817 per year
for each dollar in his annuity fund: With $28,000 in the annuity
fund, Mr. Hi annuity will be $28,000 x .0817, or$2,287 per year.

we,
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To determine Mr. H's normal pension, it is necessary to obtain
his average salary. Table 2, Column E indicates that a teacher with
two' salary differentials plus a promotional differential will have anaverage salary of $10,127 on September 1, 1965. Hence, Mr. H's
normal pension will be 30% of $10,127, or $3,038 annually.

To detinmne his spetial pension, it is necessary to obtain the
special pension reserve in his case. Table 3, Column E indicatesthat the special reserve will amount to $2,602 on September f,1965. To determine the special pension from the special pension
reserve we turn to Table 1B, the same table that was used to findH's annuity. With $2,602 in the special pension reserve, his specialpension will be $2,602 x .0817, or $212 per year.

The pension part of the retirement allowance (sum of normal
pension and special pension) is $3,038 plus $212, or $3,250 annually.

The maximum retirement allowance (sum of pension and
annuity) is $3,250 phis $2,287, or $5,537 annually for life.

Thus, with the aid. of Tables 1,.2 and 3, it is not difficult for ateacher to determine his own retirement allowance' when he does.
not choose an option. The chapters immediately following deal with
the calcOlaiion of the retirement, allowance when an option has beenchosen.
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CHAPTER 6

RETIREMENT OPTIONS

%%W%%WHAT OPTION shall I choose?" "Which is the best optionHAT
me" "How much will it cost?" Questions like these

naturally occur to a teacher contemplating retirement. We shall
address ourselves to the problems implied in these and similar
questions.

The options available to a teacher who retires are as follows:

OPTION L This option guarantees that all the money paid
by the teacher during all his teaching years (includhrg interest) and
all the money paid by the city for the future pension shall be paid
to the teacher or to the beneficiaries.

Example: Teacher A retires under Option I. His own con-
tributions and interest amount to '$25,000; the city's payments for
the future pension are $30,000. The total guaranteed reserve is
$25,000 plus $30,000, or $55,000. A retires on $5,000 yearly. Suppose
he dies four years after retieez*. He has received $5,000 for each
of 4 years or a total of $20,000. Howev r, the original guarantee
was for $55,000. Hence, the difference between .000 and $20,000,
or $35,000 will be paid to the beneficiaries.

Of course, if Teacher A had lived long enough to receive the
guaranteed amount of $55,000, the beneficiaries would get nothing.
A, however, will continue to receive $5,000 per year as long as
he lives.

OPTION IL Under this option, the teacher provides that, upon
his death, the benefiCiary, if he has survived, will receive the same
monthly payment for life that the teacher had been receiving.

Example: Mr. B retires under Option II and receives $350
monthly for life. He had named his wife as beneficiary. When Mr.
B dies, his wife, is she is alive, will continue to receive $350 monthly
for the remainder Of her life.
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OPTION III.. This option is similar to Option II, except that
die beneficiary will receive each month only one-half of the monthly
amount that the teacher had been receiving.

Example: Mrs. C chooses Option III and names her husband
as beneficiary. Mrs. C receives $400 monthly for life. Upon her
death, Mr. C, if alive, will receive one-half of $400, or $200' monthly
as long as he lives.

i OPTION IV-a: This option is similar to Option III, except
that ihe beneficiary will receive only one-fourth or one-eighth of
the middy.' amount the teacher had been receiving.

OPTiox W-b. Under this option, the teacher provides, that
the beneficiaries' shall, upon his death, receive a fixed himp sum.

Example: Teacher D retired and stipUlated that, upon his
death' $12,000 shall, be paid to his daughters. D died after 15 years.
Each of his two daughters received $6,000.

OPTION IV-c. This option is best explained by an illustration.
Teacher T retires under Option IV-c. His pension is $2,500 and his
annuity $2,00Q. His ANNUITY reserve (his own contributions with
'interest) is $28,000. T. dies three years after retirement.

Under Option IV,.-c; we subtract, from the annuity reserve or
$28,000 twice theNannual annuity for each year of retirement. Here
the annuity was $2,000 yearly. Twice $2,000 is $4,000. For 3 yews
at $4,000, we have $12,000. This amount, $12,000; is subtracted
from $28,000: 'Hence, the beneficiaries receive $16,000.

Note: Options' I, II, III and W-a may be chosen on the
pension part only or On the annuity part only or on both parts.
Options IV-b and IV-c may be chosen only on the ANNUITY part.

SELECTING AN OPTION

The dioice of\an option depend.; on many facts. The most
significant of these are the health of the teacher and the general
span of life in his family. Other elements that should be considered
are: -outside income (of the teacher, his real and personal property,
social security, insurance on his life, income taxes on his retirement
allowance, future needs of, the teacher, the terms of a will written
by the teacher, his obligations to members of his family, and the
heal history of longevi,ty and financial condition of his bene-
fi

Based upon available information, an option which appears
at the time of filing to be suitable 6:tit& particular teacher may
be chosen by him. But there is no ail t. that the option selected
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will actually prove tobe the most advantageous, either to the teacheg)
or to his &neficiaries. This is due to the uncertainties of life.

A teacher's final choice of an option must be made prior to
the date he retires from service; thereafter, the option cannot be
changed. In Options I and IV-b and IV-c, the beneficiary may be
changed by the teacher even after retirement. In Options II, III and
IV-a, the benificiary may not be changed after retirement.

OPTION FACTOR

When a, teacher retires under an option he makes provision for
.

beneficiaries. HIS tiwk?riginal (maximum) retirement allowance will
be reduced in order to 'pay for the benefits provided by° the option.
Hence, the price that the teacher must pay for the option in the form
of a reduction in his retirement allowance is an important considera-
tion in choosing -an option.

If a teacher does not select an option, he is said to retire on a
MAXIMUM retirement allowance; in this case, upon his death all
payments ceasenot even his own contributions can be refunded to
his estate.*

Whether a teacher selects an option or not, the actuary first
calculates the maximum pension and the maximum annuity.

If an option is chatn, the maximum allowance is multiplied
by a decimal called the Option Factor in order to obtain the teacher's
reduced allowance. This factor depends on the particular option
selected and on the age and sex of the teacher; in. Options II, III
and IV-a, the factor also depends on the age and sex of the beneficiary.
The optiom factor for a teacher appointed.on or after July 1, 1947 is
less favorable than the corresponding option factor for one appointed
befo t date.

However, when a teacher retires on maximum allowance and dies within 30'
days after the date of his retirement, the beneficiaries or estate will rec
the accumulated contributions of the teacher and a death benefit f
city. This is also true for a teacher who applies for disability retiremett
dies within the 30 days following the date of filing the application for
retirement.
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eHAPTER 7

OPTION I-SERVICE 'RETIREMENT
BENEFIT PAID AS A LUMP SUM

OPTION I on the full retirement allowance guarantees to the
beneficiaries (or estate) the amount in the annuity reserve and

the amount in, the pension reserve, less the sum of monthly payments
made to the teacher from the date of retirement to the date of his
death.

The annuity 'reserve consists of the teacher's own contributions
with interest. The pension reserve is.the sum set aside by the city to
meet future pension payments* of the retired teacher foi life. The
annuity reserve and the pension reserve comprise the total reserve.
This its e, initial insurance under Option L The initial insurance
is reduced oh month by an amount equal to the .monthly paymentto the re d teachei, and upon his, death the amount remaining
in the- twelve, if any is payable to the beneficiaries.

After the reserve has been eXhausted, the teacher continues to
receive his monthly payments for the rest of his life. However, upon.
his death, no payments will be made to his beneficiary.

OPTION I ON THE ANNUITY
If a teacher selects Option 1 on the annuity only, he takes his

maximum pension and a reduced annuity. This option is obviouslyless expensive than Option I on both pension and annuity. In the
case of Option I on the annuity, the beneficiary is guaranteed the
amount in the teacher's annuity reserve only, less the sum-of annuity
payments made to the retired teacher.

This option is often chosen by a teacher who wishes to make

Pension payments to a retired teacher include both the normal pension andthe special pension that results from the city's additional 5% contributions.

$7
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certain that the amounts that he, hinvelf, has contributed through
the years, with interest, will be paid after his retirement 'either to
himself in the form of an annuity, or upon hbs death, to a member
of his family (or to his estate).

OPTION I ON THPENS1(311
If a .teacher ects Option I on the pension only, he takes a

reduced pension and his maximum annuity. In that case, the bene-
ficiary is guaranteed the amount in the pension reserve only, less the
sum of pension payments made to the retired teacher.

This option is rarely chosen. If a teacher wishes to retire under
Option I on one part of 'his retirement allowance, it is generally
recommended that he choose Option I on the annuity, rather than
on the. pension, Because of the method used by the Retirement Board
to calculate the pension reserve under Option I, it is generally more
favorable to the beneficiary if a teacher chooses Option I4 on the
annuity only rather than Option I on the pension only.

REDUCED ALLOWANCE UNDER OPTION I

Table 4 t(page 40) will enable a teacher to figure his reduced
pension or annuity or -both if he retires for service under Option I.

The teacher must first calculate his maximum pension and
maximum annuity. He ihen multiplies the maximum pension or
maximum annuity or maximum retirement allowance by the apf,
propriate Option I factor given in Table 4. The 'auk is! a reduced,
pension or reduced annuity or reduced retirement allowance under14
Option I.

Example -1: Mrs. J, age 55, is entitled to a retirement allow-
rune of $5,000 per year if she retires bit maximum. She was appointed
in 1930. .What will she receive under Option I?

Tible 4 shows that the Option I factor for a woman of 55,
who was appointed before July 1, 1947, is .8798. its. maximum
allowance of $5,000 must be multiplied by .8798. The product is
$4,399. -Hence, Ma. J will receive $4,399 frearly for life under
Option I.

Example 2: Mr. K, appointed in 1948, expects b retire at
age- 65.- Assuming that his maximum retirement allowance will be

47,500, what will he receive if he choosa Option I?
Table 4 eves .7220 as the Option I factor fora man, of 65

who was appointed after June 30,.1947. It was assumed that Mr.
.'s minimum retirement allowance1C will be $7,500 yearly. Therefore,
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I.

his reduced retirement allowance under Option I will be $7,500 x
.7220, or $5,415 annually for life.

THE RESERVES

The pension reserve and the annuity reserve constitute the
Total Reserve. This is the Initial Insurance under Option I. The
teacher considering retirement under this option is interested in
knowing the amount of this initial insurance, and how long it will
take for the insurance to be exhausted because of payments made to
him after he retires.

The pension reserve is the sum' set aside by the city to meet
future pension payments of the retired teacher for life. These pension
payments, we learned, are composed of two separate parts, the normal
pension and the special pension. The normal pension reserve is
obtained by multiplying the teacher's maxirnum normal pension by
the appropriate multiplier given in Table 5 (page 41).

The special pension reserve consists of the additional contribu-
dons, with interest, made by the city for the, teacher since July 1,;
1960. The special pension reserve for all classroorn teachers who will
retire before 1971 can be, obtained directly from Table 3°or can be
estimated from the figures given in that table. Individual calculations
of the special pension reserve will have to be made for contributers
other than classroom teachers. The Jpension reserve, which consists
of the sum cf, the normal pension reserve and the special pension
reserve, is the initial insurance if the teacher chooses Option I on
the pension only.

The annuitykreserve, which co
the teacher with interest, constitutes th
chooses,, Option I on the annuity onl

As has already been stated, the
the annuity reserve is the initial i
Option I on-both parts of the retire

of the sunis contributed by
initial insurance if the teacher

of the pension reserve and
nce if the teacher chooses

t allowance.
Example 1: Mrs. L was appointed in 1933. She retired in

September 1963 when she was 60 ;years. old. Let us make the
-following asstunptions in her case: The annuity reserve (her con-

, tributions with interest) was $30,000; the special pension reserve,
..$1,318; her maximum annuity,' $2,562; her maximum normal pen-
sion, $2,8?6; her maximum special pension, $112; and her maximum
retirement allthiance, $5,500. If she retired tinder Option I, (a)'

When we speak of °p&p I, we,meen Option I ea both pension Calamity.

4
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whit does she receive per year, (b) what was: the amount of the
initial insurance, and (c) how much will the beneficiary receive
if Mrs. L lives just 5 years after retirement?

(a) . To obtain the reduCed retirement allowance under Option
I, turn to Table .44 In the column for teachers appointed before.
July 1947 the Option I factor for a woman of 60 is given as .8535.
Multiply the quiximum retirement allowance, $5;500, by .8535. The
product is $4;694. Hence, Mrs. L's reduced retirement allowance
under Option I is $4,694 per year for life. . e

(b) The initial insurance is the sum of the pension reserve'
and the annuity reserve. It was assumed that the annuity reserve was
$30,000. Hence, we need only find the pension reserve.

The pension leggin is the sum of the normal pension reserve
and the special pension reserve. The normal pension reserve under

TAKE 4^

ornou I FACTOR
Service Retirement

A,. at Teacher Appt'd teacher Appt'd Age at
Retirement Wore July 47 'After June 47 Retirement

- Man Woman Man Woman
50 A129 A994 . .7832 .8783 50
51- .8107 .$960 .7110. .074 51
52' "-"s, .8013 .A923 .7703 .8704 52
53 A056 .8883 .7 1 5 4 .8658 53
54 , .0026 484; ;7725 Ael 1 54
55 ..T995 .0798 .7693 .11564 , 55
56' .7962 .0751 .7658 .8510 56 .
57 .7929 A701 .7619 mirk,: 57
51 MSS .8648 .7550 AR, 58
59 .7846 .0594 .7539. , .8338 59
60 .7803 .0535 .7492 .0273 a
61 .7757 .0473 .7442 .11209 61a .7701 .8409 .7392 .8138 62
63 .7654 .0344 .7341 .8065 63
64 .7598 .8271 .7211 .7991 64y'` .65 .7542 . .8196 .7220 .7913 65*. 66 _ .7412 A121 .7160 .71130 0

.47 .7414 .1042 .7093 .7747 67
68 .7345 .7956 ..7022 .7660 60
69 .7276 .7871 .6951. ...7569 69
70. .7207 .7756 .6001 .7478 70
71 .7125 .7691 .6790 .7383 71
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Option I is found _ by multiplying the maximum normal pension,
$2,826, by the multiplier given in Table .5 for a' woman of 60 who
was appointed before July 1947, namely, 411.392. The product of
$2,826 and 11.392 is $32,194. This is the normal,. pemion reserve
wider Option L The special pension reserve is given as $1,318. The
total pension reserve is the sum of $32,194 and $1,118, or $33,512.

To the pension reserve, $33,512, we now add the annuity reserve,
$30,000. The sum $63,512, was the -total - reserve, or the 'initial
insurance under Option I.

(c) After her retirement, Mrs. L receives $4,694 per year -
for life. If she lives five years, she will, have received $23,470. Option .

I guarantees to the beneficiary, the amount of the total reserve,

9.711 67
61 7202 1.732 /.704 9.311 6$
69 7.024 1.316 7.415 1.920 69
70 4764 0.043 7.126. 1.542

d 70
71 6.504: /.702 6.137 0161 71
72 6241 7.365 6.547 7.716 72

moo 11.010

Option I is found _ by multiplying the maximum normal pension,
$2,826, by the multiplier given in Table .5 for a' woman of 60 who
was appointed before July 1947, namely, 411.392. The product of
$2,826 and 11.392 is $32,194. This is the normal,. pemion reserve
wider Option L The special pension reserve is given as $1,318. The
total pension reserve is the sum of $32,194 and $1,118, or $33,512.

To the pension reserve, $33,512, we now add the annuity reserve,
$30,000. The sum $63,512, was the -total - reserve, or the 'initial
insurance under Option I.

(c) After her retirement, Mrs. L receives $4,694 per year -
for life. If she lives five years, she will, have received $23,470. Option .

I guarantees to the beneficiary, the amount of the total reserve,
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$63,512, leer the sum of payments to Ma. L, $23,470. The bene-
ficiary will be entitled to the difference between $63,512.and $23,470, .

or $0,042. -

To find how long the total reserve (insurance) will last, we
divide $63,512 by $4,694. The quotient is 13.5. This means that
the insurance will be exhausted in 13y2" years. No benefits can be
paid to the beneficiary if Mrs. L lives more slian 13A years after
retirement. Mrs. L, however, will receive $4,694 each year as long
as she lives.

Example 2,: Let us assume that Mrs. L. retired under Option
I on the annuity and maximum allowance on the pension. (A) What
is her annual ,retirement allowance? (b) What was the amount of
the initial insurance? (c) How much will the beneficiary receive if
Mrs. L lives ten years after her retirement?

(a) Since Option I was taken on the annuity only, the Option
I factor, .8535, found in Table ,4, applies now to the maximum
annuity Instead of to the maximum retirement allowance. Hence,
we multiply the maximum annuity, $2,562, by .8535. The product
is $2,187. This is Mrs. L's reduced annuity under Option-I.

Mrs. L's maxii&um pension was not affected by, this choice of
option. Hence, her pension-is simply the sum of her maximum normal'
pension, $2,826, and her maximum special pension, $112. The sum
Of $2,826 and $112 is $2,938; this is the pension part of her retire-
ment allowance. Her total retirement allowance- under the option is
the sum of the maximum pension and the reduced annuity, that is, 6

$2,938, plus $2,187, Or $5,125 yearly for life. -

(b) The annuity reserve (Mrs. L's accumulated contributions)
was given as $30,000. This was the initial insurance, since Mrs. L
chose Opt!on I on the annuity only.

(c) insurance (annuity reserve) was $30,000, Each
.year; the annuity part of Mrs. L's retirement allowance is $2,187. If
she lives only ten years, she will have received from the annuity
reserve ten times $2,187, or a total of $21,870. The .beneficiary will
then receive $8,130the difference between $30,000 and $21,870.

,HOW long will it be before the annuity reserve is exhausted?usted?
We divide the original :Annuity reserve of $30,000 by the annual
annuity of $2,187. The result is 13.7. This means that the annuity
rescue will last 13.7 years. After 13.7 years from the date of Mrs.
L's retirement, no benefits can be paid to the beneficiaries. However,
Mrs. L will continue to receive her original, reduced retirement alloW-
ance of $5,125, even if she lives to age 120.

sl
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THIS IS MOST IMPORTANT FOR TEACHERS, IN ACTIVE SERVICE:
To protect his dependents in the event that an emergency retirement
becomes necessary on account of serious illness or, accident, every
teacher who has dependents should have Option I on file at the
Retirement Office. Before retirement, the teacher, may change Option
I to any other option or to maximum retirement allowance.

If the teacher at any time wishes to change the designation of a
beneficiary to receive the benefits under Option I; he should file a
new Option I form without delay. This may be done before or after
retirement.
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CHAPTER 8

OPTION SERVICE.RETIREMENT
BENEFIT PAID AS AN NNUITY

AN AMENDMENT to the Retirement law enacted in 1962 gives
a teacher who retires under Option I and his designated bene-

ficiary an important right previously not available to them.
It will be recalled that Option I guarantees to the beneficiary

the amount in the annuity reserve, the pension reserve, or total,
reserve, LESS the sum of monthly payments to° the retired teacher.

Formerly, the balance in the reserve under Option I could be
paid to (he beneficiary only in the form of a lump sum. Under the
1962 amendment, the teacher may elect to have the bala,nce paid
to the beneficiary either as a lump sum or in the form of monthly
annuity payments for life. The teacher may make this election at
any time before or after retirement.

If the teacher has named a beneficiary to receive the benefits
under Optiori I, but has not elected to have the balance in the
reserve paid io his beneficiary in the form of an annuity, the bent)
ficiary, upon the death of the retired teacher, may elect to receive
the money as an annuity for life.

On the other hand, if the retired teacher has elected to have
the benefits under Option I paid to his beneficiary as an annuity,
the beneficiary may not' receive these benefit** as-a lump sum. There
is one exception to the right of selecting an annuity: <If the balance
in the reserve at the time of death of the teacher is less than $10,000,
payment to the beneficiary will be made only in the form of a
lump sum.

two or more beneficiaries are named to receive the benefit
under Option I as an annuity, the balance in the reserve available
for each must be at least $10,000; otherwise, each beneficiary will
receive a lump sum.

" .
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SOME ADVANTAGES
- This new right to have the balance of the reserve under Option

I paid, in the form of an annuity is especially important in the case
of a beneficiary who is incapable of handling large sums of money
judiciously, or in the case of a beneficiary who might be exploited
by unscrupulous persons.

This right now becomes even more important in the case of a
teacher who dies in service under the provisions of the ilkath
Gamble" law. (See Chapter 19.) In this 'case, th,e total reserve'payable
to the beneficiary is usually more Allan $50,000.

It should be kept in mind that, where an annuity is.chosen for a
beneficiary, should the beneficiary die after the death of the teacher,
no further payments can be made to anybody.

CALCULATION 10F ANNUITY TO BENEFICIARY
The new Option I law prescribes that the table to be used to

calculate the annuity to , the beneficiary under this option shall be
the same as that used to calculate the annuity payable to the bene-
ficiary under Option, A. (Option A provides that, in the event of a
teacher's death before he becomes eligible for service retirement, his
accumulated contributions, or death benefit, or both, shall be paid in
the form of an annuity to a ciesignated beneficiary for life.) The
table used-to determine the annuity to thee beneficiaryAnder Option
A is Table 24 in Chapter 18. Table 6, given beloSur. to facilitate
the calculation of the annuity to the beneficiary' under Option I, is
identical with Table 24.

The annuity to the beneficiary will depend upon the sex and
, age of the .heneficiary at the time of death of the retired teacher.

It wilLalso depend on the amount remaining in the teacher's reserve
at that time The figures" are less favorable for beneficiaries of three
percent contributors (those appointed after June 1947) than for bene-
ficiaries of lour percents contributori (those appointed before July
1947).

Table 6 will enable one to determine the beneficiary's yearly
annuity for life,- beginning on the date of death of the teacher. The
balance in the reserve available to the beneficiary is 'multiplied by
the appropriate Option A factor given in the table. The result is the
annuity payable to the beneficiary.

Example 1: Mr. .111 was appointed in 1920. He retired, in
" 1983. He selected Option I, naming his wife, age 58, to receive

the benefit under the option in the form of an annuity. His total
reserve (annuity reserve plus pension reserve) on date of retirement



TABLE 6

OPTION A FACTOR
ANNUITY PER DOLLAR PAYABLE -TO BENEFICIARY
UNDER ,OPTION AI OPTION I. AND OPTION IV-b

Teachor Appt'd Toacha Appt'd
IIfori July 1947 After June 1947Aga of Beneficiary Benificiary Aoe ofkneficiary Man Wonsan Man Woman Benisficiary20 .0492 .0481 .0414 .0402 2025 .0509 .0495 ' 4433 .0418 2530 .0531 .0513 .0456 .0437 3035 .0559 * .0536 .0446 .0461 35' 40 .0596 ,.0566 .0523 .0492 4042 .0614 .0580 .0541 .0507 4244 .0634 .0596 .0562 .0523 4446 .0656 .0614 .0584 .0541 464$ .0681 .0634 .0609 .0562 4$50 .0709 . .0656 .0637 .0584 50SI .0724 .0668 .0653 .0596 51352 .0741 .0681 .0669 .0609 5253 .07611 .0695 .0686 .0623' 5354 .0776 .0709 .0705 .0637 .5455 .0796 .0724 .0724 .0653 5556 .0117 .0741 ' .0745 .0669 5657 .0539 .0758 .0767 .0686 , 5751 .0862 .0776 .0791 '.0705 5459 .0887 .0796 ' .0816 .0724 5960 .0914 . 17 .0843 .0745 6061. .0943 9 .0871 .0767 6162 .0974 .08 .0902 .0791 6263 .1007 .08 T .0934 .0816 6364 .1042 .091 .0969 .0843 6465 .1079 .0943 .1007 l .0871 6566 .1120 .0974 f .1047 .0902 6667 .1163 .1007 .1090 .0934 67il .1209 .1042 .1136 .0969 6469 . .1259 .1079 .1186 , .1007 6970 .1313 .1120 .1239 .1047 7071 .1370 .1163 .1297 .1090 -, 7172 .1432 .1209 .1359 .1136 7273 .1499 .1259 .1425 .1186 7374 .1572 .1313 .1497 .1239 74754 .1650 .1370 .1575 .1297 75,76 .1734 .1432 .1659 .1359 7677 .1825 .1499 .1749 .1425 7778 J923 .1572 .11147 .1497 7879 .2030 .1650 .1954 .1575 79so , .2145 a .1734 2068 .1659 SOSI , .2270. .18251 .2193 1749 SI
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amounted to $60,000. His retirement allowance under Option I was
$4,800 per year. He,clied 5 years after his retirement. What was the
amount ,of Mrs. M's annuity? '

. Mr. M received 5 x $4,800 or $24,000 during the five years
he lived after retirement. Hence, the balance in the total reserve at
the time of his deatIvainoimted to $60,000 Jess $24,000, or $36,000.

When Mr. n died, his wife was 63 years old. Table 6 shows
that, if aiwornaa age 63 is the beneficiary under OptionJ, she will

*receive an annuity of $.0887 for each dollar in the balance of the
reserve payable to her.' Hence, Mrs. M's annuity for life was $36,000
x .0887,or $3,193,

If Mr. M had not elected ..to -have the benefit and aP Option I
plaid ,to his wife in the form of an annuity, his wife, after Mr. M's
death, could have elected to take Ahe same annuity of $3,193 instead
of a lump sum of $36,000.

Example 2: Miss N -retired under Option on the annuity
only. Her annuity reserve (accumulated contributions) was $23,00(.
The annuity part of the retirement allowance that she received' after
her retirement was $1,800. year. she named her sister to receive

I

the bendit under Option I in the form of an annuity. Miss N lived
10 years after her retirement. What did the sister receive?

Miss N received annuity payments In the total amount 9f $18,000
during her 10 'years of letirernent. The balance of the annuity' reserve
at the time of her death. was $23,000 less' $18,000, or $5,000.-Since
this suni is less than $10,000, the benefit under Option I will be paid
to the sister in form of a lumpsum only .

The teacher should keep in mind that he may change the
detignation of his beneficiary under Option I, whether the bene-
ficiary is to receive a lump sum or an annuity, at any time before or
after retirement.

If a named beneficiary dies, and the teacher, ,thereafter fails to
designate another beneficiary under Option I, the balance in lie
reserves will be paid in a lump sum to the' teacher's estate.

47
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CHAPTER 9

OPTION II-SERVICE. RETIREMENT

WHEN A TEACHER chooses Option II or Option III, he wants
his surviving beneficiary to receive a fixed monthly amount

for-the remainder of the beneficiary's life.
These options may be chosen for the entire retirement allow-

ance; they may also be chosen for only one partfor the pension or
.for the annuity. -

If Option II is chosen on the entire retirement allowance, then
the beneficiary, if he survives the teacher, continues to receive the
same monthly amount that the teacher had been receiving. Under
Option III, the beneficiary would receive monthly only half the
monthly amount that the teacher had been receiving.

Example of Option II: Miss A retires at age 64. She is in-
formed that her maximum allowance will be $400 monthly for life.
She chooses Option II for her sister, age 62-. Miss A's reduced allow-
ance will now be $303 monthly for life. When she dies, her sister,
if she is alive, will continue to receive $303 monthly for the remainder
of her life.

IMPORTANT NOTE
Under' Option II or III the beneficiary may not be changed

after the date of retirement. Should the beneficiary predecease the
retired teacher, there will be no change in Ythe teacher's retirement
allowance and all retirement payments will cease with the teacher's
death.

REDUCED ALLOWANCE: UNDER OPTION II
Teachers who v -re appointed before July 1947 can determine

their reduced allowances under Option II by using Table 7 or 8 or
9 or 10: Table 11 gives some Option II factors for teachers appointed
after June 1947. A comparison of the Option II factors in Table
11 with the corresponding Option II factors' in Tables 7, 8, 9 and
10 shows that the Option II factors? in the case of service retire-

,nient, are ALWAYS lower for time percent contributors (those ap-
pointed after June 1947) than for four percent contributors (those
appointed before July 1947).

The teacher must first deterrnhie his maximum pension 'and
fa maximum annuity. He then looks for the appropriate factor in
one of the tables. Filially, he multiplies the maximum figure by the
a propriate Option II factor.
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TABLE 7

OPTION II FACTOR
MALE TEACHER WITH FEMALE BENEFICIARY

"Service RefireMent
Applicable to Teachers Appointed before July I, 1947Note: 1. Teacher 55 means that the teacher's nearest age at retirement h 55.2. in fia and last columns, +10 means beneficiary is 10 years older thantea_ cher; -10 means beneficiary is 10 years younger than reacher.,,

Beneficliry Teacher 55 116cher 60 Teacher 65 Teacher 70 Beneficiary+15 .8422 .11590 .8742 .1875 +15+10 _ .7911 .1036 1148 .1251 +104. 9 .7808 .7919 .1019 .1109 + 9+ g .7704 .7801 .7819 .7966 + 1+ 7 .7599 .7683 .7757 .7819 + 7+ 6 .7495 .7565 .7622 :7669 4. 6+ 5 .7392 .7447 .7490 .7518 + 5+ 4 .7290 , .7329 .7354 .7365 + 4+ 3 .7190 .7213 .7220 .7213 + 3+ 2 .7091 .7097 .7016 .7060 + 2+ 1 .6993 4983 .6954 .6908 + I0 .6197 .6871 .6825 3758 0I .6804 .6761 .6695 .6610 - 1 s- 2 .6713 .6654 .6570 .6464 - - 2- 3 .6623 .6548 - .6447 .6320 . 34 .6536 .6446 .5326 .6180 - 4- 5 .6451 .6345 .6208 .6043 - 5. 6 .6369 .6248 .6094 .5910 - 6- 7 .6290 .6154 .5913 .5782 . 78 .6211 .6062 .5875 .5656 - 8- 9 . .6137 .5973 .5772 .5535' . 9-,10 .6064 .5888 , .5671 .5418 -10.11 , .5994 .5805 .5574 .5306 -11-12,- .5927 .5725 , C.545I .519! -..12-13 .5862'4,° .5649 .5391 .5094 -13-14 .5799 .5575 fk .5304 .4993 -14-15 .5739 .5503 l' .5222 -15-20 , .5470, .5188 4856 .4410 -40-25 .5252, .4933 .4562 .4148 -.25-,-30 , .5075.E A728 A328 .43886 -30,.-35 4933 .4564 4143" ' .3611 -35,
EXaMPA9: A man* 'retires .at '65, naming his, e, age 62,

as beneficiary under Option II. If his maximum reti tnent allowance
is $7,000, what will he receive under Option II?

In Table 7, the Option II factor for a male, teacher of 65with a female beneficiar4 3 years younger is .6447. Hence, the
teacher "will receive $7;000 x .6447, or $4,512 aorear as long as

1 he lives. Upon his death, his wife, if she survives lull(' will continueto receive $4,512 per year for life.

Unless otherwise indicated, ill illustrations in this chapter and in succeedingchapters refer to four pertent contributors; that is, to those appointed beforeJuly 1, 1947.
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TABLE 8

OPTION II FACTOR
FEMALE TEACHER WITH MALE BENEFICIARY

Service Refiremint -
Applicable to Teachers AppOinted before July I. 1947

Note: I. Teacher 55 means that the teacher's nearest age at retirement is 55.
e i. In first and last columns. +10 means beneficiary is 10 years older than

teacher; -10 means beneficiary is 10 years younger than teacher.
&monetary Teacher 55 Teacher 60 Teacher 65 Teacher 70 Beneficiary

+15
' +14
+13
+12
+11
+10
+ 9
+ II
+ 7
* 6
+ 5
+ 4
+ 3

O

7' 6

.I0
-15
- 20
--25
-30
-35

.9402 .9438 .9475 .91513 +15
.9350 .9382 .9415 .9452 +14
.9296 .9325 .9353 .9387 443
.9240 .9263 .9287 .9316 +12
.9182 .9198 .9217 .9240 '. +1 I
.9121 .9130 .9141 .91159 +10
.9058 .9051 .9061 .9071 + 9
.8992 .8983 .8978 .8978 + 1
.11926 .8905 .8890 .8880 + 7
.8856 ..8826 ( .8798 .8779 + 6
.8786 .8745 .8705 .8671 + 6
.8714 .8660 .8607 .11560 + 4
.8642 .8574 ' .8507 .8445 + '3
.8568 .8487 '.8404 .8325 + 2
.8493 .8398 .8300 .8203 + 1
.1418 .8308 .8193 .8078 0.
.8341 .8217 .8085. .7951 - 1
.8266 .8127 .7976 .7823 -,.2' .8190 .8035 .7867, :7693 - 3

,
.8115.
.8039

. .7944
3852

J758
.7641

.7564

.7434
- 4
- 5

.7965 J762 .7540 ' 3305 - 6

.7890 .7672 .7432 .7177 - 7.'

.7117

.7745
, .7584

.7496
J325
.7220

.705

.6925
- 8
- 9

.7674 .7410 4 .7117 .6802 -10
, .7340 .7006 .6633 .6227 , -15

-.7047 , ,6653 .6213 .5735 -20
.6798 .630 .5861 5327 ' -25
.6590 .6109 .5974 4998 -30
3421 .890ti ..5342 .4736 -35

Example: A woman of. 60 retires, naming .her brothek, age
56, at beneficiary under Option IL If her maximum retiremenv,-,,'
allowance is $6,000, what will her retirement allowan be under
Option II?

In Table -8, the Option II factor for a female teacher of 60
with a male beneficiary 4 years younger is .7944. The teacher will )
receive $6,000 x .7944, or $4,766 per year for life. When she dies,
her brother, if he survives, will continue to receive $4,766 as long
as he lives.
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.OPTION II FACTOR
FEMALE TEACHER WITH FEMALE BENEFICIARY

Service Retirement

Applicable to Teachers Appointed before July 1, 1947
I. Teacher 55 means that the teacher's nearest age at retirement is 55.2. In first and last columns, +10 means beneficiary is 10. years older thanteacher; -10 means beneficiary is 10 years younger than teacher.

Beneficiary Teacher 55 Teacher 60 Teacher 65 Teacher 70 Beneficiary+15 .9209 .9237 .9267 .9302 +15+14 .9145 .9169 .9194 .9224 +14+13 .9083 .9097 .9116 .9139 +13+12 .9016 .9023 .9034 .9050 +12+11 .6946 .8945 .8946 .1954 +11+10 .8875 .6864 .8855 .$854 +10+ 9 .8802 .8780 .11760 .$747 + 9+ 8 .6727 .8693 .6661 .6636 + 8+ 7 .8651 .8605 .1559 .6520 + 7+ 6 J573 .8514 .6454 .8401 + 6+ 5 .8493 .8421 .8347 + 5
+ 3

.11327

.8232 .8126
.1237

.6277
.11149

+ 3

+ 4 .8413 + 4.
+ 2 .$251

.8333
.8136 .8012

.8020

.7888 4.. 2+ I .8170 .8039 ..7899 .7755 + 10 .1089 .7942 .7714 .7621 0- 1 - ',,80011 .7845 .7669 .7486 - 1- 2 :7926 .7748 ' .7554 .7350 -.23 .7B45 .7652. .7441 .7217 - 34 ,7766 .7557 .7327 .7013 - 4. 5 .7687 .7 .7215 .6951 -... 5, .7610 .7369 .7104- .7533
.6821 - 67 .7278 e6996 .6693 - 7- 8 .7457 .7188 .6888 .6568

.6784 .
- 8. 9 .7384 ' .7099 A445 -.. 9-.10 .7311 " .7013 .6681 -10-15. 9 ,.6975 .6613

A324
.5777 .15-20 '.6685 .

.6211
A271 , .5812 -20-25 - 4441

.5318
.5985 .5482 .4944. . -25* -30 .6238 .5750: .5214 .4644 -30-35 .6072 .5560 .1004 A405 -35

ea

..,

Example: A woman of 60 retires, naming her sister, age 65,
as beneficiary under Option IL If this teacher's maximum retire-
ment allowance is $5,000, what will she receive under Option II?

In Table 9, the' Option II factor for a female teacher of 60
with a female beneficiary 5 years older is .8421. The teacher will
receive $54000 x .8421, or $4,210 a year for life. Upon her death,
her sister, if she survives, will continue to receive $4,210 annually
as long as she lives.

#
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TABLE 10

OPTION II FACTOR
MALE TEACHER WITH MALE BENEFICIARY

Service Retirement
.

Applicable to Teachers Appointed before July I. 1947
Note: I. Teacher 55 means that the teacher's nearest age at retirement is 55.

2. In first and last columns, +10 means beneficiary is 10 years older than
teacher; -10 means beneficiary is 10 years younger than teacher.

Beneficiary Teacher 55 , Teacher 60 Teacher 65 Teacher 70 Beneficiary
+10
.f. 9

.8285
4.8187

.8424

.8318
.8554
.8438

+ 5
7

.8089

.7989
.8209
.8098

.8320

.8198
+ 6 ./889 .7987 .8074
+ 5 - .7791 .7874 .7948
+ 4 .7692 .7761 .7820
+ 3 .7593 .7648 .7691
+ 2 .7495 .7535 .7561
+ I .7391 .7423 .7432

0 .7303 . .7311 .7304
- 1
- 2

.7210 .
.7118

.7201

.7092
.7175
.7048

- 3 .7027 .6985. 6923
- 4 .6938 .6880 .6799
- 5. .6851 .6778 .6677
- 6
- 7

.6767

.6615
.6677
.6579

.6561

.6444- I .6604 .6483 .6330
- 9 6526 .6390 .6221
-10 .6451 .6300 .6I I4 ,

...15 .6110 .5892 .5631
-20 .5828 .5554 .5232
-25 .5595 .5279 .4910
-30 -' .5407 .5058. .4653
-35 .5258 .4882 ' 4450

.8670 +10

.8548
#

+ 9

.1428211

+ 8

.8153.
7

+ 6
.8013 + 4

.

.7870

.7726
+ 4
+ 3

.7579 + 2

.7431 + I

.7283 0

.7134 - 1

.6987 - 2

.6841 -, 3

.6697 - 4

.6556 - 5

.6417 - 6

.6281 - 7
.6149 - 8
.6020 - 9
.5894- -10
.5329 -15
.4166 -20
.4495 -25
.4202 -30
.3973 -35

Example: A man retires at age 55, naming his brother, age
60, as beneficiary under Option IL If the teacher's maximum retire-
ment allowance is $6,500, what will he receive under Option II?

In Table 10, the Option II factor for a male teacher of 55 with
a male beneficiary 5 yews, older is .7791. Therefore, the teacher ,

/ will receive $6,500 x .7791, or $5,064 a year for life. Upon his death,
his.brother, if he survives, will continue to receive *5,064 a year as
long,as he lives.
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ANOTHER-COMMENT ON OPTION II
The patient reader has noticed that many combinations ofteacher and beneficiary are missing from the tables. It is indeedinlossibto give all combinations. A fairly approximate calculationcan be made for most situations. Two,,examples will be given:
Illustration 1: Mr. M retires at ,age 64; he names his wife, ,.,age 59, as beneficiary under Option II.. Mr. M's maximum allowance.is $7,000 yearly. What will he receive under Option II?
We turn to Table 7, which gives Option II factors foi. a maleteacher with a female beneficiary. No column is given for a teacher,age 64. We therefore look to the nearest column, age 6ionly oneyear retrioved. The beneficiary is 5 years ,younger. We use thecombination,of teacher 65 and beneficiary 5 years younger and findthe option factor .6208. Hence, Mr. M will receive $7,000 x .6208,or $4,346 yearly for life. A more accurate calculation (with- a morecomplete table) would result in an annual allowance of $4,366annually. In other words, using the combinatioq, of age 65 for theteacher and 60 for his wife gives a close approximation.*

Illustration 2: Mrs. F retires at age 62 and names her husband,age 73, as beneficiary under Option II. Mri. F can receive $6,000yearly on maximum allowance. What will she receive under Option II?
Table 8 gives us Option II factors for a woman teacher witha male beneficiary. We don't find a column for a teacher, age 62.Teacher 60 is the nearest column. Her husband is 11 years olderthan Mrs. F. A woman teacher of 60 with a male beneficiary 11 yearsolder gives us the factor .9198. Now, $6,000 x .9198 yields $5,518 forMrs. F. A more complete table would give us $5,523 as the annualallowance for Mrs. F.
It is clear that the use of a neighboring column gives a fairlyclose approximation. It is important to note that the difference inage between teacher and beneficiary is most significant.

A

The reader with more training in mathematics might prefer to use interpolationto find the Option II factor for a combination of teacher and beneficiary thatdoes not appear in the table. .
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TABLE 11

SEVERAL OPTION II FACTORS'
Service Retirement

Applicable to Teachers Appointed After June 30, 1947
(Explanation: M60 F55 means a male teacher, age 60 at retirement,

with a female beneficiary, age 55.)

Timelier and
Beneficiary

Option II
Factor

Teacher and
Beneficiary

Option 11
Factor

M55 F55 .6742 F65 M65 .5136
M60 F55 .6161 . F65 M70 .8681
M60 F511 .6500 F70 M68 .7761
M65 F57 .5686 F70 M71 'J164
M65 F60 4046
M65 F62 .6303' F55 F58 .8246
M70 F55 .4678 F55 F60 .8426
M70 F62 .5490 F55 F68 .9067
M70 F66 , .6049 F60 F25 .5124
M70 F6t *52". F60 F35 .5627
M71 F69 .... .6331 F60 F55 .7308

F60 F57 ..7520
... F60 F6B .8365

F55 M55 .8339 F65 F62 .7323
F55 M60 .5745 F65 F68 .8066
F55 M62 .8897 F70 F60 .6153
F60 M57 .7940 '

. F60 kii0 .8240 M60 M25 .4502
F60 M62 .8436 M65 M70 ' .7906
F60 M65 . .8713 M70 M64 .6300

Example 1: A man; appointed, in September 1947, retires at
age .65, naming his wife, age 60, as beneficiary under Option II.
If his maximum retirement allowance is $7,000, what will he receive
under Option II?

Since the teacher was appointed after June 1947; we kise Table
11. The Option II factor giveh in the table for a male teacher of
65 with a female beneficiary of 60 is .6046. The teacher will receive
$7,000 x .6046', or $4,232 a year for life. Upon his death, hig wife,
if she survives, will continue to receive $4,232 annually as long as
she lives.

Example 2: A woman of 60 retires under Option II, naming
her sister, five years older, as beneficiary. The teacher was appointed
in 1948. Her maximum retirement allowance is $7,100. How muck
will her reduced retirement allowance be under the option?

We use Table 11 in this case also. The Option II factor for a
female teacher of 60 with a female beneficiary of 65 is .8365. Hence,
tho teacher will receive .$7,100 x .8365, or $5,939 each year for life.
Upon her death? her sister will continue to receive $5,939 as long
as she lives.
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CHAPTER 10

OPTION III SERVICE RETIREMENT

eliTION III is similar to Option II in that it provides the bene-
10 ficiary with an annuity for life. The beneficiary under Option HI
receives one-half of the amount received by the teacher. Hence, the
teacher's maximum allowance will not be reduced as much under
Option III as under Option II.

The teacher must be reminded that, in the case of Option III,
as in Option II, if the beneficiary predeceases the retired teacher,
another beneficiary ma not be substituted and there will be no
change in the teacher's retirement allowance; upon the retired
teacher's death, all retirement payments will cease.,

REDUCED ALLOWANCE UNDER OPTION III
When an option is chosen; the maximum allowance of the

teacher is multiplied by a decimal called the. Option Factor in order
. to obtain the teacher's reduced allowance. For Option. III, as in

Option H, the option factor varies with the age .,and sex of both
the teacher and the beneficiary.

". Tables 12, 13, 14 and 15 give*the Option III factors,. ap7.
plicable to teachers who were. Appointed before July 1, 1947 ...(four
percent contributors) . Table 16 gives Option. III factors for teachers
appointed on and after that date. (three percent contributors). A
'comparison of the Optiet III factors in Table 16 with the correspond.?

'Option..III factors in. Tables 12-15 shows that the Option III
, factors, in the Case of service retirement; are ALWAYS Jower for three
percent contributors than for four percent contributor&

,The teacher must first calcultte his maximum pension, or
maximum annuity, or both maximum pension and maximum annuity.
He then multiplies the maximum pension, or maximum annuity,
or both by the appropriate Option III factor given in one of these
tables. The result is the reduced allowance under Option Upon
the death of the retireeteacher, the beneficiary, if he survives, will
receive monthly for life one-half of tie monthly amount that the
teacher had been receiving.

For a combination of teacher and beneficiary not given in Table
'12, 13., 14 or 15, the reader may use the same 'method of ap,
proxirnating the reduced retirement allowance as that illustrated on
Page 53.
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TABLE 12.

OPTION III FACTOR
MALE TEACHER WITH FEMALE BENEFICIARY

Service Retirement
Applicable to Teachers Appointed before July I, 1947

Notei I. Teacher 55 means ihat the teacher's nearest age ft retirement is 55.
2. In first and last columns, +10 means beneficiary is 10 year; older than

teacher; -10 means beneficiary is 10 years younger than teacher.

Beneficiary
e.

Teacher 55 Teacher 58 Teacher 40 Teacher 62 Beneficiary
+15
+10
+ 9
+ 8
+ 7
+ 6
+ 5
+ 4
+ 3
+ 2
+ 1

0
- 1
. 2
- 3
-.4
- 5

' 6
- 7

8

IQ ,....

- I I '..
- 12 .

- 14
-13

-15
-20
-25
-30
- 35

.9143 .9204 .9242 .9277 +15
.8940 +10 .

.8769

.8833
.188121

.8703 .888 798 631 951 : .1878 6885 + 98

.8636
.8741
.8669 .8690 .8700 + 7

.8568 .8596 .8613 .8629 + 6

.11500 .8523 .8537 .8548 + 5
A433 .8450 .8458 .8466 + 4
.8365. 8375 .8381 .8384 + 3
.8297 .8302 .8302 .8300 + 2
.8230 2228 .11224 .8217 + 1
.8164 .8155 .8145 A134 0
.8098 .1081 .11068 .8051 - I
.8033 .8009 .7991 .7968 - 2
.7968 -.7938 .7914 .7887 - 3
.7905 .7861 3838 .78061 = 4
.7143 .7799 .7764 .7723 -. 5 -
.7781 .7730 .7690 .7647 - 6
3722 3662 .7619 '3569 - 7
.7663 3598 3548 J490 7 e

3550
.7533
.7471 . 3412 .7347 -10

.7606 .7479 .7419 - 9
J496 .7410 3346 J275 -II
J443 '
.7391 729
.7341

.72/1
. J220 T., .7139 -13

.7206 -12

12 7 .7159 .7073 -14
3293 .7182 3099 3009 -15
.7072 .6934 .6832 .6721 .-20

, .6607 :6477.6887 A726 .-215
' .6733 .6554 .6420 .6277 -30 °

.6607 .6412 .6261 .6112 -35
(Table 12 continued on next page)

Example: A man age 62 retires, naming his wife four years
younger as beneficiary under Option III. If his maximum retirement

a allowance is $7,000, what will his retirement allowance be under
this option?

In Table, 12, the Option pr factOr for a male teacher, age 62,
with a female beneficiary 4 years younger is 3806. The teacher will
receive $7,000 x .7806, or $5,464 per year for life. "(Von' his death,
his wife, if she survives, will receive half as much, $2,732, annually"
as long as she lives.



TABLE 12 (Continued)

L' 'OPTION III FACTOR
MALE TEACHER WITH FEMALE BENEFICIARY

Service Retirement

Applicable to Teachers Appointed before July 1. 1947 .
Note: I. Teacher 55 means that the teacher's nearest age at retirement. is 55.

2. In first and last columis, +10 means beneficiary is 10 years older than
teacher; -10 means beneficiary is 10 years younger Than teacher.

Beneficiary Teacher 64 Teacher 65 number 68 Teacher 70 Beneficiary
+15 .9312 .9328 .9374 .9404 : +15
+10 .8966 .8980 .. .9018 .9041 +10
4 9 .8889 .190.1 A935 .8955 4. 9+ 8 .8809 .8820 .8849 .81611 + 8
+ 7 .8728 .8737 .8760 .8776 + 7+ 6 .8644 .8651 .8669 .8681 + 6'+ 5 0559 .8565 .8576 A583 + 5+ 4 ''.8473 .8475 A481 .8483 + 4+ 3 .8385 .8385 .8383 .8380 + 3+ 2 .8296 .8295 . .8285 .8277 + 2+ I .8208 .8203 .8186 .8171 + 1

0 A120 .8112 .8085 .8065 0
- I N. .8032 . .8020 .7986 .7959 - I- 2 .7944 °.7930 .7885 .7853 - 2- 3 .7856 .7819 .7785 ..7746 -, 3
-,- 4 .7769 .7749 .7685 .7639 - 4- 5 .7683 .7660 .7587 .7534 - 5- 6 .7599. .7573 .7490 .7429 z - 6- 7 .7515 4 .7487 .7394 ,7327 - 7
- 8_ .7434: .7401 .7299 .7226 - 8
- .9 . .7353 .7319 .7207 .7125 -- 9
-10 .7276 .7238' .7116 .7029 -10-II .7199 .7158 .7027 .6933 -II-12 .7124 .708) .6941 .6840 -12
-13 .7051 .7005 .6857 .6749 -13-14 .6981 .6932 .6175 .6662 -f4-15 .6912 .6861 .6696 .6576

/
/ -15--20 .6600 .6537 .6334 .618e -20

-25 ".6339 .6266 .6031 .5864 -25'-30 .6123 .6041 .5782 5597, -30
-35 .5946 .5859 .5579 '.5381 -35

Example: A man retires at age 68, naming his sister, age
70, as beneficiary under Option III. If his maximum retirement
allowance is $6,600, what will he receive under Option III?

In Table 12, are Option III factor for a male teacheT of_ 68
with a female beneficiary. 2 years older is .8285. '4c/teacher will
receive $6,600 x £285, or $5,468 a year for life. 'upon his death,
his sister, if she survives, will Deceive half as much, or $2,734 each
year as long as she lives.

480111111WWWOMORiqr
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TABLE 13

OPTION Alf FACTOR
FEMALE TEACHER WITH MALE BENEFICIARY

Service Retirement
Applicable to Teachers Appointed before July I. 1947

Note: 1. Teacher 55 means that the teacher's nearest age at retirement is 55.
2. In first and last columns. +10 means beneficiary is 10 years older than

teacher; -10 mean's beneficiary is 10 yeers younger than teacher.
. ,

Beneficiary Teacher 55 Teacher 60 Teacher 65 Teacher 707 Beneficiary0 Beneficia
+15
+14
+13
+12
+11
+10
+ 9
1. 8
+ 7
+46
+ 5
+ 4
+ 3
+ 2
+ I

0
- 1
- 2
- 3
-. 4
- 5.
- 6
- 7

8- t
-10
-15
-20
-25
;30
-35.

'

, .9692
. 9664
.9635
.9605
.9574
.9540
.9506
.9469
.9432
.9393
.9354
.9313
.9271
.9229
.9185
.9141
.9095
.9051
.9005
.8959
.8913
.1867
.8821
.8775
..8729
.8684
.8466
.8268

, .8094
.7945
.7820

.9711

.9681

.9650

.9617

.9582

.9545

.9506

.9464

.9421

.9376

.9

.9282
330

.9232

.9182

.9130
.9076
.9021
.8967
.8910
.8854
.8197
.8740
.8683
.8626
.8569
.8512
.8239
.7990
.7777
.7584.
.7428

4

,

.9730

.9699

.99666630

.9592

.9551

.9567

.9461

.9412

.9361

.9308

.9193.1
4.9133
.9071
.90C)7

.8941

.8874

.8806

.8737
,..8667
.8597 -
.8526
.8456
.8385
.8316
.7976
.7664
.7390

.6964

'

.'

.9684

.. 99 66 4:5

.9561

.9513

.9462

.9407

.9350

.9288

.9224

.9157,

.9086

A."93163

.8858

.8778
:8696
.8613'
.8528
.8443
.8356
.8270
.8183

09.876765

3289
.6951
.6665
.6428

+15
+14
+13
+12
+11
«.1.10

+9
'+ 8
+ 7
+6
+5
+4
+ 3
+2
+ 1

0
- 1 '-2-3-4-5
- 6
- 7

1-9
-10
-J5
-20.
-25
-30

Example: A woman of 60 retires, naming her husband, age
65, as beneficiary under Option III. If her maximum retirement
allowance is $6,000, what will her retirement allowance be under
Option HI?

. In Tabli":13, the Option III fatctor for female teacher, age
60, with a male beneficiary 3 years older is .9330. The teacher will
receive $6,000 x .9330, or $5,598 per year for life. Upon her death,
her husband, if he survives, will receive half as much, br 42,799
year as long' as he lives.



TABLE 14

I 'OPTION 111. FACTOR
FEMALE TEACHER WITH FEMALE BENEFICIARY

Service Retirement
Applicable to Teachers Appointed before July 1. 1947

,

I. Teacher 55 means that the teacher's nearest age at retirement is 55.
2. In first and last columns, +10 means beneficiary is 10 years older than

teacher; -10 mans beneficiary is 10 years younger than teacher. ki , %
v

Beneficiary Teacher 55 Teacher 60 Teacher 65 Teacher 70 Beneficiary
. ..

+15 3588 ' .9603 .9619. .9639 +15 -
+14 .9555 .9566 .9580 .9596 +14
+13 .9519 , .9527 .9538 . .9550 *13
+12 .9483 .9486 .9492 .9501. +12 '
+11 , .9443 - .9443
+10 .9404 3398

3444 - 3448 +II
.9393 ' .9392 d +10

+ 9 .9363 .9350 A339
+ 8 ., .9320 .9282. . ...99236327 + 8.9301

+ 9

+ 7 / .9277 , .9250 .9223 .9201 + 7
+ 6 .9232 .9197 .9162 .9131 + 6
+ 5 . .9185 .9143 .9099 4- .9057 + 5

+ 3 .9091 - .9030
+.4 4, .8980.9138 .9087 .9033 +°4

.8966 .8902 + 3
4. 2 .9042 .8972 .8896 .8820 + 2

.4. 1 .8993 .1913 .1826 .8736 + I
,.4 ° , .8944 .8853 `.- .8754 A650 0
- I 1893 .9792 .8681 .8562 , 0 1

- 2 .8843 .8731 .8607 .8473 - 2,
- 3 .8793 .8670 .8532 .8383 - 3
- 4 3742 .8608 .8457 .8292 , - 4
- 5 .8692 .8547 .8382 .8202 . - IS
. 6 .8642 , .8485 ..8307 .8110 - 6 C

- 7 .8593 .8424 , .8232 .8019 - 7
- 8 .8543 - .8364 A-I57 ':.., 8

. 9 '4495 .8303 .8084 4.7838 - - 9
-10 .8447 .9244 .7748 -10

-20 .77970628

.8011
:.7323 , -15.-15 A218

.8013 .7351 .6943 -20
-25 .7835 .7488 1082 .6616. , 15
-30 .7683 .7302 .6854 A342 -*-30'''

-135 .7556 .7146- .6670. .6116 -35 /
, . .

Example; j A woman of 165 retires, naming her sister, a,ge60,
as beneficiary under Option III. If this teacher's maximum reiire-
ment allowance is $6,500, how large is her retirement allowance
under this option? .

In Table 14, the Option III factor for f female teacher.of 65
with a female beneficiary 5 years younger Is .8382. The 'teacher will
receive $6,500 x .8382, or $5,448 a year for life. Upon her death,
her sister, if she survives, will receive half as much, or $2,724 per
year as long as she lives.
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: OPTIONJIP FACTOR
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.

MALE TEACHEJI WITH MALE BENEFiCIARY
. Sirvic. R.flrem.nt

0

AppilcubI. to 1Sach.rs Appotnt.d b.fos. Ju'y I t947

: Not.: I. T.ach.r 55 means that the tuchsr's nu!Ist at Fstr.m.nt is 55. ' .

1 2 In first and last columns, +10 miens b.n.ficiary is 10 yurs older than
tuch.r, -10 means b.n.flciary is 10 y.ars younger then t.ach.r

I krnrrflclaryi T.ach.r Tuchir 60 T.ach.r 65 T.ach.r 70 hn.fct.ry
- +10 .9062 9145 .9220 9200 +10

+9 .9003 3082 9152 '92l7 +9+0 .1944. .9016 .90$3 .9143
5 1

'+7 .$882, .0949 .9010 .9064 +7 H
.0020 0081 .0934 .0912 +6,' '' . +5 .1758" .8011 .1056> .1097 .1.5 '

+4 .1695 .8739 .1777 £001 +4b
+ 3- .0632 .8667 .$69 .1717 + 3 /+2 856$ .8594 .1611 .1623 +2 °';

4. + I .1504 .8520 .8527 .8526 + I
- 0 .8441 8447 .1442 '.1428 0- I 0370 .0373 .S55 .832.7 - I

'. - 2, .1316 .8291 .S26$ .8226 - 2-3 .1254 .8225 .1102 .1124 -3 . "
.0I92 .1152 -.1095 8022 -4 .,.

4 - 5 ..SI3I '.8079 .SS .7920
.8072 .8007 .7923 .7010 -6-

- - -7- .1013 .7936 .7137, .771-6'. -7
= ' - S. 7955 .7066 .7753 .7615; 8

'.7515.'...9 "' .7*90 .7797 .7670. 9.'..-'
1

'.-IO .7143 .7730 .7580 .7417 -104'. .-i5 .7505 .7415. .7206 .6953 -'15 " -'-20 .7364 '.1142 A$io 546 '-20- 1-25 .7175 .69I0. .6506 '.6202 -25-30' 7OI9 .oire .6351 .5917 -30 .

.6092 3561 .6159 5617- -35,
- '"-. :.
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Example. A 'man of 65 retires under Option III, naming

his brother, age 56, as beneficiary!' If his maximum retirement allow...
alice is $7,200, how much will it be under Option lIP

( ,
In Table 15, the Option III factor for a male. teacher, age '..

65, with a male beneficiary 9 ycar yoinger is .760. Hençe the
teacher iif receive $7,20O x 770, or $5,522 annually for life.. A

pon h death, his brother, if he survives will receive half as much,
or$2,76leachyearas.Iongashe-lives. 1.' 1' ' 4' ' A

4 60
U
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CHAPTER 1.1

OPTIONOPTI ONE I - -SERVICE RETIREMENT

RESItES OPTIONS I, II and III, there are three additional forms
id of retirement available to a teacher. They are designated as
follows:

Option IV-a
Option IV-b
Option IV-c

Each of these will be considered in this and the two following chapters.

OPTION IV-a
Under this option, the teacher provides that his bene,ficiazy

shall receive each year for life one-fourth of the pension or annuity
or retirement allowance of the retired teacher, upon the latter's death.
Instead of one-fourth, another fraction may be chosen by the teacher,
subject to the approval of the Retirement Board.

Under Option IV-a, as under Options II and III, the beneficiary
may not be changed after retirement. Should the beneficiary pre-
decease the retired teacher, another beneficiary may not be sub-
stituted; all retirement payments will ceases With the teacher'S death.

OPTION 1V-a FACTOR
We shall confine ourselves to the case where the beneficiary

is to receive one-fourth of the teacher's allowance. (Option TV-a
is rarely chosen for a fraction other than one-fourth.)

Since comparatively few contributors choose Option IV-a, a
table of Option IV-a factors. has not been constructed.

There is a sim le, formula which gives the mathematical rela,-
tionship between Option III factor and the Option ,IV-a factor.
It is this:

Option III FactorOption IV-a. Factor 2 X
1 Option III Factor

62

b
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By means of this formula, the Option IV-a factdr in any given case
can easily be.,obtained from the corresponding Option III factor by
Proceeding as f ollows :

Multiply e tron.III factor by 2.
Option ,III factor. (This is done simply

acing the digit 1 in front of the decimal value of the
Option III factor.)

(c) Divide (a) by (b). The quotient is the Option IV-a factor.
For example, from Table 14, the Option III factor for a woman

of 65 with a woman beneficiary 5 years younger is .8382. Sub-
stituting this value in the formula above,

Optitin IV-a Factor 2 X .8382
1 + .8382

1.6764
1.8382

9120

Hence, the Option IV-w factor for a woman of 65 with a woman
beneficiary 5 years younger is .9120:

Example: man, retires at age 70 naming his daughter, age
40, as beneficiary. If his maximum retirement" allowance is $7,500,
what will he receive under Option IV-a if his daughter is to receive
an" annuity equal to one-fourth of his retirement allowance upoikto
his death? f

From Table 12, the Option III fictor for a man of 70 with
a female beneficiary 30 yearsjounger is 4597.

To find the Option IV-a factor, substitute .5597 for the Ofnion
III factor in the -formula given above. Hence,

Option IV-a Factor 2 X 55.67
1 + .5597

1.1194
1.5597

.7177

The Option IV-a factor in this case is .7177.

U0

or.

rI
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Thejeacher's reduced retirement allowance under Option IV-a
ca 4now ,be easily obtained by,muldplying Ws, maximum, retirement

wants of $7,500 by theapption faciorp'47177. The product
is about $5;382Ilencei, they man will receive: $5A82 yearly for hle.,
Upon his ac o, his daughter; if living, will receive one-fourth \`01
$5;382, or about $1,345 each year ak long-as she, lives.. 0
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OPTION lVb-SERVICE RETIREMENT
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PT1ON IV.b is sometaxnd referred to as the "life insurance"
option because, like life insurance it-rovides that"a specified

lump sum shall be paid o the beneficiary (or the estate) of a retired
teacher upon his leatJi. Also, since January 1, 1962, a teacher ret1rng 6

under Option IV-b may, under, certain conditions, elect to ba'e
4,

a specified lump sum iaid in the form of an annuity to a designatcd-
beneficiaiy;.thisrightissimilarto.thahivailablelnmost'insurance
polidcs.

-

V -.

BENEFITPAIDASALUMP SUM
Th teacher choosing Option N-b may provide i1at his bene-

iciary shall receive a lump sum of $1,000 rany miltiple of $1,000;

however, the lump sum may not exceedtheannuity -Tesrrve (total *

contributions of the teacher plus interest).
As in the case of other retirement options, the cost of Option

N-b depends on the age and sex of the teacher and, of.course, on ...V

the amount set aside fo the 1enefciary.
Option N-b provides that a fe:ed sum, selected by the teacher,

Rhii1 be paid to the beneficiary or àtate uoi the death of the.
teacher, regardless of the number of years he lives after retirement. It
is particularly useful in the case where the teâchWs probable span
of life, based upon his own health and the history of longevity in his

V

family, is of normal length or better. Some teachers with no depen-
-V

defltshavcchdscntoleaveasmalllumpsum,say$2,0000r$3,000,
under tbi option toy for funeral and other final expenses.

V

COST OF OPTION tV-b
.

Table 17 enables a teacher to calculate his reduced retirement
allowance if he retires for service under Oftion N-b

4
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The teacherjirst finds the cost per $1,000 in the appropriate '

column of Table 17 on the line correspondhig to ins age H then
) multlplies-t!lis figure by 2, if he selects Option TV-b for $2,000, by

3 for $3,000, etc. The teacher need only subtract this cost from ' -

. .
: : his maximum retikement allowance. The result is his reduced retire- ; ..

ment allowance under Option IV-b for the 'lump sum selected ,

Example I . Miss R, appointed in 1927, retires at age 57

-' under Option IV-b,, making her niece the benthciary of a $10,000
lump sum payment Her maximum annual retirement allowance is
$5,000 What will her reduced allowance be under this option?

-.

TABLEI7 /
ANNUAL COST PER $1000 CASH PAYMENT

* Sen4ce Retirement

-.
-.

%

-

-

Ag.at . '., . Tuch.rAppVd Ag.at

R.ttrs. Tsacli.r AppVd Aft.r Aug. '43. 8 Teacher Appttd RstIr.-

$ránt kfor. S.p*. '43 B.for. July '47 After Jun. '47 mnf -

- .. Man Wo'øn Man Woman Man Woman

. 50 35.64 2841 30.20 25.21 32.7O 27.67 50

SI 37.23 2974 3164 26.35 -3415 2882 51

- -

. . 52 3L91 .31,15
:3g7 27.56 35.69 30.04 52.

- .53 40.71, 32.65 34.79 28.84 37.32 31.34 53 .

:54 :42.61-34.24 36.52 30.20 39.05-32.70 54

-. . ,. ...
5j' 1.44.65 35.93 : 38.35 31.64 40.89 34.15 55 *'

.. 56 46.82 37.73 40.30 33.17 42.84 35.69 .56 .

57- 49.12 39.64 42.38 34.79 44.92 37.32 57 '.

5$ . 51.59 41.W. . -44.59. 3.52 47.13 39.05 58 .. . . .

59 54.21 43.85. 46.6 38.35 - 49.48 40.89 59 .. ..

-.
60 57.02 46.15 .. 49.47 40.30

'°
51.99 42.84. 60 __! .

61 6002 4862 52(5.42.38 5468 4492 61

-.. .
.

62 63.24 51.25 55.02. 44.59 57.53 47.13 62 -

63 -.66.67 54.06 5809 469 6059 49.48 63-.-..-
70.36 5705 êI.37 4947 63.86 5159 64

65 74.30 60.26 6489 5215 67.35 -5468 65

.,. . .66 78.53 .63.70 68.65 .55.02 '71.1057.53 66 -

'.4

67 $3.07 67.38 72.6$.58.09 75.11 60.59 67 .

-
4$4 $7.96 71.32. 77.01 61.37. 79.42 63.86 68. :- ...,.. '-

.49 93.2175.54 ,$P65 64.89 84.04 67.35 69. .:

'70., 98.86. 80.08- . 86.65 .68.65 89.00 7I.I0 .70
-. -.

71 (0494 $494 9201 7268 .94.34 75.lI-'-- 'l
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Consulting Table 17, we find that, for a woman teacher, age
q 57 and appointed before September 143 the cost per ar for each

S
$1OOO under Option IV.b is $39 64 Hence, $10,000 will cost Miss
R about $397. Her retirement allowance will accordingly be reduced
from $5,000 to $4,603 Upon her death, her niece will receive a

# lump sum of $l0,000 Miss it may substitute another beneficiary at -
:

.
. , any time. If her .:thece predece her and no. oer bendic :

: named, the sum of $10,000 will be paid to Miss R'sJ estate
Example 2 Mr S, appomted m 1944, exjects to retire at

age 65 under Option IV-b. Assune that' his maimum retirement
allowance will be $7,000 If he should name his on as beneficiary
to receive a lump sum of $15,000, how much wll Mr. .S receive
asaretirementallowance?... .,.. . -.

rdm Table 17, a male teacher, appointed after August 1943 and
;. before July 1947, retiring at age 65, will pay $64.89 yearly for each

$1,000 reserved'for his benefièiary. Therefore, $15,000 .will cost Mr.
.

1

S 15 c $64.89, or about $973. His maximum retirement allowance
of $7,000 will be reduced by $973 Mr S will accordingly receive
$6,027 annually. for'.lifè. Upon his death, his son will receive a lump
sum of $15,000. The beneficiary named in the option may be changed
by the teacher, even after retirement.

.

BENEFIT PAID AS AN ANNUITY
.

.. In the opening paragraph of this chapter, we stated that a
tetcher retipng under Option IV-b may, under certain conditions,'

. .. .. elect ,to have othe lump sum specified therein paid to' the beneficiary
.

in the form of an annuity for life This nght was granted by the ''

Retireme t Board shortly before the State Legislature amended thefl
.

Retiremen aw to permit a bezeficiary under Option I to receive
an annuity for life ntstead of a lump sum

These'two new options (Options I and, IV-b with the benefit
payable as an annuity) are valuable additions to the list pf options

'..'

I

.S

n' retirement that have hitherto been availablç to teachers.
,.

-The right to have the bënft: under Option IVb paid in the
form of an-annuity assures the teacher that his 'beneficiary will

.

- regular monthly income for life. Tins right is especially,receive
useful in the' cae of a beneficiary who is napabl of handling

1large sums of money prudently
-

. . However, it must be remembered that, where an annuity is

(. chosenfprthebeneficiary,shouldthebeneficiarydieafterthedecêasè
of the teacher, no further paymt5'can bemade to anyone

p

I'-

S

.' T.. ... .
.
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: i i:1



14DITION5 TO BE MET

The special conditions under which the beitefit under Option
b may be paid lei they form of an annuity are as folloWs:

1. The specified lump sum reserved for. the beneficiary who
t9 receive4an. annuity under Option IV-b must be not less than

'$10,000. 4

2. Not more than three ben_ eficiaries,shall have been designated
at any time to receive the lump sum under tins' option. ,

3. If more than one beneficiary was named to' receive the
:specified lump surn, the teacher may elect, either at the time of
retirement or on a subsequent date, to eliminate all but one of the
designated beneficiaries, and to have the lump sum paid to the
remaining beneficiary, in the form of an annuity for life.

4/ If the beneficiary designated to receive an annuity' under
this option predeceases the retired teacher or if the retired teacher
desires to change the beneficiary, the benbfit will be paid in the form
of a lump sum onlysto a newly designated beneficiary or beneficiaries
or, in the absence of such designation, to the teacher's estate.

CALCULATION OF ANNUITY TO BEN EFICIARIES

The Retirement Board resolution relating to Option IV-b requires
that, as in' the case of Option. I,. the table to be used in 'calculating
the animity'te the beneficiary under Option IV-b shall be the same,
as, that used to calculate the annuity payable to the beneficiary under
OptionOption A. The table used to calculate the annuity to The beneficiary
under Option A .is Table 24 in Chapter 18. Table 6, given in

. Chapter M8, is onica' with Table 24. Either table may be used We
shall refer to Tal:"41e 6 in our discussion below.

the, annuity iaya,ble under Option IV-
and sex of the be eficiary at the time o f death of the retired teacher.

lit b depends on the age

It will, of courss, also depend on the amount of the lump sum payable.
hto- the beneficiallyl Table 6 will

.

enable' one to calculate neficiary's annual
annuity beginnin'g on the date of death .of the cher. The lump
sum is multiplied by the appropriate Option A fa or given in the
table. The' result is the beneficiary's annuity for life.

. Example 1: Mr. T, appointed in 1925, res at ages 64
,:" under Option IV-b. He named his two sisters, Miss A and Mrs. B,

as beneficiaries to share equally after his death in the lump sum of
$20,000 specified h1 the option. His maximum retirement allowance
is $6,800 per year. What is Mr. T's reduced retirement allowance?

68

4
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First, we shall determine' the cost to Mr. T of Option IV-b for
$20,000. Using fable 17;"we find that fin. a man of '64, app-pinted
before SeptemherJ943,,the costof $1,000 lump sum under Option'
W-13 is $7036"per yeara Hence, the cost of $20)000 under Option
IV-b is 2,0 x $70.36, ,or' about $1,407' per year. Mr. T's reduced
retirement allowance is $6,800-less $1,407, or $5,303.

'Example. 2: Referring to Example 1 above, one year after
his retirement Mr. T decides to have the lump sum of $20,000 paid,
upon his death, to Miss A itithe form of an annuityrthus eliminatingMrs. B as A bineficiary. Mr. T dies several Years later when Miss Ais 68 years-old. Hew large is her annual annuity?

When Mr. T dies, Miss A, is 68 years old. Her annuityi will be
calculated by using Table 6. Accoiding to this table,. a woman of .68 who is the beneficiary under Option IV-b will receive $.1042 per
year for each dollar in the lump sun) specified in_the option. Hence,Miss-A will receive $20,000 x .1042, or $2,084 per year for life.

Had,Miss A died -before Teacher T, he could have elected tohave the benefit under Option IV-b paid to Mrs. B or to any other
person; but, under present regulations, it could be paid only in alump sum. If Mr. T failed tp name anew beneficiary after MissA's death, the lump sum would be -paid to Mr. T's -estate.

IMPORTANT NOTE

Although Option IV-b has been selected' by many teachers in
recent years, all teachers are urged to have Option I on file at the
Retirement Office. This is recommended in order to provide maximum
protection for dependents while the teacher is ,in active service. At
retirement, Option I may be changed to Option IV -b onto any -otheroption.

69
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CHAPTER It

OPTION IV- -SERVICE RETIREMENT

(IP'rION IV-c, despite the designation IV, really is a. member of
the Option I family. There are four members lit the family:
1. First, we have Option I viithout any modification. Here

both the pension reserve and the annuity reserve are guaranteed to
the teacher and his beneficiaries. If the iTtired teacher chooses Option
I and does not, before he dies, receive the full amount in the pension
and annuity reserves, then the balance must be paid to his bene-
ficiaries.

2. The second member in the Opti n I family is Option I on
the Pension only Here only the Pension o city reserve is guaranteed
to the teacher and his beneficiarid.

3. The teacher may choose the thir type of Option I. He
may select Option I on the Annuity only Here only the Annuity
reserve is guarantee&

4. The fourth member of the family called Option IV-c.
Here, too, only the Anhuity reserve is suaranteed. However, under
this option, the guaranteed reserve decreases more rapidly than under
Option I on the Annuity onlyabout twice as rapidly. An illustra-
tion will best clarify the difference.

Example: Mrs. T retires at age 62. If she chooses, no option,
she is entitled to a retirement allowance of $6,01 yearlyconsisting
of a city; pension of $3,300 and an annuity of $ 715. Her annuity
reserve is $30,000. This sum represents Mrs. T's co tributions during
her teaching years, with interest added. This teacher as two relatively
inexpensive plans for guaranteeing this $30,000 res ve.

Plan A. Mrs. T chooses Option I on the Ann ity only Under
this choice, her pension will remain $3,300; her annuity will be
reduced.to $2,283. Her total annual allowance will then be $5,583.
Her insurance at the time of Retirement will be the annuity resew
of $30,000. This insurance will be reduced annually by the yearlf
annuity of $2,283.
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If Mrs. T should live only five years after retirement, tne annuity
reserve will be reduced by 5 x $2,283, or by $11,415. The bene-
ficiariek will then receive the difference between $30,000 and $11,415,
or the sum of $18;585.

Plan B. Let us now assume that Mrs. T, under the facts given
above, chooses Option IV-c. Her pension will again remain $3,300.
Her annuity will be redticed from a maximum of $2,715 to $2,518;
her total annual allowance will now be $5,818 (as compared with
$5;583 under Option I on the Annuity). Her initial insurance will
again be the annuity reserve of $30,000. Howeier, this insurance
will be reduced more rapidly by twice the annual annuity each
year-by twice $2,518. The reduction in the reserve will they be
$5,036 yearly. .

If Mrs. T should die five years after retirement, the annuity
reserve will be reduced by 5 x $5,036, or by 4251,180. The bene-
ficiaries will,then revive the difference between $30,000'and $25,180,

1r-- or $4,820.
Note that Option is less expensive than any of the' other

selections under Option I; however, the insurance (ott reserve) de-
creases at a faker rate.

r
. TABLE 18

OPTION 1V-e FACTOR
Service Retirement

Applicable to Teachers Appointed Before July I. 1947*

4g at , Aye at
Retirement r Man- Woman Retirement

0 .9014
.994391

55
,.4256 .9004 56

57 .8996 .9403 57
se .8980 .9379 ss
59 .8962 59.4354
60 .8944 *.9329 s 60
61 .8926 .4302 61 -
62 .8907 .91276 62
63 .8889 .9251 63
64

1,

.8872 .9223
.

64
65 .8856 9188 65
66 .8831 .9113 66
67 41802 .9116 67
68 .8771 .9082 68

99°41017

69
70 .8713

.8741

70
0

69

71 .8687 .$975 71

* The corresponding figures for those appointed on and after July I, 1947 an
somewhat smaller than those shown above.
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OPTION IV-e FACTOR

Table 18, gives the Optibn IV-c factors on service retirement
applicable to all teachers who were appointed before July 1, 1947.
The Option. N-c factors, for those appointed after urge 1947( afire
somewhat lower than the corresponding figures sho in the table.

The teacher's maximum annuity must be multi lied by the
appropriate. Option IV-c factor given in the table.. e product is
the teacher's reduced annuity under Option IV-C. The pension froin
the city must be added to the reduced annuity to'obtain the teacher's
retirement allowance under the option.

Example: Mr. W, who was appointed in 1920, retired at age
65. His annuity reserve amounts to $26,400.. His maximum retire-
ment allowance is $6,500,- consisting of an annuity of $3,000 and a
pension of $3,500. What will his retirement allowance be if he chooses
Option IV-c?

From Table 18, Mr. W's annuity will be $3,000 x .8856, or
about $2,657 per year. His pension will remain $3,500. His retirement
allowance under Option IV-c will be the sum of $2,657 and $3,500,
or $6,157 per year. 2

If Mr. W should die one year aftei retirement, his beneficiary
will receive a lump sum equal to $26,400 less 2 x $2,657, namely,
$21,086. If Mr. W should die at the end of the second year after
his retirement, his beneficiary will receive $26,400 less 4 x $2,657, or
$15,772.

Each year twice the amount of the reduced annuity ($2,657)
will be deducted from the annuity 4riserve. Upon the death of the

..retired teacher, the remainder of the annuity reserve, if any, will
, be paid to the beneficiary. At the end of about five years, there will

be nothing left for the beneficiary, but the retired teacher will continue
to receive his retirement allowance of. $6,157 for life.

The chief advantage of Option IV-c is its low cost to the retired
teacher. Since this option gives protection to the beneficiary for a
-comparatively short period,. a teacher with dependents should in-
vestigate all available options before dedding that Option IV-c is
the most desirable one for him.

4

z

4
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CHAPTER 14

DISABILITY RETIREMENT ALLOWANCE)

TEACHER may be retired for disability if, after ten years oafA city service, he is. physically or mentally unable to perform
his school duties.

A teacher retiring for disability receives a retirement allowance
for the rest of his life. This allowance, as in the case of service
retirement, consists of a pension from funds provided by the city and
an annuity from contributions.by the teacher

Thiffchapter will explain how to calculate the disability retire-
, meat allowance when the teacher retires on maximum allowance;

that is, without an option. Chapters 15, 16 and 17 will be devoted
to the calculation of the retirement .allowance when the teacher
chooses an option. We' shall first consider the annuity part of the
maximum retirement allowance.

THE ANNUITY
The annuity pends on the amount in the teacher's annuity

fund and on the 'age and sex of the ,teacher. T4Ile 19 below gives
the annuity for each dollar in the .teacher's annuity fund at the time
of disability retirement

It will be observed that the annuity figures in Table 19 for those
appointed after June 1947 are smaller than for those appointed
prior to July 1947.. This is due to the fact that for teachers appointed
after June 1947, interest. on their contributions is credited at the
rate of three percent per year, whereas the rate of interest on the
contributions of teachers appointed prior to July 1947 is four percent.
Should legislation be enacted granting four percent interest on con-
tributions of teachers appointed after June 1947, only one set of
.annuity figures will be iised for all teachers retiring for disability;
namely, the set on the left in Table.19, which is now used exclusively
for appointed prior to July 1947.
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TABLE 19

ANNUITY PER DOLLAR IN ANNUITY FUND*
, Digsbility'Reiirement

.$ c,

Applicable to all teachers iincipt those eligible for service retirement

Teacher Appointed Teacher Appointed
Befors,July 1947 After June 1947

Age
-38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52.
53
54
55
56
57
51
59
60
61
62
63

Man '
.0703 i

.0705
0709
.0714.
.ono
.0727
.0735
.0744
.0753
.0763
.0773
.0784
.0796
.0809
.0823
.0137
.0152
.0168
.0886
.0904
.0924
.0945
.0967
.0993
.1017
.1044

.64 .1073
. 65f .1104

Woman Min Woman
.0667 .062t , .0617
.0669 .0625 ' .0589

...0672 .0629-'1 ..05931
.067.7 .0635 .0591^
.06$2 .0641 .0604
.06111 ''' .0641 Ail
.0696 .0657 ; .0611
.0704 .0665 .Q627
.0713 .0675 .0636 ,

. .022 .0685 .0645
.0732 .0696 ..0656
.0743 .0707 .0666 1

.0754 .0719 .0671

.0766 .0732 .0690

.0779 .0746 .0703.

.0793 .0760 .0717
.0807 .0776 .0732 54
.0122 .0792. .0747
.0139 .0110 .0764
.0156
.0175
.0194
.0915
.0938
.0962 -

.0981

4

,, .1015
.1044

Age
3$

39
AO
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

1$0
51
52
53

51
U

* Also special pension Per dollar, in speciel pe n reserve epos retirement fee
disability.

f Figures for age 65 are given far those retiring for disability over 641/4 who have
not reached age 65.

In order to obtain the annuity of a teacher retiring for cabelity,
one simply multiplies the amount in the annuity fund by the ap-
propriate figure in Table 19. The result is the yearly annuity part
of the techer's maximum retirement 'allowance.

A comparison of Table 19 with Table 1, which gives the
multiplig for calculating the annuity for service retirement, shows
that the annuity is larger for disability than for service retirement*
a Exception: For a male teacher appointed before September 1943 the annuityis larger under service thin under disability retirement if he is Woe older.
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A teacher who is ,eligible sfor service retirement may be retired for
disability; however, in that case, the service retirement annuity table
(Table.1) will be used.

Example 1: Mrs. H, appointed in 1938 retired for disability
at age 53. The balance. in her annuity fund at the time of retirement
was $20,000. How large is the annuity part of her retirement allow-,ance?

Table 19 indicates that for a woman of 53, appointed =before
July 1947, the annuity multiplier is .0793. Hence, Mit. Ws annuity.
will be $20,000 x .0793, or $1,586 per, ,,year for life. The city's
contributions will provide the pension part of Mrs. 'HI' retirement
allowance. (The caleulation of the pension will be explained later
on in this chapter.)

Example 2: Mr. J, appointed in 1948, retires for disability
at age 54. Assume that his ,contributions with interest amount to
$19,000. What is the amount of the annuity part of -Mr. J's retire-
me.nt allowance?

'Mr. J was appointed aftei June 1947. Hence, the less favorable
column of figures on the right in Table 19 must be used. This table
shows that for a man, age 54, the annuity multiplier is .0776. Ac-
cordingly, Mr. J's annuity amounts to $19,000 x .0776, or $1,474
annually. for life. In addition, he receives a pension from funds
furnished by the city. Together, the pension and the annuity con-
stitute the teacher's retirement allowance.

THE PENSION

The pension part of the disability retirement allowance is
composed of two separatisums: (a) a normal pension resulting from
the city's normal contributions and (b) a special pension derived

- from the addidonal payment assumed by the city since July. 1960,
in 'order to provide the teacher with increased take ihome pay.

NORMAL PENSION.

For a teacher under the old' law (one who has riiit elected
coVerage under the Clancy law), the normal pension is 20% of
his average salary plus, an addidonil 1/5 of 1% for each year of
city service in excess of 10. years. The mardmum normal periion
in his case is 25% of average salary.

For one who is covered under the Clancy law, the .normal
pension is 1% of average salary multiplied by the number of years
of credited service, However, the law, provides that if a teacher imder
the aancy law retires for disability, his normal pension shall not be
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lesi than it would have been \had he.- not elected Mi. ney coverage.
For example, under the idd law, a teacher who retires for

disability after 20' years of city service receives a normal pension of
22% of his average salary (20% plus 2% for the 10 years in excess
of 10- years of city service). Under the Clancy law it would ,appear
that this teacher's normal pension is 20% (1% foi each year of
service). Since the normal pension ipf a teacher under the Clancy law
shall not be less than it would hive been under the old law, this
teacher will receive a normal pension of 22% of his average salary.

THE SPECIAL PENSION t 14

Since. July 1 1960, the city has been paying a part of ea
teacher's contributions for hint The city pays this in addition to th
normal rate required to furnish the teacher with a normal pension.
This additional payment by the city, with interest, is used ,to provide a
special pension at retirement, calculated in the same manner as the
annuity furnished by the teacher's own contributions.

a le 3 on page 27 gives the amount of the 'special pension
reserve ( at is, the additional payments by the city phi interest)
on behalf i if a classroom teacher who has been on maximum salary
since July 2 el . For a teacher retiring for disability, who t been
on maximum salary, an individual calculation of the special pens'
rem must be made.

The annuity part of the disability retirement allowance was
found by multiplying the amount in the annuity fund at retirement
by the annuity multiplier shown in Table 19. In like manner, the
special pension in the case of disability retirement is found by
multiplying the special pension' reserve (from Table 3 if the teacher
has been on maximum salary) by the appropriate figure in Table 19.

Example: Miss K, appointed in September 1944, retired for
disability in September 1963 at age 43. She was granted one salary
differential in1.956. She was not entitled to any additional differential.
She had served continuously since her appointment How large was
her special pension at etirement?

Since Miss K was appointed before July 1947 and since her
salary is that of i teacher with one salary differential only, Table 3,
Column B will be used in her case to rind the special pension reserve:
The figure shown in the table. for September 1, 1963 is $1,290.

To determine Miss K's special pension, we `useable 19. This
table shows that for a woman teacher of 43, appointed before July
1947, the annuity multiplier is .0688. Since the special pension reserve,
in her case, amounted to $1,290, her special pension was $1,290 x
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.0688, or $89 per year. This will be added to her normal pension
to give the total pension part of her retirement allowance. Her
maximum zetirement allowance will also include the annuity part
based upon the amtamt in her annuity fund at retirement.

SUMMARY

To summarize; die procedures given in this chapter, let us' con-
sider the case of Mrs. N who was appointed, in September 1947,
She retires for 'Chub/lit), at age 45 with credit for 23 years of
service. She elected coverage under the Clancy law. Her accumulated
contributions am4mt to $24,000. The special pension reserve in her
case is $800. Her average salary is $9,000. How much is her maximum
retirement allow nee?

Since Mts. 14' was appointed after July 1947; it is necessary
to use the less favorable figures on the right in Table 19 in order

*to determine both her annuity and her special pension. The figure/
given in the table for a woman of 45 is .0627. This is the multiplier
used for calculting both the annuitystand the special -pension for
Mrs. N.

Hence, Mrs. N's annuity. is $24,000 x .0627, or $1,504 per year.
Since she is under the Clancy law she is entitled to a normal pension
of 1% of her 'average salary for each of her 23 years of service.
Therefore, her normal pension is 23% of $9,000, or $2,070 per year.
The special pension in her case is $800 x .0627, br $50 yearly.

Mrs. N'S maximum retirement allowance is the sum of the
annuity, normal pension and special pension. The sum of $1,504,
$2,070 and $50 is $3,624. Mrs. N receives this sum annually for
life if she does not choose an option.

A WORD OF CAUTION
PA question sometimes arises in the case of a sick or disabled.

teacher who its eligible to retire under the 55.30 law and has neither
completed 35 years of service nor reached age 65. The question is
thil: "Should I retire for service under the 55-30 law or should I
cancel* my coverage -under that law and retire for disability?"

There are many,aspects o_ f this problem which affect individual
teachers in different ways. It seems unwise to make any statement
on this subject here which, although helpful to some teachers, may
be harmful to others.

* A teacher who_ has been covered by the 55.30 law for a period of one year or
longer may cancel such coverage by fding the appropriate form at the Retire -,
ment Office. He will thereafter be eligible for regular service retirement only
after completing 35 yeaus of service or after reaching age 65.
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Iris suggested that those who contemplate disability retirement
after they belcome eligible for retirement under the 5540 law consult
the Retirement Office or a recognized tension authority who, is
conversant with related income tax matters.

Options on disability retirement will be treated in th next,
three chapten.
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CHAPTER 15

OPTION I-,DISABILITY RETIREMENT

--

ATEACHER may retire for disability without chooiing an option
for his beneficiaries. This is known as retirement on MA241.UM.

-4f he desires to make provision for his beneficiaries, he Chooses an
option. In this case, his own allowance is6reduced in order to pay
for the benefits provided for his beneficiaries,.

The options available to a teacher who retires for service (ex-
plained.in chpters 6-13) are also available to the teacher who retires
for disability. This chapter will "describe Option 1 in connection with
disability retirement.

Option I always involves a guarantee qf the teacher's- Innuity,
reserve or of the city's pension reserve or of both reserves.

When the' teacher wants10 GUARANTEE only his own contribiitions
(with interest), he chooses Option I on the ANNUITY only.

When the teacher wants to guarantee :ily the city's- contribu-
tions (the PENSION RESERVE), he chooses 0 tion on the PERSION
only.

When the teacher wants to guarantee both his own contributions
and the city's- contributions, then he chooses Option I. The ex-
pression, "OPTION I," without any limitation, refers to the guarantee of
both the annuity reserve and the pension reserve.

Example: Teacher T is informed that if he chooses no option-
his annual 'allowance will be $5,000. He is also informed that under
Option I, 'he will receive $3,800 yearly and . that the guaranteed
amount will consist of his annuity reserve of $20,000 and of the

a, pension reserve of $22,000a total guarantee of $42,060.
If T retires under Option I and if he dies before he has received

the guaranteed amount of $42,000, then the balance will be_paid
to his beneficiaries. If T should die eight years after his. retirement,
he will have received 8 x $3,800, or $30,400. Since the guarantee
is for $42,000, the beneficiaries will receive the difference between
$42;000 and $30,400that is, $11,600.
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TABLE 20

OPTION I FACTOR
. Disability Reltroment

Section 8. Applicable to teachers appointed after June
lar service retirement.

MALE TEACHER
Annuity .PensionAl*

40
41
42
43
44
45

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

.7358

.7365

.7365

.7360
.7350
.7336
.7320
.7301.
.7279
.7257
.7231
.7204
.7174
.7143
.7109
.1072

.7697

.7707

.7709
.7107
.7700"
.7690
.7678
. 7663

.7647

.7631

.7610

. 7559

.7565

.7542
.7513
.7484

1947, except those eligible

FEMALE TEACHER
Annuity
.7554
.7566
.7569
.7564.
.7555
.7541
.7523
.7503
".7482
.7456
.7430
.7401
m71
.7337 .

J302
.7264

Pension .
.7886
.7879
.7885
J884
.7879
.7868
.7555
.7841
.7824
.7803
.7783
.7760
.7737
.7709
.7680
.7652

Age
40
41
42
41
44
45
46

.47
411.
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

maximum pension* by the Option X factor on the pension part of theretirement allowance. The Option I factors are given in Table 20(Sections A and B).
It should be noted that:
I. The Option I factor* on the annuity part is smaller thanthe Option I factor on the pension part in every case of disability

retirement. ,(In service retirement, the Option I factor is the samefor hoth parts of the retirement allowance.)
Comparing Table 20 with Table 4, which gives the OptionI factors on retirement for service, it is apparent, that dip reductionof the retirement allowance of a woman retiring for disability underOption I is considerably greater than the reduction of the correspond-ing retirement allowance of a woman retiring for service. Thedifference in the reduction of the retirement allowance of a manretiring for disability and for service is not so marked.
Coniiaring SeCtions A and B of Table 20, we observe thatthe Option I factors for three percent contributors (those appointed

The maximum pension consists of the sum of the normal pension (from normalcontributions by the city) and the special pension (from the 5% contributionsby the city,to give the' teacher increased take-honie pay)
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after June 1947) are less favorable than those for four percent con-
tributors (those appointed before July 1947). If the law should
be amended to increase the rate of interest on the contributions
of teachers appointed aftei June 1947 to four percent, Section B
of = Table 20 will no longer be used. Section A will then apply to
all teachers.

Example of Reduced Allowance under Option 1: Mr. M, age
50, appointed *411938, is entitled to a disability retirement allowance
of $4,300 per year if he retires on maximum allowance. His annuity
is $1,800, his normal pension $2,400 and his special pension $100
per year. If he chooses Option I, what will his reduced retirement
allowance amount to?

Since Mr. M was appointed before July 1947, we must use the
Option I factors in Section A of Table 20. For a man of 50 the
Option I factors are .7523 for the annuity and .7846 for the pension.
Hence, Mr. M's reduced annuity under Option I will 'be $1;800 x
.7523, or $1,354 per year.

Ifis maximum pension is the sum of his normal pension ($2,400)
and his special pension ($100). Hence, his total maximum pension
amounts to $2,500 annually. Accordingly, his reduced pension under
Option I will be $2,500 x .7846, or $1,961 annually. His total retire-
ment allowance under. Option I will be the sum Of $1,354 and
$1,961, or $3,315 per year for life.

INITIAL INSURANCE OR GUARANTEED AMOUNT

The annuity reserve and the pension reserve constitute the
Total Reserve or Initial Insurance under Option I. The annuity
reserve consists of the sums contributed by the teacher with interest.
The pension reserve consists of two parts, the nort al pension reserve
and the special pension reserve.

The normal pension reserve is obtained b multiplying the
teacher's maximum normal pension by the app priate multiplier
given in Table 21 below.

The special pension reserve consists of the additional contribu-
tions (with interest) made by the city for the teacher since July
1, 1960. The special pension reserve for all classroom teachers on
maximum salary since July 1960 who will retire before 1971 can be
obtained from Table 3 or can be estimated from the figures given
in that table.

Combihing the normal pension reserve and the special pension
reserve we obtain the total pension reserve. The initial insurance is
.the sum of the total pension reserve and the annuity reserve.
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. Example: Let us turn to the case of Mis. N given on page - . .77. The facts in her case are as follows Appointed in September
. .- 1947 Retires for diability at age 45. Accumulated contributions

. . :$24,000. Special pension reserve $800, Total service 3 years. Average
: aIar)r $9,000. Elected Qancy coverage.

/
.

.. Based on these facts, we calculated her maximum disability
. -retirement allowance to be $3,624. This consisted of an annuity of

$1,504, a normal pension of $2,070, and a special pension of $50
- peryear

..

I

TABLE 21

MULTIPLIER FOR FINDING*

. NORMAL PENSION RESERVE UNDER OPTION I
.. .

Dsabilify Refirement
Applicabi. to. all t.ach.rs .xc.pt thos. .bgibli for sirvice r.tir.m.nt

.T.achsr Apoint.d T.ach.r Appoint.d
B.for. July 1947 Aft.r Jun. 1947

. Ag. Man Woman
. Man Woman

. Ag.
.. :3$ 12 854 13.530 14530 15.382 3839 12.80$ 13.49$ 14.455 15.320 . 3940 12.737 I3A36 14.353. 15.225 4041 12.647 13.349

. 14.22$ .15.101 4142 12.541 13.242' 4.084 . 14.952 4243 12.421 13.120
.

. 13.925 14.785 4344 t2.290 12.981
. 3753 43 4445 1I51 12.834. 13.572 14.409 4546 12003 12.677 13.383 14.205 4647 pp.841 12.512 13.186 .13.995 474$ 1148$ 12342 12.912. 13.776 4849 . 11.522 12.166 12374 13.552 495 11.350 11.983 12.559 13.321 5051 11.174 11.796 12.340 13.017 SI k..10.991 11303 12.11412.$45 52'. 53 10.804 ll.405. 11.883 12.600 53 ..$4

. 10.612 11.202 11.641 12.349 5415 10.414 10.993 11.40$ 12.093 . - S5
.56 10.212 10.780 11163 11.833 . 5657 0.005 .10.561

1$, t793 10.33$..
.9577 10.111 .1

.60 9.356 $$Q
.

61. pI3 9484
t405 '..

.63 . 8.6739.162
64 $438 1.916 ..

.IP 8.201 836$

Flgur.sfor ag 6$ are glv.n for those retIring for dkabllfty over 64½ who her..notre.cli.dag.lrS.
.

.

:
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If she chooses Option I, (a) what will Mrs. N receive per
year, and (b) what is the amount of her initial insurance?

(a) In order to obtain Mrs. N's reduced retirement allowance
under Option I we must turn to Table 20. Since she was appointed

'ter June 1947, we must use the Option I factors in Section B

the table. For a woman of 45 the Option I factors are .7541 for
e annuity and .7868 for the pension. Mrs. N's maximum annuity
$1,504. Hence, her reduced annuity under Option I will be
,504 x .7541, or $1,134 per year

Her maximum pension is the sum of her normal pension, $2,070,
d her special pension of $50 a year. Hence, her maximum pension
counts to $2,120. Accordingly, her reduced pension under Option

Twill be $2,120 x 3868, or $1,668 annually. Mrs. N's total retire-
ment allowance under Option I will be the sum of $1,134 and
$1,668,'or $2,802 per year for life.

(b). To,find the initial, insurance, we first. use Table 21 to
determine the normal pension reserve under Option L In the column
for teachers appointed after June 1947 will be found the normal
pension multiplier, 14.409, for a 'woman of 45. Mrs. N's maximum
normal pension is $2,070. The product of $2,070 and 14A09, namely,
$29,826, is her normal pension reserve.

Mrs. N's special, pension reserve is given as $800. Her annuity
reserve consists of her accumulated contributions, $24,000.

The initial insurance ,is the sum of the normal pension .reserve,
the special pension reserve and the annuity reserve. The sum of

.$29,826, $800 and $24,000 is $54,626. This is the Initial Insurance
or Guaranteed Amount under Option I.

Each year the insurance will be reduced by $2,802, the annual
retirement allowance of. Mrs. N. If she should live exactly ten years
after her retirement, she will have received 10 X $2,802, or $28,020.
The beneficiary or estate will then receive a lump sum equal to the
difference between $54,626 and $28,020, namely, $26,606.

OPTION IBENEFIT TO BENEFICIARY PAID AS AN ANNUITY
As explained in Chapter 8, the RetireMent law now allows 4a

teacher who retires. under Option' I to elect to have the balance
in the reserve under this option paid to the beneficiary either as a
lump sum or in the 'form of a monthly annuity for life. Furtherniore, .
if the teacher has named a beneficiary to receive the benefits under
Option I, but has not elected to have the balance of the Guaranteed
Reserve paid in the form of an annuity, the beneficiary, upon the
death of the retired teacher, may elect to do so.- If, however, the
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balance in the reperve sat the time of death of the teacher 'is less
than $10,000, payment to the beneficiary, will be made only in the
form of a lump sum.

Table 24 an page 100, which gives 'the multiplier for con-
verting a lump sum into an annuity' under Option A, is also used
to calculate the annuity to the beneficiary under. Option I. (See
Chapter 18.) The balance in the reserve availableto the beneficiary
at the time of death of the teacher is multiplied by the appropriate
Option A factor given in the table. The result is the annual annuity
payable to the beneficiary for life.

Example: Consider once more the case of Mrs. N. Let us
assume that, upon her retirement for disability, she had named her
sister, who was three years older than Mrs. N, 'as beneficiary to
receive the benefit ander Optior! I in the form of an annuity for life.
Mrs. N died ten years after retirement, leaving a balance of $26,606
in the reserve under Option I. When Mrs. N died her sister was 58
years old. What was to amount of the sister's annuity?

In consulting Talk 24, we must use the column of figures
applicable to the beneficiary of a teacher who was appointed after,

June 1947 because Mrs. N was appointed in September of that
year. These figures are less favorable to the beneficiary than the
corresponding figures for beneficiartes of teachers who were appointed
prior to July 1947.

Table 24 gives .0705 as the Option A factor for a woman of
58 who is the benefi of a teacher appointed after June 1947.
To calculate the annuity f Mrs. N's sister, we multiply the balance
of the guaranteed reserve o 616 by the decimal .0705. Hence
the sister of Mrs. N will receiv uity of .0705. x $26,606, that
is, $1,875 annually for life.

OPTION 1 OK ANNUITY NLY
We have been disc g Option I on the full retirement allow-

anceon both the pension < nd the annuity. However; a teacher may
choose Option I on one part of the retirement allowance either on
the pension part or on the annuity part. Here 'is an illustration of
Option I on the tonrurrr only.

Miss C was appointed in 1940 and retires for disability at age
52. She is informed that, on maximum retirement, she would receive
a pension of 42,000 and an annuity of $1,500. Her annuity reserve
(her conftiKutions with interest) is $19,255. She chooses to retire
under Option I on the ANNUITY only. She wants to insure her own
annuity fund. Her miximum annuity will 'IOW be reduced.



To find the reduced annuity we turn to Table 20, Section A.
In the Annuity column under Female Teacher and Corresponding to
age 52, we see the decimal .7651. The maximum annuity of $1,500
given above is multiplied by .7651. The product, $1,148, indicates
the reduced annu4 To this we add the pension of $2,000. Hence,
C's retirement allowance will now be $1,148 plus $2,000, or $3,148
yearly for C's life.

The total insurance of $19,255 is. rediced each year by' $1,148
that is, by the yearly annuity that receives: If C lives only 5
yesas after. retirement, she will have 'received from the Ataturrv, fund
5 times $1,148 or $5,740. Since the total annuity reserve was $19,255,
the beneficiary would receive the difference between $19,2554 and
$5,740that is, $13,515.

HAVE YOU FILED AN OPTION I BLANK?.

The filing of an Option I blank is important for most teachers.
It is especially important for those teachers wo have completed
30 years' service or who have reached age 65. The protection to the
beneficiaries of these teachers through Option I will be explained in
Chapter 19, which deals with the "Death Gamble" law.

The filing of Option I is equally important for teacher who
nes completed ten years of "city" service and who ha close relatives
who are financially dependent on him. Option I is essential where
the teacher unfortunately becomes seriously ill and is eligible to retire
for disabilitybut is not yet eligible to retire for service.

An illustration will help explain this. Mr. R, after teaching 20
yeah beiame fatally ill. He was eligible for disability retirement;
however, he was too, ill to apply for retirement. In the case of
disability, the wife or another close relative may file the application
for retirement. R's wife, W, filed an application for her ,husband'a
;retirement at the Office of the Teachers' Retirement System on
March 1, 1963.

Retirement for disability does not go into effect unless the
teacher lives more than 30 days after the application has been filed.
R died on April 5-35 days after the application was filed. Fortunately

r for the widow, R had filed an Option I blank iR which he named
his wife as beneficiary. This had been done before he became ill.
When he became seriously ill, he was incapable of signing any papers.
No'one may file an option on a. teacher's behalfnot even his wife.

What was the amount of the benefit that W received? She
received (a) the teachees.contributions (with interest) which amount-



(
ed, to $17,000 and (h) the city's pension reserve of $23,000. The
total in this case was $40,000.

R had not been retired, then the benefit to the widow wouldhave been (a) his own contributions (with interest), $17,000 as
above, and (b) $10,000 u the city's benefit ,a Vital of $27,000.



CHAPTER 16

OPTIONS II AND III-DISABILITY RETIREMENT

WHEN A TEACHER retires birder Option II or Option III,
he purchases an annuity for a designated beneficiary. Should

the beneficiary predecease the retired teacher, no one will obtain any
benefit from either of these options; all retirement payments will
cease with the teacher's death.

Under Option II, upon the death of the teacher, the.beneficiary,
if he survives, receives each month for life an amount equal to the
teacher's monthly annuity, or' pension, or both. Under Option III,
the beneficiary receives one-half of the teacher's monthly annuity,
or pension, or both. The teacher, at the time of retirement, may
elect. Option II or Option III for the pension only, or for the annuity
only, or for the entire retirement allowance, that is, for both pension
and annuity.

REDUCED ALLOWANCE UNDER OPTIONS 11 AND III

When Option II or III is chosen, the. maximum 'allowance
(pension, annuity or both) is multiplied by an optiOn factor in
order to obtain the teacher's reduced allowance. This factor depends
upon the option selected, the age and sex of the teacher, and the
agi and sex of the beneficiary. Since the beneficiary under Option
III, if he survives, receives each month one-half of the monthly
amount received by the retired teacher, while the beneficiary under
Option II receives the same mthly amount at -that of the retired
tedither prior to his death, the maxiinuni allowance of the teacher
will not be reduced as much ,under Option III as:under Option II.

These two optioin are riot frequently, c.hoien'by teachers retiring
for disability. Hence, extensive tables of, Options II and III factors
on disability retirement have not been prepared. A limited number
of such,factors are given in Table 22 below.
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SEVERAL OPTION H AND III FACTORS
. DISABILITY RETIREMENT

See' ion A: Applicable fo teachers appointed before July 1, 1947
(Enplaiaelon: M50 N5 means male teacher, age 50 at retirement, with

beneficiary, age 45) .
-

Teacher and Option U. Option III Teacher and
Beeeficiary Factor Factor Beneficiary

.

feinate

M40 F43 A745 J01S M45 At
M50 F45 ____ .1727 .1043 M50 F45
MS0 F49 .5233 M50 F49.096

i M54 F52 4904 AIIIS M54 FU
MU FU - .7014 .1279 M55 FS§
1.155 NS .7325 M56 M55 F51
M51 F29 .5391 .7005 M56 F29

"I MU NS . A624 .7969 M62 F51
M64 F61, 3692 .10111 M64 Fil

F46 Mil
F50. Mir
F53 M4S
F17 1420
NO MIS

NO F49 y
Ri3 F6O
F55 F35
NO F17

O

M45 MIS-

.7945 .., .essi
JOU .5193
.7310 .1492

'0.5601 .7110
'.7413 .1567 °

.9275 .1423

.7519 .5120

.6017 .7513

.7019 .1241

A173 .7634

F46 M51
F50 M55
F53 M411
F57 M20
F60 M51

NO F49
F53 NO
F55 F35.

F60 F57

M45 MI5

:Example: Mrs. R, who was appointed in 1937, retires for.
disability at age 50. She named her husband, age 55, as benefi
under Option II. If her maximum annual retirement, allowance 1S
$3;800, how much- will she receive under this option? How much
will she receive if she chooses, Option III?

The Option II factor for a woman appointed before July 194/,
Who retires for diiability at age 50, naming a man, age 55, as
beneficiary, is .8006. Multiply $3,800 by,.8006. The prOdvct,,$3,042,
is the amount that Mrs. It will receive each year for life under this
option. Upon her death, Mr. R, if alive, will continue to receive
$3,042 annually as long as he lives.

The Option III factor for a wo appoin before July 1947,
whb retires for disabiliiy at age 50, II 11 man, age 55, as
beneficiary, is .8893. Hence, the ann ent . allowance of
Mrs. R will be $3,800 x :8893, or about $3,379. Upon her death,
her husband will receive one-half. of this sum, or approximately
$1,689, each year for life.

c';
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TABLE n
SEVERAL. OPTION II AND III FACTORS

DISABILITY RETIREMENT"
Section 1: Applicable to %schen appointed after June 30, 1947

(Explanation: M45 F40 means a Male teacher, age 45 at retirement, with female
beneficiary, age 40)

Teacher and Option II . Option III
Beneficiary Factor Factor
M40 F311 4705 .11021
1,445 F10 . .6577 .7935
1A50 F46 .6624 ... .7969
MIO F49 .4455 .1136
1150 HO 3939 .1193
M53 F53 3947 .11191

M55 F50 4491 .7177
M60 F57 4629 .7973

RO Mg .7435. . 4529
RO MU .7114 .1773
F55 M60 .1046 ..5917

F45 F40 .6192 .1160
RO R7 .7754 .1754
F64 F63 .7050 .1290

(M55 M50 .001 .1166

../

Teacher and
Beneficiary'
1440 F3$
M45 F40
M50 F46
M50 F49
M50 F50
M53 F5S
M55 F50

e M60 F57

F50 M48
F50 M53
F55 M60

F45 F40
F50 F57
F64 F63

M55 M50

Example: Mr. T, who was appointed in 1948, retires for
disability at age 50. He named his wife, age 49, as beneficiary under
Option II. If his maximum retirement allowance is $3,500, h
much will he receive under the option?

The Optic* II factor for a man, appointed after June 1.947,
who retires for disability at age 50, naming a woman age 49, as
beneficiary, is .6858. Multiply the maximum retirement allowance,
$3,500, by .6858. The product is $2,400. Mr. T will receive this
amount annually as long as he lives. 'Upon his death, his wife, if she
survives, will continue to receive $2,400 yearly for life.

OPTION IV-a

Option IV-a is similar to Options II and III in that -it provides
life annuity for a' designated beneficiary when the retired teacher,

dies. The annuity received by the beneficiary is one-fourth, or some
other faction approved by the Retirement Board, of the teacher's
annuity, or pension, or "retirement allowance. This option is rarely
selected by teachas retiring 'for disability.
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CHAPTER 17

ol

OPTION IV-b-DISABILITY RETIREMENT

rIPTION IV-b provide.; that a specified lump sum* shall be
No paid to the designated beneficiary (or to the estate) of a retired
teacher upon the latter's death. Also, since January 1, 1962, a
teacher retiring *under Option IV-b may, under certain conditions,
elect to have the specified lump sum paid to oNE beneficiary in the
form of an annuity.

M in the case of other retirement options, the selection of
Option IV-b results in a rethiction in the teacher's maximum retire-
ment allowance.

REDUCED ALLOWANCE UNDER OPTION IV-b
,

Table 23 will enable a teacher to calculate his reduced retirement
allowance if he retires for disability under Option IV-b. ....

The teacher first fmds the cost per $1,000 under the option in
the appropriate column of Table 23 on the line corresponding to
his age at retirefnent. He then multiplies this figure by. 2 ifte wishes
to reserve a lump sum of $2,000 under this option for his beneficiary;
by 3 for $3,000; etc. The teacher subtracts this cost from his' maximum
retirement allowance. The result is his 'reduced retirement allowance
under Option Mb fot the lump sum selected.

Example 1: Miss L was appointed in 1932. She retires for
disability at age 51. Her maximum retirement allowance is $4,300.
She chooses Option IV-b, making her brother tip beneficial), to
receive $5,000 upon her death. How much will Miss L receive
during her lifetime?

The cost per $1,000 under Option IV-b is given in Table 23.
This table snows That the cost to a woman o# 51, retiring for
disability,ability, Who was appointed before July 1947, is $37.34 for each

*lhe lump sum may not exceed the amount of the teacher's accumulated con-
tributions.
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$1,000 reserved for hey beneficiary under this option. -Hence, $5,000
will cost 5 x $37,34, or about $187. This is the amount that will be
subtracted from Miss L's maximum retirement allowance,Her maxi-

, mum retirement allowance of $4,00 Will be reduced. by $187. Miss
L will then -receive,* $4,113 yearly for life. Upon her death, her
brother, ithe survives het; will receive $5,000 in cash. If the brother
predeceases Miss L, and no othenbeneficiary is named, the lump
sum .9f $5,000 will be paid to Miss L's estate.

Eiample 2: Mr. J, who was appointed in 1948, retires for
disability at age 54. He selected optio# IV-b, naming his daughter

TABLE 23

ANNUAL, COST PER ;1,000 CASH PAYMENT'
UNDER OPTION
Disability itefirement

Applicable to all teachers except those eligible for service retirement

Teacher Appointed Teeoliei Appointed
Before July 1947 Affir June 1947

Ago Man Woman
3$ 31.01 27.48
39 31.27 27.64
40 31.66 27.95
41 32.16 28.39
42 32.77 28.94
43 33,47 29.58
44 34.25. 30.31

45 35.09 31.12
46 36.02 31,.99f 37.00 32.94

38.05 . 33.94
49 39.17 , 35.00
so, 40.36 36.14
51 41.63 37.34
52 42.9$ 38.62
53 . 44.41 39.97
54 45.93 41.42
55 47.55 42.96
56 4928 44.60
57 51.13 4624
5$ 53.10 48.20
59 55.19 50.17
60 57.43 52.2$
61 60.02 54.53
62 462.38 56.93
63 65.09, 59.49
44 68.01 62.23
45*

Man Woman Ago
32.56 29.10 38
32.0 29.34 39
33.33 29.72 40
33.89 30.20 41
34.54 30.80 42
35.27 31.49 43
36.Q8 32.25 44
36.97 33.09 ,45
37.91 33.99 46
38 92 34.96 47
40210 35.9$ 48
41.14 37.06 049
42.35 38.22 50
43.64 39.44 51
45.01 40.75 52
46.46 42.12 53
48.00 a. 43.59 54
49.65 45.14 55
5139 46.79 56

71.18 65.16 4

Rpm for ago 65 are
not reached ago 45.

n for those retiring for disability over 641/2 who have
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as beneficiary to receive a lump sum of $4,000. If his maximum
retirement allowance is $4,200, what will Mr. J's reduced allowance
be undo the option?

Mr. J was appointed in 1948. Hence, in using Table 23, we
must use.the column which applies to teachers appointed after June
1947. For a man of 54, the figure shown in the table is $48.00. This
means that the cost to Mr. J of reserving $4,000 under Option IV-b
is 4 x $48.00 per year Hence, $192 will be subtracted from Mr. J's
maximum retirement allowance of $4,200 to give him a reduced
allowance of $4,008 per year. Upon his death, his daughter (or any
other designated beneficiary) will receive a lump sum of $4,000.

OPTION, IV-b--BENEFIT PAID AS AN ANNUITY

In the first paragraph of this chapter we stated that a teacher
retiring under Option IV-b may, under certain conditions, elect to
have the specified lump sum paid to oNE beneficiary in the form of
an annuity. (The reader is referred to Chapter 12 for a discussion
of the conditions under which the teacher may exercise this right.)

As in the case of Option I, the table to be used in calculating
the annuity to the beneficiary under Option IV-b is the same table
(Table 24 on page 100) as that used to calculate the annuity payable
to the beneficiary under Option A. The lump sum* specified in
Option N -b is multiplied by the appropriate Option A factor given
in TAle 24. The result is the beneficiary's annuity for life.

Example: Mr. S, appointed in 1928, retires for disability at
age 59 before he is eligible to retire for service. He named his sister
as beneficiary under. Option IV-b for $10,000. He specified t,hat,
upon his death, his sister is 'to receive the benefit in the form of an
annuity for life. His maximum retirement allowance is $5,600. What
is the Teduced retirement allowance of Mr, S? If Mr. S should die
after retirement when his sister is 70 years old, how large will herr
annual annuity be?

First,- we shall determine the cost to Mr. S of selecting Option
IV-b for $10,000. Using Table 23, we find that for a man of 59,
appointed' before July 1947, the cost of $1,000 lump sum under
Option IV-b is $55.19 per year. Hence, the cost of $10,000 is 10
x $55.19, or about $552 per year. Mr. S will receive. $5,600 less
$552, or $5,048 each year for life.

* The benefit under this option may be paid in the form of an annuity only
if the specified lump sum is not less than $10,000.
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When Mr. S dies, his sister is 70 years old. Her city will
be calculated by using Table 24. According to this table, fo a woman
of 70, who is the beneficiary under Option IV-b of a cher ap-
pointed before July 1947, the multiplier to be used is . 120. Since
the sum under Option IV-b was $10,000, the sister will receive
$10,000 x .1120, or $1,120 per year for life.

If Mr. S survived his sister, he could elect to have the benefit
under Option IV -b paid to another peIson but, under present
regulations, it can be paid only in the fords of.. plump sum; if he
failed to name a new beneficiary after his sister's death, the lump
sum will be paid to his estate.

OPTION Mc
Because of the limited protection it gives the beneficiary, Option

UV-c is not recommended in the case of retirement for disability.
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CHAPTER 18

THE DEATH BENEFIT

THE PRECEDING chapters explain how to determine the retir -
I ment income of a teacher who retires for service or disability

under the various retirement plans available to,,him. They also show.
how to calculate the athount payable to the surviving benefidiaries
(or the teacher's estate) upon lire death of the retired teacher. We
shall now turn our attention to the benefits payable to the survivors
of a teacher who dies while he is still in service.

The benefits payable to the beneficiaries of a teacher who dies
before he is eligible for service retirement are, in-almost every case,
less than the benefits paid if the teacher dies after he has reached
eligibility for service retirement. This chapter will confine itself to
the amounts payable to the beneficiaries (or estate) in the event
of the teacher's death before he has become eligible to retire for
service. The next chapter will be devoted to the benefits payable
in the event that the teacher in service dies after he becomes eligible
to retire.*

THE DEATH-1 BENEFITTEACHER NOT ELIGIBLE TO RETIRE

First, let us recall the conditions under which a teacher IS
eligible for regular service retirement.

(1) A teacher` who elected coverage under the 55-30 law, is
eligible to retire for service if he has reached age 55,AND has completed
30 yeart.of service, or

(2) A teacher is eligible to retire for-service after 35 years of
service, or °

Prior to April 24, 1961, when the "death gamble" law became effective, the
death benefits described in this chapter applied to all teachen in service,
whether or not they were eligible fd service retirement.
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(3) A teacher is eligible to retire at age 65.
In addition, a teacher is eligible for service retirement "on

demand"- after he has completed 30 years of service, even if his
age is below 55.

If a teacher dies before he is eligible for service retirement, his
beneficiary will receive two separate sums. (1) the teacher's eon=
tributions with interest to date of death, and (2) a death_ benefit
from funds furnished by the city,

The death benefit furnished by the city consists of two separate
amounts: (a) the normal death benefit which will be explained
below, and (b) the additional contributions made by the city since
July 1960at the rate of 2/2% and later 5% of the teacher's
Balmy. The accumulated amount of these additional contributions is
identical with the "reserve-for-increased-take-home-pay," described
in Chaptert which we called the "special pension reserve."* The
beneficiary or the estate of every teacher who dies before retirement
will receive from the city the special pension reserve in addition to
the normal death benefit.

NORMAL DEATH. BENEFIT
,

1 For Teachers Appointed After Apri1 10, 1929

(a) Minimum Normal Death Benefit: For a teacher who
completed from six months to 10 years of city service, the normal
death benefit is one-half of the average /annual salary during the 5
years immediately preceding the date of the teacher's death.

Example:* Miss A was appointed in September 1953 with no
prior service.. She served continuously until she died in September
1961. If her average salary for the 5 years immediately preceding
her death was $7,000, what was the amount of the death benefit?

Since Miss A completed less than 10 years of city service, the
normal death benefit in her case was one-half of her average salary
41 $7,000. Hence, the beneficiary received a normal death benefit
of $3,500. To this normal death benefit was added a special pension
reserve of $270. The total death benefit was $3,770. The beneficiary

t
The special peasioi reserve for a classroom teacher who has been on maximum
salary for five years prior to his death is given in Table 3. This table maybe used, in the case of a teacher who, dies before 1971, provided that teacher
was on maximum salary for five years prior to his death. For other teachers,
a separate calculation must be made: Use 2Y*% of the salary in 1960 -1961,
and 5% thereafter, adding interest at the rate of 4% per year for teachers
appointed before July 1, 1947, and 3% for those appointed on or after that date.
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\
Val this' amount in addition to the teacher's accumulated con-
dons.
(b) Maximum Normal Death Benefit: For a teacher with'

more than 10 years of city service the normal death benefit is 5%*
of the average salary for each year of city service for a maximum
of 20 years.

Example 11: Mr. B was appointed in :September 1950 with
credit for 3 years of prior service as a substitute teacher. He served
continuously until his death in September 1959. His average salary
wae$8,000. How large was the death benefit?

B had 3 years of city service as a substitute, plus 9 years as a
regular teacher, making a total of 12 years of city service. The normal
death benefit is 5% of the average salary multiplied by 12, the number
of years of city service. Hence, the normal death benefit equals 60%
of $8,000, or $4,800. e \

Since Mr. B died. before Jsly 1960 when the city began paying
a part of the teacher's contributions for him, there was no special
pension reserve in his case. The death benefit consisted of the normal
death benefit only. The beneficiary received $4,800 plus the teacher's
contributions with interest.

Example 2: Mrs. C was appointed September 1933 with no
prior service. She served continuously until her death in January
1962. Iler average salary was $8,500. What was the death benefit
in this case?

Mrs. C had more than 20 years of service. Hence, her beneficiary
(or estate was entitled to the maximum normal death benefit for a
teacher a pointed after April 10, 1929, namely, 20 x 5% of the
average . The normal death benefit, therefore, was 100% of
the avers salary, $8,500. The total death benefit was $8,500 plus
the special pension reserve consisting of the city's additional con-
tributions for Mrs. C from July 1960 to January 1962,

II For Teachers Appointed Before April 10, 1929

For a teacher who was appointed before April 10, 1929, the
normal death belie& is. 6% of the average salary for each year of
city service prior to April 10, 1929, plus 5% for each year of service

If a teacher, appointed after April 10, 1929, received credit for service as a
substitute teacher or in another city department prior to April 10, 1929, the
noemal death benefit is 6% of the average salary for each year of city service
prior- to April 10, 1929, plus 5% for each year of service after April 10, 1929.
However, not more than 20 years may be counted in the total service.
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after April 10, 1929. However, not more than 35 yews may be counted
in the total service.

Example: Mrs. D was appointed in Apiil 1928 with credit
for 1 year of prior service as a substitute teacher. She died while
in service in April 1961. She served continnously, except for leaves
of absence without pay amounting to 5 years. Her average salary
was $8,000. The special pensibn reserve in her case amounted to
$180. What was the death benefit?

Mrs. D had 2 years, of city service prior to April 1929 for
which her beneficiary was entitled to receive 2 x 6% of $8,000, or
12% of $8,000. Her service after April 1929 amounted to 27 years.
For these 27 years, the bendiciary was entitled to 27 x 5% of $8,000,
or 135% of $8,000. The normal death benefit was 12% plus 135%,
or 147% of $8,000; this amounts to $11,760. To this normal death
benefit was added 'the special pension reserve of $180. Thus, the
total' death benefit was $11,940. The beneficiary received this amount
in addition to the teacher's contributions with interest.

DESIGNATION OF BENEFICIARY

Every newly appointed teacher files at the Retirement Office
a designation of beneficiary to receive the death benefit described
above and the teacher's accumulated contributions. The same bene-
ficiary (sir the teacher's estate) may be designated for both sums,
or a different beneficiary may be named for each.

Teachers are advised to review their kbeneficiary designations
periodically; if in doubt about who their beneficiaries are, they should
file a new designation of beneficiaries. A later designation always
supersedes an earlier one

OPTIONS ON DEATI-14N-SERVICE

A teacher may at any time elect to have his, accumulated
contributions ror death benefit or both Paid to his beneficiary in
accordance with one of the following options:

Orriori A. This option provides that, in the event of the
teacher's death before he is eligible to retire, his contributions with
interest or death benefit or both 3411 be, paid in the form of an
annuity to the designated beneficiary (or beneficiaries) for life. Upon
the death of the ben tiary all Payments cease.

OPTION B. Under option, the beneficiary receives a lesser
annuity than under Option A. Option B contains the additional
provision that, should the beneficiary die before he shall have
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received the total amount of the accumulated contributions or death-s-4
benefit or both, the balance shall be paid to another designated
beneficiary.

OPTION C. This option provides 'tiiat the beneficiary shall receive
a lesser annuity than under Option A, with the additional provision
that, upon thedeath, of the beneficiary, a specified lump sum shall
be paid to another beneficiary. (Since the cost of this option is
excessive, it is recommended that Option C be not chosen.)

If a teacher has named a beneficiary to receive his accumulated
contributions or death benefit or both; but has not selected an option,
the beneficiary, upon the death of the teacher, may choose to have
the amounts paid to him in accordance with one of the options
described above.

Although it is recommended that every teacher designate a
beneficiary, It is generally advisable for the teacher not 'to select an
option on his accumulated tontribution.s or death benefit, but to let
the beneficiary make the choice."

CALCULATION OF BENEFIT UNDER OPTION A
Table 24 gives the annuity per dollar of lump sum (accumulated

contributions or death benefit or both) payable to the beneficiary
under Option A. The amount of the lump sum must be multiplied by
the appropriate Option A factor given in the table. The result is the
beneficiary's annuity for life &ginning cip the date of death of the
teacher.

Care must be exercised to select the factor in the table cor-
itsponding to the beneficiary's age and sex, and to use that part
of the table applicable to the beneficiary according to the date of
appointment of the teacherbefore or after July 1, 1947.

Example; Mr. E was appointed in 1928. He died in service
before he became eligible to retire. His wife, age. 55, was the
designated beneficiary. Assume that Mr: E's accumulated contribu-
tions amounted to $18,000 and the death benefit was $12,000.
What did his wife receive under Option A?

The Option A factor for a woman beneficiary of 55, where
the teacher was appointed before July 1, 1947,. is .0724. The sum
ofithe accumulated contributions and the death benefit was $30,000.
Multiply $30,000 by .0724. The product is $2,172. This was Mrs. c
E's annuity for life beginning- on the date of death of the teacher.
All payments cease upon the death of Mrs. E.



TABLE 24
., 4.,

OPTION :A FACTOR
ANNUITY, PER DOLLAR' PAYABLE TO BENEFICIARY
. UNDER OPTION A, OPTION I AND-OPTION. 1V4

Ai,a
lonoficiary

Toaabor Appra
, sioforo July 1947

Immficliiy
Man Woman

two*, Appfd '..
w Affix An* 1947,

. immflelMy
Man . Woman

Ago of
lonaflolary

20 .0492 .0481 .0414 .0402
.

20
25 ..0509 .0495 .0433'd -.0418 25 _ .

'30 .0531 .0513 .0456 .0437 30
35 .0559 .- .0536 .0486 .0461 35
40 '.0526 .0566 .0523 .0492 40
42 .0614 .0580 .0541 ,,.0507 ', 42
44 .0634 .0596 A062 .0523 44
46 .0656' .0614 .0514 .0541 46
48 .0681 .0634 ..0609 '.0562 48
so .0709 ,. ' .06s6

.
.0437,' .0684 50

51 . 0 7 2 4 . 0 6 6 8 .0653" . 0 5 9 6 5 i
52 .0741. : - .0681 .0669 .0609 52
53 .0761 .0695 ...06116 .0623 53
54 i .0776, .0709 vas , .0637 54
ss .0796- .0724 .0724 ..0653 55
56 .0817 .0741 .0745 .0669 56
57 .01139,, .:.0758 .0767 .0686 57'
58 .0162 , 4776 . - ..0791 .0705 se

....NW .07% .0016 .0724 59
60 ,',0914 .0817 .0843 .0745' 60
61 ...0943 ' .0839 .0871 .0767 61
62 .0974 ,.0862 .0902 .0791 62
63 . ' .1007 .0887 -.0934 .0816 63
64 .. -.1042 . .0914 , ..0969 .. .0843 64
65. .1079 .0943 ..1007 .0171 65

.1120 .0974 .1047 .0902 . 66
67 .1163 .1007 . .1090 ...0934 67
68 .12N , ..1042 .1136 .0969 , . 65
69 ..1259 .1079 .1186 .1007. 69
70 .1313 .1120 . .1239 .1047 70
71 .1370 .1163 .1297 .1090 , 71
72 .1432 .1209. .1359 ..1136 72
73 .1499 .1259 , .. .1425- 3156. 73

.1572 .1311 .' .1497 .1239 .74
75 3650 .1370 .1575 .1297 . 75
76 .1734 .1432' 3659 .1359 76
77 .1825 .1499 .1749 ..1425' 77

.1923 .1572 , .1847 .1497 ; 78
71 .2030 .1650 .1954 ...1575 ,- I 79
so .2145 ' .1734 2068. .1659 1'26

.2270 .1825 .2193 .1749 181
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TABLEls

OPTION 0 FACTOR
ANN'UllY PER, DOLLAR PAYABLE TO BENEFICIARY

UNDER OPTION B

Teacher Appt'd Teacher Apptid
Before Jeiy 1947 After June 1947'

Aro of Beneficiary Beeeficiary Age oflenefic.is ry Man Women, Mae Woman Beneficiary' 50 A576 .0690 .0499 .0513 50 ..51 .0516 .0591 .0610. .0521 '5152 " .0591 .0607 .0520 .0530 5253 .0610 _ .0617 .0532 I .0539 5354 .0622* .0626 .0644 .0541 5455 .0636 .0636 .0556 .0559 5556 ' .0660 .0641 .0570 .0569. 5657 0665 .0659 .0514 .0510 -57SI .0679 .0671 .0599 .0592 5159 .0695 .0614 .0615 .0603 5960 A713 .0697 %0631 .0616 60/Q61 .0731 .0710 .0641. .0629 61a 62 .0750. .0724 .0666 .0643. 6263 .0770 .0740. .0615 .0651 63t 64 .0791 .0755 .0705 .0673 6465. .0113 .0772 .0727 .0689 6546 , .0137 .0790 .0749 4706 6667 .0062 ,, .Q109 .0773 .0723 676$ .0111 .0129 r .0797 .0742 6169 . .0916 .0149 .0124 .0762 6970 .0946 .0172 .0152 .0712 7071.'', .0976 .0194 .0811 .0105 71

9 CALCULATION OF BENEFIT UNDER OPTION B
Table 25 gives the annuity per dollar of lump sum (accumulated

contributions or death benefit or both) payable to the beneficiary
under Option B. The amount of the lump sum must be multipliedby the appropriate Option B factor given in the table. The result
is the beneficiary's annuity for life beginning on the date of the death
of the teacher.

Example:. In the example given above, suppose that Mrs. Ehad choien Option B instead of Option A. What would her annuity
have been? .

The Option B factor for a woman beneficiary of 55 (teacher
appointed before July 1, 1947) is .0636. The product of $30,000 and
.0636 is $1,908. This would have been Mrs., E's life annuity if she
had chosen Option. B., .

If, by the time she died, Mrs. E had received aitmlity ,payments
amounting to less than the initial win of $30,000, the balance would
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be paid to her benenciary (or her estate). For 'example, if Mrs.
E had died 10 years after her husband's death, she would have
received 10 x $1,908, or $19,080. Her beneficiary would then receive
the difference between $30,000 and $19,080, or $10,920 as a
lump sum:

Under Option A Mrs. E received $2,172 per year; under Option
B the annual amount would have been $1,908. The difference, $264,
represents the annual cost to Mrs. E of the insurance feature in
Option B. .
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CHAPTER 19

THE "DEATH GAMBLE" LAW

FOR MANY years prior to 1961, a teacher who became eligible
to retire but wished to continue in service, was faced with a

serious dilenuira. If he continued in service and diet' before retire-
ment, his beneficiary would receive the death benefit and accumulated
contributions described in the 'preceding chapter. If, however, the,
teacher retired under Option I, the beneficiary, upon the death
of the teacher, would receive the benefits under this option if the
teacher lived at least thirty days after the date of his retirement.
Should this teacher die a short time after the expiration of this thirty-
day period, the amount payable to the beneficiary undei Option I,

, would in nearly all cases be consideribly larger than the amount
payable to him had the teacher died while he was still in active
service.

DEATH BENEFIT-TEACHER ELIGIBLE TO RETIRE

To resolve this dilemma, the so-called "Beath Gamble" law was
enacted in April 1961. The essential purpose of this law is to protect
the beneficiaries of 'those teachers who continue to teach after they
become eligible for 'service retirement.

The main provision of the "Death Gamble" law is this: If a
teacher who is eligible to retire for service* dies before he has
actually retired, he is nevertheless deemed to have retired, on the
day before his death. The benefit payable to the beneficiary (or
estate) shall be the benefit set forth in the latest retirement option
that the teacher had filed at the Retirement Office..

* The "Death Gamble" law applies to both regular service retirement andretirement "on demand."
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If the teacher had filed no option, the benefits shall be paid
in accordance with Option I.* Payment le this case shall be made to
the teacher's estate. .

Teachers who file an option before they apply for retirement
generally file Option I. Some teachers file no option. It follows
then, from the law as outlined above, that if a teacher dies after
he becomes eligible for service retirement and before he has applied
for retirement, his beneficiary (or estate) will/in almost all cases,
receive the benefits of Option I. These benefits will normally be
far greater than they were in similar, situations before the "Death.
Gamble" law was enacted.

The "Death Gamble" law also applies when "a 'teacher files an
application for service retirement' to take effect on a given date and,
he dies before 30 days have elapsed, after' the given date. In this
situation, too, the \teacher is deemed to have retired on the day before
his death. The benefit payable to the beneficiary depends on the
option chosen by the teacher in his application for retirement.

Note: Before the enactment of the "Death Gamble" law, there
was also a 30-day provisionwith an entirely different result., If a
teacher filed an application ffor service refirentient to take effect on
a given date and the teacher died before 30 days had elapsed after
the given date; then there was no effective retirement and the option
chosen was void. The benefit payable to the beneficiary was deter.
mined on the assumption that the teacher died in "service."

As will later be explained more fully, a literal readthg of the
"Death Gamble" law resulted i4 a lower" benefit to beneficiaries

in some cases. To p revent a reiult that was never intended, an
amendment to the "Death Gamble" law was enacted in'1962. The
amendinent provides as follows: If a teacher dies under circumstances
when the "Death Gamble" law applies, the beneficiary 'may choose
the- benefits under the pre-1961 law in lieu of the benefits under
the "Death Gamble" law.

Exanzpk: Mrs. F was eligible to retire undet the 55-30 law
on September 10, 1961. Her city service began in September 1930.
She continued in service until she died on October 5, 1962 at the
age of 56. She had Option I on file at the Retirement Office. Her
average salary .was $8,000. She had accumulated $21,000 in .her
annuity savings account. The normal pension reserve under Option I
in her case amounted 'to $30,000. The special pension reserve was
$800. How much did her beneficiary receive?

Since Mrs. F, who was eligible to retire, died while in service,
after the passage of the "death gamble" law, she was deemed, to
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have retired on October 4, 1962, the_ day before her death. Her
beneficiary was entitled to the benefits under Option I; namel (a)
$21,000, the total of her annuity savings account, (b) $8 the
special pension reserve (contributions by the city for increased- e-
home-pay), and (c) $30,000, the normal pension reserve---Under
Option I, The total lump sum paid to the, beneficiary was $51,8

What would the beneficiary have received under the pre-196
law? The payment 'would have been made in accordance with the
provisions for death-in-service. It would have consisted of (a) $21,000,
Mrs. F's contributions plus interest, (b)' $800, the special pension
reserve from the 'city for increased-take-home-pay, and (c) $8,000,
the normal, death benefit (100% of the average salary). The total
amount payable to the beneficiary under the pre-1961 law would
have been $29,800.

Thus, the beneficiary in this car gained $22, through* the
passage of the "death gamble" law. If Mrs. F d o option on file,
the law orders that the benefits under Option I be paid to the estate
of the teacher. In this case, the lump sum of $51,800 would have
been 'paid to Mrs. F's estate.

THE 1962 AMENDMENT TO THE "DEATH GAMBLE" LAW
The primary purpose of the "Death Gamble" law is to protett

the beneficiaries pf those teachers who continue to teach after they
becoise eligible for service retirement The reader knows that,,, if
one of these teachers dies before he files an applieition for service
retirement, his beneficiaries will be entitled to the full benefits of
Option I (except in those rare cases where the teacher had previously
Filed a different option).

\ The law has proved to be of great help to many beneficiaries.
However, because of a defect in the wording of the "Death Gamble"
laitunfortunate results developed in several cases. Some bene-
ficiaries actually received smaller benefits under Abe "Death Gamble"
lawz4i comparison with the benefits payable before April 1961.

If Mrs.'F wished to do so, she could have elected to have the benefit under
Option I paid to her beneficiary in the form of an annuity for life. If Mrs. Fhad not so elected, here beneficiary could, After Mrs. F's death, have elected
to take the benefit as an annuity instead of-a lump sum.
Let us calculate the of that annuity, assuming that Mrs. F's husbandwas the designated and he was 63 when Mrs. ''F died. Table 24
showa that, in the case o teacfier appointed before July 1, 1947, the annuity
factor for a male beneficiary, age 63, is .1007. Multiply $51,800 by .1007.
The product, $5,216, is Mr. F's annuity for life.
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Here is one illustration: On August 20, 1961, Mr. G, who had
completed 35 rats of service, filed an application for service retire-
ment. In the application, he specified September 5 as his retirement
date and he chose Option IV-b for $5,000. Unexpectedly, G died on.
September 2. He had not actually retired; he came under the "Death.
Gamble" law. Unfortunately, the latest, option now on file was
Option IV-b for $5,000. The beneficiary as entitled to $5,000 and
no more.

Note that if the "Death Gamble" law d not been enacted, G
would have been considered as dying in SEA CE. Under the pre-1961
law, his beneficiary would have received th three sums:

1 G's total contributions with interest;
2. The city's normal death benefit w in most cases, is

approxiinately a year's salaryoften more; an
3. The small special pension reserve resul 'rig from the city's

5% contribution&
--\

The "Death Gamble" law was intended to in the benefits
for beneficiaries of teachers who died when they were eligible for
service retirement. We suddenly discovered that, in me exceptional'
cases, the benefits were seriously reduced.

To remedy the defect in the 1961 law, an amendm t was added
in 1962. The essential proviskni of the amendment is this; If a
teacher dies under conditions when the "Death Gamble" lawapplies,
the beneficiary shall have, the right to choose the benefits under
the pre-1961 law inlieu of the later benefits of the "Death'' Gamble"
law.

An illustration is again in order: Miss W filed an ap cation
ce retirement to take effect on October 1,' 1962. the
on she chose Option I on the ANNurnr only. Her s tion

provided that her total annuity .fund ($20,000) shall be guaran
that is, the part not paid to her shall be paid to her beneficiary.
Unfortunately, on October 15, Miss W was killed in an accident.
What is the amount payable to her beneficiary?

. The reader will recall that the "Death Gamble" law applies in
these two situations:

Situation I: when a teacher is eligible for service retirement
and he dies before he has actually retired; or 1111

Situafion II: when a teacher has filed an amtion for
service retirement to take effect on a given date and he dies before
30 days have elapsed after the given date.

In the light of Situation II, Miss W came under the "Death
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Gamble" laWt This would allow the beneficiary to itceiveonly, the
annuity reserve of $20,000 chosen as an option in Miss ir.t. ap-
plication.

However, as indicated above, the 1962 amendment allows the
beneficiary to choose the benefit of the pre-1961 law in lieu of
the benefit of the "Death Gamble" law. She naturally chose the
former benefit and received the following sums:

1. The teacher's annuity reserve of $20,000;
2. The city's normal death benefit, which in this case was

about $13,000; and
3. The small special pension reserve resulting from a city's

5% contributions. In this case, this added sum was about $1,000.

Note: If a teacher files an application for service 'retirement
to take effect on a given date and the teacher dies later than 30 days
AFTER the given date, the beneficiary has no choiceonly the option
chosen in the retirement application will govern.

DEATH GAMBLE LAW AND DEMAND RETIREMENT

We have seen 'that when a teacher is eligible for "regular"
service retirement, his beneficiaries will teceive maximum financial
pnitection if, unfortunately, the teacher dies before he has actually
retired. The reader will recall that a teacher is eligible for "regular"
service retirement.if he meets one of these three tests:

1) He has completed 35 years of service regardless of his
age, or

2) He has reached age 65regardless of length' of service, or
3) Having chosen to be covered by the 30-55 law, he completed

30 years of service and reached. age 55.
If a teacher satisfies any of the three tests here indicated, he

is eligible for regular service retirement. If this teacher should die
before he ',has actually retired, his beneficiaries will be entitled to the
full benefits of Option I (except in those few cases where the teacher
had previously filed a different option):

What happens if a teacher' meets only a part of the third test:
he has completed 30 years of service but did not choose to be
covered by the 30-55 law, or he completed 30 yeais of service but
died before he reached age 55? This teacher is not eligible for
regular retirement. However, the law, permits one to retire after 30
years of serviceeven if he is not eligible for regular service retirement.

Retirement after 30 years when one is not eligible for regular
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retirement is cajled "Demand" retirement. The teacher who retiree
under "deman retirement receives a city pension that is very much
less than under "regular" retirement. It then follows that, if a
teacher di hen he is eligible for "demand" retirement, the pension
reserve der Option I will be much less than if he had been eligible
for " r" retirement

An ustration will help clarify the situation: Mr. A was
appointed in 1932; in 1951, he joined the 1% Clancy law. In 1960,
he refused to join the 30-55 law. He died in 1963, before he actually
retired. At the time of his death, his total 'service was 30 years and
9 months; his age was 56. He was eligible for "demand" retirement;
he was NOT eligible for regular service retirement. His "average"
salary was $9,000. His annuity reserve was $20,000e

Since the ,"death gamble" law covers "demand" retirement, the
law considers that A retired under the provisions of Option I. His

/ widow as beneficiary was entitled to these two reserves: the teacher's
annuity reserve and the city's pension reserve. The annuity reserve
was $20,000; the normal pension reserve was calculated to be $19,300.
To this was added the small additional special pension reserve of
$1,000 (as a result of the city's 5% contributions). Thus, the benefit
to the beneficiary was the sum of $20,000, $19,300 and $1,000, or a
total of $40,300.

Note 4: If ,A had chosen to come under the 30-55 law, then
at the time of his death, he would have been eligible for "regular"
service retirement. The ,normal pension reserve would, in this case,
have risen to $27,900. The other two amounts, $20,000 and $1,000,
would _have remained the same. Hence the beneficiary would have
been entitled to the sum of $20,000, $27,900 and $1,000, or a total
of $48,900an increase of $8,600 as compared to the benefit under
"demand" retirement. . -

Note' 2. If a teacher died before April 1961, when the "death
gamble" law was enacted, and assuming- that the other data were
the same as in the illustration above, tilt city's normal death benefit
would have been only $9,0013the teacher's "average" salary for the
5 years prior to his death. To this normal death benefit would have
been added the teacheed.annuitylund and the city's, small additional
payment tiestdtinfifrom the 5% contributions.

Consider the case of Mrs. .8: She was appointed to the schools
-4-in.1929. In 1951, she, chose the 1% Clancy law; later, she accepted
coverage under the 30-55 law.
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Unexpectedly, the died at the age of 54 years an 10 months.
Her total service was 34,,years and 10 months. Two months later,
she would have been eligible for "regular" service retirement- either":
because she would hive reached age 55 or because she would have
completed 35 yean of service. Alas! At the time of her death, she
was eligible only for "demand" retirementshe had completed more
than 30 years of service but had not fully met any of the tests for
"regular" retirement. The "Death Gamble" law with the benefits
of Option I pmtected B's beneficiaries. The city \pension reserve pay-
able to the beneficiaries amounted, to $32,600.

If death had been postponed two months, B would have been
eligible for "regular" service' retirement. The pension reserve under
Option I would now have been $41,300an increase of $8,700.

The patient reader will note that the "Death Gamble" law
protects the beneficiaries of a teacher who dies when he is eligible
for regular service retirement and also when the teacher is eligible
only for demand retirement. However, if death strikes a tiacher who
is eligible only for ,"demand" retirement the pension reserve under
Optiod I will be very much reducedas compared to the pension
reserve that is payable when the teacher is eligible for "regular"
service retirement
4 We must also recall this rule that applies in all cases when a

teacher dies before he h actually retired: the total of the teacher's
contributions (with inie ) will be paid to the beneficiariesin
addition to the sums that payable out of city funds.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. It must be emp asked that EVERY teacher should have
Option I on fde until he applies for retirement. When he applies
for retirement, he may change Option I to any other option, or to
retirement on maximum allowance.

2. If a teacher applies for service retirement under an option
other than Option I, he should file his application at the Retirement
Office not more than two or three days before the date of his retire-
ment so that Option I, whith it is assumed he has had on file,.will be
in effect as long as 'possible. (The application for service retirement dr

must reach the Retirement-Office at least one day before die date
of retirement.) ,
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3. If a ten* plains to retire under Option I, he may file
his application for *vice retirement at any time within three months
prior to the date of his retirement

*4. Teichert should periodically review the es of their
beneficiariesboth under Option I and on the Designation of Bene-

ifficiary forms. If a teacher marries or remarries or any other
important change occurs, the teachetitshould promptly file new forms.
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RETIREMENT INFORMATION FOR
NEWLY A-PPOINTED TEACHERS

MEMBERSHIP IN THE Teachers' Retirement System man-
datory for all regularly appointed teachers. Form 2a, "State-

ment of Prior Service," which the teacher receives with his notice of
appointment,i should be filled in and returned promptly to the
Retirement Office. If a teacher is now a member of the Retirement
System as a result of a previous appointment to the public schools
or the municipal colleges of New York City, he need not file a new
"Statement of Prior Service" at the time of appointment to a new
position.

To avoid loss of future benefits to himself or his 'family, the
teacher should fill out Form 2a completely and accurately. He
should give special attention to (a) his choice of one .of the basic
retirement plans, (b) his record of prior service, and (c) the
designation of his 6e'neficiaries on the separate form to be filed with.
Form 2a,

IMPORTANT: for yoir protection the "Statement of Prior
Service" should be filed at early as possible.

A

BASIC RETIREMENT PLANS

The teacher must choose one of the four retirement plani
described on Form 2a. They are:

1. The "old law" plan providing generally for retirement at
half pay after completing 35' years of service oR after attaining age 65.

2. The "old law" half-pay plan for retirement at age 55 AND-
Al years of service.

3. The "Clancy law" plan providing for a pension (city's part
of the retirement allowance) of one percent of average salary for
each year of creditible service after completing 35 years of service OR
after reaching age 65.
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4. The "Clancy law" one- percent - pension pla' for _retirement at
`-` age 55 AND 30 years of service.

A teacher choosing- one of these four basic plans is not required
to retire when he becomes eligible to do so; he may remain in service
until the end off, the school year during which he reaches age 70.
Also, under each of these plant the teacher will be assigned a rate of
contribution which will be sufficient to provide an annuity at retire-
ment approximately equal to the pension furnished by the city.

It should be noted that since 1960 the city has been paying
a part of each teacher's contribution for him so that the teacher may
have increased take-home pay. Since 1961, the part assumed by the
city has been 5% of the teacher's contribution.

ALL NEWLY APPOINTED TEACHERS ARE URGED TO CHOOSE RETIRE.
maw PLAN 4. The teacher may deprive himself, or his beneficiaries, of
important rights and benefits if he fails to choose plan 4 (Clancy
plus 55-30). If a teacher is inclined to choose one of the other three
plans, he should consult the Service Division of the Retirement Office
or a recognized pension authority.

Under the Retirement law, ao newly appointed teacher who does
not elect to come under the Clancy law or the 55-30 law will no
be able to do zo later on. However,- a teacher who chooses the
Clancy law or the 55-30 law or both (as in plan 4), may withdraw
from coverage under either or both of these laws, pnwided that at
least one year has elapsed since he made his choice.

By electing to contribute towards his annuity at the rate of
15%,* the actual rate of contribution of a newly appointed tea
can be reduced to 10% of hisVlary. This is due to the 5% contrib
don made by the city for the teacher to provide him with increased
take-home pay. The new teacher's actual rate of contribution may
be further reduced by approximately 3% if the teacher will arrange
to have his social security tax paid out of his annuity fund instead -

of his monthly check.

RECORD OF PRIOR SERVICE

VW'

It is important that a newly appointed teacher list all his- city
service prior to appointment. He should include all his -substitute
teaching in the public day and evening schools, his playground service,
his service in the ,municipal colleges (day and evening), and his

* No teacher is required to contribute at a rate higher than 15%. In fact, many
newly appointed teachers are swiped a rate lower than 15%.
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service in any department of the city or of the counties within
the city.

A teacher who, prior to his appointment in the city, was a
member of the NeW Yorke State Teachers! Retirement System or of
the New York State Employees' Retirement System should consult
the Service Division of the Retiremerit Office about possible credit
and how to proceed in order to obtain the credit. It is especially
important to consult the Service Division if he hid New York City
service prior to membership in one of the State Retirement Systems.

If the teacher had taught on an annual salary in recognized
schools or colleges not maintained by the City or State of New York,
such service should also be listed. Credit for this service can be
obtained only by paying for it. In some.cases, purchase of this credit
may be advisable. Consult the Service Dkvision of the Retirement
System.

credit fo%piior service is valuable because it may enable
the teacher to ietire at a youngerage and it will generally result
in larger benefits to the teacher or, his beneficiary. For these reasons
it is important that the incoming teacher furnish a tomplete record
of prior service on Form 2a.

DESIGNATION OF BENEFICIARY

If a teacher dies before he is eligible to retire, his beneficiary
will receive two separate sums: (1) the teacher's contributions with
interest and (2) a death benefit* from funds furnished by the city.

On the separate "Designation of Beneficiary" form which ac-
coMpanies Form 2a the newly appointed teacher should designate
the names of the beneficiaries who are to receive the accumulated
contributions and the death benefit. The same beneficiary may be

o designated for both sums, or a different beneficiary may be named
for each. TwO or more persons may be named 'for each sum.

A teacher may change his beneficiary (or beneficiaries) at any
time prior to his retirement. To protect his dependents, every teacher
is advised to file 'a new "Designation of Beneficiary" blank at the
Retirement Office without delay whenever a change of marital
status or any other condition warrants such action.

4:r

* The death benefit ffirnished by the city consists of two separate amounts:
(a)- the normal, death benefit which varies between' the salary of the teacher
for a half year and a full year and (b) contributions (plus interest) made by
the city for the teacher in order to provide him with increased take home pay.
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RESIGNATION
When a teacher resigns from the, school systirm, he may withdraw

the entire amount of his own accumulated contributions. However,
he is not entitled to receive any part of the city's contributions on his

behalf.
If a teacher who has resigned does not withdraw his own

contributions in the Retirement System, interest will be added regularly
for a period of five years following his resignation. Thereafter interest
paymenta will cease.

Should a teacher be dismissed from the service, the amount of
his accumulated contributions will thereupon. be paid to him; no
interest can be added, to these contributions after the date of dismissal.

If a teacher resigns, leaving his contributions in his annuity
fund at the Retirement Office, and is later restored to service within
five years after his resignation, he is entitled to the service credit
and status held by him immediately prior to his resignation. If
he served as a substitute teacher between' the dates of resignation
and reinstatement, he will be entitled to receive additional pension
credit for such service. The reinstated teacher should apply, .in writing,
for such credit as soon as possible after his restoration to'service.

FOR HIS OWN PROTECTION, A TEACHER WHO RESIGNS SHOULD

NOT WITHDRAW HIS FUNDS FROM THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM DURING'

THE FIVE-YEAR PERIOD FOLLOWING' HIS RESIGNATION.
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CHAPTER 21

LOAN PRIVILEGE

ONE
OF THE privileges of membership in the Retirement'System

is the right to borrow from the System. These are some of the
rules , that apply to 'bans:

1. Membership in the Retirement System for at least three
years h a prerequisite to obtaining a loan.

2. The amount of the loan is subject to these conditions:
a. No loan is allowed for more than 50% of the teacher's

accumulated deductions (his contributions with interest).
b. No loan may exceed 89%* of the teacher's annual salary.

For a boryower who will reach mandatory retirement in
less than four years, die loan will be less than 89% of
a year's salary. A teacher age 67 may normally, be .able
to borrow about 68%4 of a year's salary; at age 68, the
loan will normally be about 47%; and at age 69, about
24% of annual salary.

3. Loans (with interest added) are repaid by deductions from
the borrower's salary. Repayment may not be less than 5% nor
more than 25% of the monthly salary.

4. A loan may not be made for more than 48 months. After
a borrower retires, loans may not be repaid. If a teacher retires before'a loan has been fully repaid, the unpaid balance is deducted from
the amount in his annuity fund. His annuity will then be smaller
than if the loan had been completely repaid. s

5. Interest is charged on the unpaid balance of the loan at
. the rate of 6% for teachers appointed before Julx 1, 1947 and 5%
for those appointed on or after that date. *kJ'

6.- Interest is credited at the rate 'of 4% for teachersappointed-
__prior to July 10947 (3% for th8se appointed'n or after-that date)

About 91% of a teacher's annual salary, for a teacher appointed after June 19+7.
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on monthly repayments of the loan 'from the date of repayment in
the same way as on regular monthly eontributions. In every case, after
the loan has been completely repaid, the total amount in the teacher's
annuity savings account will be the same amount that would have
been there if no money had been borrowed."

7. Loans are insured by the Retirement 5ystem, in The event of
the death of the teacher, in an amount not in excess of $2,000. No
part of the loan is insured until thirty days have elapsed. From the
30th thratigh the 59th day, 25% of the outstandintg balance of, the
loan is insured; from the 60th through the 89th day, 50%; on and
after the 90th day, the full valile of the outstandingloan, but not over
$2,0002.is insured.

8.' If a teacher should require additional funds before a loan
has been repaid, the Retirement Office will accept an application for
a new loan. The old loan will be cancelled and a new loan made,
based on the unpaid balance of the old loan plus the additional
amount requested by the` teacher. The new loan must comply with
the conditions Stated above.

9. An application for a loan may be made by a teacher while.
he is on leave of absence without pay.
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CHAPTER: 22

WORK AFTER RETIREMENT

WESHALL NOW discuss the limitation of earnings of a retired
'teacher .who is employed by a public a.gghcy. within the City

or State of New York. There is no restriction on the amount of
earnings of a retired teacher if he is employed in. any capadty by

-a private employer, or by the federal. government, or by a state or
local government other than.the State .of New York or one of its
political subdivisions.

'LIMIT bF EARNINGS BY RETIRED TEACHER

Under State law a, retired teacher may be employed by anypublic' agency or depar, ttnent within they City or-State.of New York,
With this limitation: The sum of his earnings frOm such employmentand the pension part of his retirement allowance may not exceed
$1,800 without penalty. If thislrnit is exceeded, the retired teacher
forfeits his pension during the period of such employment Theannuity part of the retirement alloWance is not affected by his.1 ,earnings.-

The pension part of the retirement allowance of .teachem lirhoretired recent years -isu generally larger, than $1,8094 Accordingly,
with rare exceptions, a recently, retired teacher who. ,accepts public
employment within the City or State of New York should be preparedto forfeit the pension part of his retirement allowance while- he is soemployed.*

RETIRED TEACHER SERVING. AS SUBSTITUTE TEACHER,
In recent years the State legislature has enacted emergency

See next section for special rule for retired teachers serving as, substitutesthe city: schools.

--
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laws extending the amount that a retired teacher may earn as a
substitute teacher in the public schools or as a lecturer on an hourly,
daily or monthly salary basis in the publicly supported, colleges within
the State of New York without loss of his pension. This was done
to alleviate the acute shortage of teachers. At the present time-, the
total earnings of a retired teacher so employed may be as high as
$7,000 during a calendar year without penalty. If his total annual
earnings exceed $7,000, he may be required to forfeit his entire
pension. ,

IMPORTANT NOTE : If, a teacher plans to retire in order to
increase his take-home pay by serving as a full-time substitute, he
should give careful consideration to the following:

1. His income will be temporarily increased while he is receiving
both his retirement allowance and earnings as a full-tithe substitute.
After he discontinues his substitute service, his retirement allowance
for the remainder of his life, will be less than it would have been
had he postponed his retirement until he gave up full-time teaching.
Is the temporary increase in income worth the loss of the larger
retirement allowance during his later years?

2. The enactment of the Death Gamble law assures the teacher
that as long.as lie remains in service as a regular teacher after he
has become eligible to retire for service he is prvviding the largest
fmancial benefit possible to his beneficiaries. (See Chapter 19.)

3. There is no guarantee that the law,. permitting a retired
teacher to earn 'as much as $7,000 a year as i substitute teacher will
be enacted in future years. On the contrary, it is expected that,
if the teacher shortage is significantly reduced, the retired teacher's
permissible earnings as a substitute will be substantially lowered. In
fact, if new teachers are in good supply, it is unlikely that emergency
legislation to encourage retired teachers to return to the classroom
will be enacted. In that event, the retired teacher serving as a
substitute in the public schools will be subject to the same earnings
limitation as that of a retired teacher who T accepts employment in
other' public agencies within the City and State of New York.

WORK BY TEACHERIRETIRED FOR DISABILITY

A teacher retired for disability may not serve as a substitute
teacher in the public schools of the city. He may accept other
employment subject to the limitations set forth above.

A teacher retired for disability should keep in mind the fact
that he may be required to undergo a medical examination by the
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medical board of the Retirement System once each year until he
attains. age 65. If he accepts a teaching position outside the city,
his disability retirement may be terminated and he may 'be restored
to service in the city schools. He does not incur the same risk if he
is employed in a non-teaching position.

1 R.
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CHAPTER 23

TERMINAL LEAVE

TERMINAL OR retirement leaveabsence from duty at full pay
will be granted to contributors to the Teachers_

System under the following conditions:
1. An, application for retirement leave inust be filed with

the Division of. Personnel on it special for& which may be obtained
from the school secretary. The Board of Education by-laws provide
that the application must be submitted at least one month prior to
the beginning of the requested leave; for a leave beginning in
September, ''the zapplication should be filed not later than June 1.

2. The length of the retirement have shall. be one-half the
number of daYs of the accumulated unused sick leave up.to a maxi-
mum brone school term. The hy7laws de not permit the leave to
extend from one school term into the next; it must be confined to
one term.

3. "A teacher may apply for a retirement lea if at die time
of application he is eligible for retirement, or "if he will become
eligible to retirrat the termination of his 'leave.

4. Although the teacher signifid on the 'applicaticin that it
is ids intention to retire on the first school day immediately following
the termination of his leave, he need not retire at that time; he may
resume active service upon the termination of his leave if he obtains the
permission of the Personnsl Division.

5. A retirement leave, may be cancelled when a teacher on sued
leave files an application with the Personnel Division for reinstate-
ment, in which case he shall forfeit any future right to the number
of days already taken. However, according to the by-laws, the leave
may not be terminated in the month of January or June.

6. On resuming service at the termination of the retirement
leave, the teacher, will be entitled to his unused 'accumulated sick
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leave in the event of personal illness subsequent to his return to
duty. He will be credited with 10 days of additional sick leave
for each succeeding year in service.

7. If a teacher is granted two retirement leaves,
the total of both may not exceed the number of days in one school

8. . A teacher who becomes ill during the period of his retire-
ment leave, may apply to the Division of Personnel for a sick leave.
If approved by the Medical Director, the number of days of sick leave
to which he is entitled is determined by subtracting the number of
school . days actually taken as retirement leave from the total ac-
cumulated unused sick leave.

9. A retirement leave shall be terminated when a teacher
files an application at the Retirement Office for immediate retire-
ment from the school system.

10. Days when schools are not in session, including vacations
and hOlidays, shill not be counted in calculating a retirement 'leave.
When a, vacation. period intervenes between the end of a retirement
leave and the teacher's retirement date, such vacation 'period will
be considered a period of active service for all purposes including
compensation. .

11.F A 'teacher on retirement leave is prohibited from serving
in any capacity under the jurisdiction of the Board of Education, or in
any publicly rted institution in the City or State of New York,
during the petit) his .leave., There is no .restriction on private
employment, or on p Nit einpIqment outside the State of New Ydik,
during the period of the leave. .

12. A teacher on retirement leave is entitled to full pension
credit during the period of the leave, including the city's contribution
of 5% to the reserve-for-increased-take-home-pay.

13. Members of the Teachers' Retirement System who teach in
the munic.ipil colleges shall be eligible for retirement leave on the
same basis as employees of the Board of Education, except that
the retirement leave privileges 9f college' employees shall be based
on The regulations of the Board of Higher Education.
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CHAPTER 24

LEAVES OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY

TEACHERS MAY be grantea.leaves of absence without pay for a
number or reasons. However, many do not realize that it is

possible in some cases for the teacher- to receive service credit for
retirement purposes for the period of the leave. This chapter will
concern itself with a discussion of leaves of absence without pay
for which service credit may be claimed.

LEAVES OF ABSENCE FOR
RESTORATION OF HEALTH (WITHOUT PAY),

Teachers who have been granted leaves of absence without pay
for reasons of health may receive service credit. toward retirement
under the following conditions:: ,

1. The teacher 4.mhst file a written applicaiion. for refitment ,

credit for such leave of absence with the Personnel Division of the
Board of Education within thirty days after he resumes service..

2. The Board of Education may then reconunend t9 the
Teachers' Retirement 'Board that retirement. credit be granted for
the leave of absence without pay for restoration,. 9i health.

3. The total retirement credit for all such leaves of Oserke,
taken by 'a teacher ',during his teaching career may not exceed
one year.,

LEAVES OF ABSENCE FOR STUDY, RESEARCH, ETC.
Service credit for retirement purposes,. not to exceed two years,

may be granted to teachers in the publiF schools and municipal
colleges of the City of New York who have taken leaves of absence
without pay for the purpose of:

(a) Study, research and teaching under Fulbright, Unesco,
Ford Foundation and similar grants recognized by the Board of
Education or Board of Higher Education.
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(b) Service in the Peace Corps.
(c) Participation in scientific and educational projects under

the auspices of, or recommended by, federal, New York State or City
governmental agencies.

(d) Teaching at one of the branches of the New York State
University.

(e) Teaching dependent children of military personnel overseas.
(f) Participation in special educational projects recognized by

the Board of Education or Board of Higher Education.

MILITARY LEAVES

A regularly appointed teacher who is called to militag duty will
receive full pension credit for such service. He will be required to
contribute to the Retirement System for the period of his Military
leave the same, amount that he would have contributed had he not
been, on leave. He can make his annuity contributions using one of
the following methods: ,s

1. He may deposit monthly into the Retirement System, during
the period of his military leave, the amount that would have been,
deducted from his monthly salary had he remained in the System.

2. He may pay a lump sum equal to the total amount of
contributions due when he resumes his "'teaching service or at any
time vvithin five years following the termination of his leave.

3. He may elect to have the total amount due pro-rated during
the fiire7-year period following his return from the military leave.
The ,pro-rated monthly amount, added to his' segular contribution,
will be deducted from his monthly salary during the five-year period.

A teacher who fail's' to make the required' contributions within
five years from the completion of the military leave, will forfeit
all rights to credit for his military service.

Teachers who have any questions concerning leaves of absenee
without pay should mate inquiries at the Personnel Office of the
Board of Education or the Board of Higher Education.
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SOCIAL SECURITY FOR TEACHERS,

IN DECEMBER 1957 the teachers of New York City, in a special
referendum, voted overwhelmingly in favor of Accepting federal

social security _coverage. This coverage was made retroactive to
the beginning of 1956, The teachers and the city were required to .
pay an amount equal to the total social security tax for the two
years 1956 and 1957. Those regular teachers who- were in service
in December 1957 who preferred not to be covered by social security
were not included. However, teachers appointed after 1957 had no
-choice; they were 'automatically covered by federal social security,. ,

. QUARTERS OF COVERAGE,

In order to qiialify for social"security ben6fits on his. own work a
teacher must be, Fully' Insured. This meal's that he must have been
employed on a social security covered job for a certain length of
time measured in "quarters of . coverage." A quarter of coverage
corresponds to a calehdar quarter of work (a, threeamonth period,
ending March 31, June 30, September 30 or December 31,) ,during
which he was paid at least $50 in wages.,

The number of quarters of coverage required felt social' security
benefits has been substantially reduced since these benefits first be-
came available to teaChers in the public schools. Many 'teachers jand retired teachers who could not qualify for benefits.on the basii if
earlier requireinents can now do so.

Under the Present law, a maw is "fully insured" if the *umber
, .of quarters" he . acquires equals the number of years that elapie

after the year 1950 and before,the year vyhen he reaches age 65.
A woman is "fully insured" if the number of "quartets" she

acquiies 'equals the number of yews that elapse aftei the year 1950and before the year when she reaches age 62.
The above statements lead to two rules:
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RULE 1. -A man can calculate the number of quarters he needs
to be "fully insured" by subtracting 1951 from thc year in which he
reaches age 65. t

Example: Mr. A was born in 1901; he will be 65 in 1966.
Subtract 1951 from 1966; the result, 15, indicates that he needs
15 quarters to be "fully insured."

RULE 2. A woman can find the number of quarters she needs
to be "fully insured"by subtracting 1951 from the year in which she
reaches age 62.

Example: Mrs. B was born in 1902; she will be 62 in 1964.
Subtract 1951 from 1964; the result, 13, indicates that she needs
13 quarterkto be "fully insured."

This shptild be added: Regardless of the rules above, no one
is fully insured ,unless he has at least 6 quarters of coverage; nor .
does any worker need more than 40 luarters to be fully insured.

OLD-AGE BENEFITS

If an employee retires when he is "fully insured," he may apply
for Old-Age benefits, provided he is age 62 or older. A woman
teacher who has been paying Social Security taxes since 1956 and
rctifes in the fall of the year when she is 65 or older is normally
entitled to the max_imlim social security benefit of $127 monthly
(provided she had never before accepted Social Security benefits).
A maletea,cher, under similar circumstances, would have lc be 67. .
or olderin order to receive an old-age. benefit of $127 monthly.

If one accepts benefits liefore age 65, the benefits will be lower'than at 65. -

A more precise calculation is needed in order to be able to
ascertain the- old-age benefit' for', a teacher. To this .'subject wenow turn.

CALCULATION OF*OLD-AGE BENEFITS
:In order to siMplify, the calculations involved, we will limit

the explanation to teachers who accepted Social Security coverage
. in 1957, retroactive to January 1, J956. We will recall thkt teachers,

paid Social Security taxes on $4,200 for each of the years 1956,'1951 and 1958. Thereafter, Social Security taxes have been paideach year on $4,800.' .

The principal factor in ,deterrnining an emplOyee's old-age
benefit is his "average monthly ea.rvings" ,on which Social Security
taxes were paid: The calculagon: of the average monthly earnings
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and the resulting old-age benefit will be made dear by means ofspecific examples. We .assume that the teachers in the illustrationsare "fully insured." .,

CALCULATING THE BENEFIT FOR WOMEN
The rules for calculating ihe "average monthly earnings", of

women are different from those which are used for men. We shallconfine this section to the calculation of the benefits for women;the men will be considered later. '''
We shall consider separately these two situations in the caseof women teachers: ,

Situation I: When the woman retires BEFORE the calendar
year in which she reaches, age 62.

Situation II: When 'the woman, retires AFTER the calendar yearin which she reaches age 61. i
,Example 1: Miss F was born February 1905. She expects toretire September 1964. Her Social Security benefits may begin Feb-ruary 1967 at age 62. We shall calculate F's "average monthlyearnings" and the amount of her benefit. (We assume that she will,apply for benefits beginning February 1967.)

0

'STEP A: In the case of a woman who retires before the yearin which she reaches age 62 (Situation I),.we list all her Social
Security earnings from 1956 through the year when she reachesage 61in F's case, 1966. Since she plans to retire in 1964; herearnings for 1965 and 1966 will be zero; these years must beincluded. The lis will then.be as follows:

Year Eartii gs
N.,

Year Earnings Year Earnings1956 $4200 1960 $4800 , :1964 $48001957 4200 ' 1961 '4800 1965 zero1958 4200 1962 4800 1966 zero1959 , 4800. 1963 4800
*STEP' B: In the case, of a woman who retires before the yearwhen she reaches 62, we count the number of years in the aboielist. The number is 11. We change the 11 years to months; 11, x -12equals 132 months.

JrA 4

STEP C : We add the total earnings listed- above
*

for the 11years. The sum is $41,400. ,

STEP .13: To obtain the average monthly earnings, we dividethe total earnings, $41,400, by the number of months; 132. The
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TABLE 26

n

MONTHLY OLD-AGE (SOCIAL SECURITYVENEFITS/

11-7911:71P-Zr' 77--7

Average Benefit .. Average BanatMonthly Wage Age 65 Age 62 Monthly Wage Age 45 Age 62
$151-155

156-160
161-164
165-169
170-174
175.178
179-183
184-188
189-193
194-197
198.202
203-207
201-211
212-216
217-221
222-225
226.230
231-235
236-239
240-244
245249
250-253
254-258
259-263
264.267
268-272
273-277

$ 74 $59.20 $278:281 $101 $ 80.80
75 60.00 282-286 102 81.60
76 60.80 287-291 103 8240
77 61.60 292-295 104 83.20
78 62.40 296300 105 -,,84.00
79 63.20 301-305 106 ..,J84.80
80 64.00 306-309 107 85.60
81. 64.80 310.314 101 86.40
82 65.60 315-319 . 109. 87.20
83 , 66.40 320-323 110 88.00
84 67.20 324-328 111 88.80
85 68.00. 329-333 112 89.60
86 68.80 334-337 113 90.40
87 69.60. 338-342 114 91.20
88 70.40 343.347 115 92.00
89 71.20 348-351 116 92.80
90 72.00 352-356 117 93.60
91 72.80 357-361 118 . 94.40
92 73.60 362-365 119 95.20
93 ' 74.40 166-370 120 96.00.
94 75.20 371-375 121 96.80
95 ' 76.00 376-379 122 97.60
96 76.80 , 380-384 123 98.40
97 77.60 - 385-389 124 - 99.20
98 7840 390-393 125 100.00
99 79.20 394.398 P 126 100.80

100 80.00 349400 127 . 101.60

quotient, $313,* is the "average monthly earnings.
STEP E: Finally, we look at Table 26. We find that, for the

"average monthly earnings" of $313, the benefit at age 62 is $86.40
monthly..

e*/
Example 2: Mrs. W. was born August 1901. She plans to

retire September 1966, shortly after ay. 651 She wants to know 'what
her. old-age benefits will be. ,

We first calculate her "average monthly earnings." We pro-
ceed as follows:

STEP A: In the case of a woman who retires after the year
in which she reaches age 61 (Situation II), we lis.t'all her earnings
on which Social Security taxes were paid, fronr.1956 through the
Year when she retires. Here is the list for W from 1956 through 1966:

Ili calculating the average monthly earnings, we clip the fraction of a dollar.

a
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Year Earnings Year Earnirigs' Year Earnings
1956 $4200 1960 $4800 . 1964 , $4800
1957 4 1961 4800. .1965 4800
1958 200 196Z 4800 1966 -4800
1959 4800 1963 4800

STEP B: For a woman wh retires after the year e reaches
age 61, we count the nubv of years from 1956 through the year
1962, when she reaclted age 6 'The number of years is 7. This
number, 7, is important in the exj. step

STEP. C: Now select 7 ye th the largest earnings. The
years from .1960 through 1966 are clearly the seven years, each
with `the maximum. earnings of 4,800.

STEP D. Since the earnings -for each of these 7 years' were
$4,800, the aderage annual earnings were $4,800. Obviously, $4,800
divided by 1Z gives us $400 as the average monthly earnings for
Mrs. W.

STEP. E: Consult Table 26. We find that an employee whose
average monthly earnings are $400 is entitled to an old-age benefit
of $127 monthly, if she is 65 or older.

Note: If Mrs. W collected old-age benefits before she reached
age 65; there:will be a small reduction from the $127. Generally,
for each monthly check accepted before age 65, the $127 benefit
is reduced by about 70 cents.

CALCULATING THE BENEFIT FOR MEN
We now turn to a n. Here, too, as in the 'case of the women,

there are two si
Situation I the ma etires before the calendar year

in which he rea e 65.
Situation II: When the an re res after the calendar year

in which 'he reaches age 64.
We shall illustrate each situation.
Example 1: Mr: M, born in 1905, plans to retire September

1966 at age 61. We wish to calculate his average monthly earnings
and his old-age benefit at age 62:

.
'mSTEP A: In the case of a an who retires before the year fit

Which he reaches 65 (Situation I), we list all his Social Security
earnings from the year 1056 through the year in which he reaches
age 64. M will reach 64 in 1969. For the years 1967, 1968, 1969,
his earnings are listed as zero. Here then is the requiredlist from 1956
through 1969:
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Year Earnings
`1956 $4200
1957' 4200
1958 4200
1959 4800
1960 4800

Year Earnings

.111.

Year

.

Earnings
1961 $4800 1966 $4800
1962 - 4800 .1967 . zero

fa.%

- 1963 4800 1968 zero
1964 4800 1969 zero
1965 4800%

STEP B: In the case of a man who retires .before the year
when he reaches age 65; we count the number of years in the above
list. The ,number of years is 14. We change the 14 years to months";
12 x 14 equals 168 months.

- STEP C. -We now add: all the earnings in the list. The sum
is4

STEP D To obtain the average monthly earnings, we divide
the total earnings, $51,000, by the number of months involved, 168.
The quotient $303,* is the average monthly earnings.

STEP E: Finally, we consult Table 26 and find that cones-
ponding to the "average monthly earnings" of $303, the old age
benefit is $106 monthly for a man age 65, or $8480 monthly for
k man who receives his old age benefit at 62.

Example 2: Igr.N, born in 1899, p1.4ns to retire in September
1965 at age '',"*.z

Before we determine his old-age benefit, we must calculate
his 'average -monthly wpings."

STEP A: When a man retires after the .year in which he reaches
age 64 (Situation we list all his Social Security earnings from
1956 through the year when he retires. Here is the list for N from
1956 through 1965:

Year Earnings Year Earnings Year Earnings
1956 $4200 1960 $4800 X1964; $4800
1957 4200 1961 4800 1965 , 4800
1958 4200 1962 4800.
1959 4800 1963 4800

STEP. B: For a man who retires after the year in which he
reaches age 64, we count the number of years from 1956 through the
year when he reaches 64in this case from 1956 through 1963. The

* See footnote on page 127.
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number of years, by count, from 1956 through )963, is 8. This
number, inigortant in the next step.

STEP C; From the above list, we' ielect the .8 years when the
." annual earnings were largest. We have 7 years (1959 througli

1965) for which the earnings were 0,800 yearly. We must add one
year when the earnings were $4,200. ,fence we select the 8 years from
1958 through 1965.

STEP D: We now add the earnings for the-8 years of highest'
earnings-1958 through 1965. The total of these earnings is $37,800.
Since we wapt the average monthly earnings, we convert 8 yeirs to
96 monthi.'We divide the total earnings, $37,800, by the number of
months; 96. The quotient, $3.93is the average monthly earnings.

STEP E: Finally, we . refer. to Table 26.-' Corresponding to
monthly earnings of $393, a man, 'age 65 or older, is entitled to
an old\age benefit of $125 per month.

D1SABILITY BENEFITS)a
. I

bled worker may apply for nismin4TT benefits at any
age pro ed, he meets the following. conditions:

1: He must be incapable of engaging in any Igainful activity
by reason of a medically. determinable physical or mental impairment
which can be of long-continued and indefinite duration" or which
is likely to result in early death. d..

2. He must be "fully insured" and have at least 20 quarte
of coverage in the 10 years immediately preceding his applica
for disability retirement.

14.

The amount of a worker's monthly disability benefit will gen-
erally be the same as the, old-age benefit he would have received if
be had reached age 65 at the time he applied for disability benefits:
A teacher who accepted Social Security coverage in 1957, ,retro-
active to 1956, will normally receive about $124 monthly as a
disability benefit.

BENEFITS FOR DEPENDENTS x

When an employee receives, old-age or disability benefits, pay-
ments can also bt made to certain dependents:

(a) To unmarried children under the age of 23.
(b) To unmarried children of any age who 'At severely dis-

abled before age 18 and who remain disabled. .

(c) To the wife, of the employee if she ,i.54 caring for a child
In group (a) or (b) above.
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(dI To the retired employees wife, if she is 62 or oldereven
if no child is in her care

(e) To the dependent husband of a retired womanunder
certain conditions,

AMOUNT PAYABLE TO DEPENDENTS

ti

Generally, the monthly benefit payable to a member of group(a) or (b)- or (c) above, or to a wife, age 65, is half of the "primary
instirance amount" of the retired employee. By "primary insuranceamount: is meant the *punt. received monthly by the employeeif he retires at 65 or older. However, at no time, may the total
benefit paid to all the eligible members exceed $254. If necessary,
the benefits of the dependents are reduced in order that the limit of
$254 be not exceeded",

Example 1. Teacher B,' a man, retired September 1963, at
age. 66. He is receiving a monthly old age benefit' of $125. His wife,
ago 65, is entitled to a benefit of half of $125, or $62.50 monthly.
If B's wife were age 62, het benefit would be only 3/8 of $125
or $46.87 monthly. Under the rules, the $46.87 is increased to$46.90.

Example 2: Mr. K plans to.retire at age 62in September,
1964; he has a wife, age 50 and a daughter, age 12. What benefits
are payable to the wife and daughter? If, at the e of his retire-
ment, September 1964, K had delayed accepting dal Security
benefits for 3 years until he reached 65, his mo nefit would
then be $108. Since, however, he collects his, nefit immediately
upOn retirement at 'age 62, he will receive only 80% of $108or
$86.40 monthly. Nevertheless, the benefits to the wife and daughte
Will be based on the larger sumthe $108 that would be payable
to K at 65. The daughter will receive half of $108or $54 'monthly,
until she reaches 18. Mrs. K will also receive $54 monthly, until the
daughter reaches 18provided Mrs. K is not earning more than$1,200 in a calendar year.

BENEFITS TO SURVIVORS

When an employee who has been covered by. Social Secuiity
dies, either before or after retirement, benefits may be paid to
certain dependents:

(a) To unmarried children below the age of 18.
(b) 'To unmarried children of any age who were severely dis-

abled before age 18 and who remain disabled.
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(c) To the widow of the deceased if she is caring for a child
in group (a) or, (b) above.

(d) To the widOw age 62 or older, even if she has no child
in her care.

e) To a dependent parent, age 62, or older.
(f) To a dependent widower, age 62 or older.
For benefits to be paid. to an individual in group (a) 'or (.13)

or (c) above, it is sufficient if the deceased was EITHER "currently"
OR "fully" insured. o be currently insured, the deceased had to have.

Nuarters of eo ge" ,durillg the three years prior to 'his death.
-For benefits paid to arr individual in group (d) or (e)

above, it is required. that the deceased be "fully insured" the
time of his death;

For benefits to a dependent widower, the deceased must have
been BOTH "fully" AND "currently" insured at the time of her death.

AMOUNT PAYABLE TO,SURVIVORS,
1. A widow, age 62 or older, is entitled to a monthly 14nefit

of 82.5% of the deceased husband's "primary insurance amount."
If the husband was a teacher who accepted Social Security, coverage
in 1957 .and retired in , September 1963, at age 65, his primary
insurance amount was $124. Upon his death, his widow, if she
is 62 or older, will be entitled to 82.5% of $124or $102.30 monthly,
for life, unless she remarries. "

2. A widoiler, 62 or older, if he is dependent on his wife for
support, would receive monthly 82.5% of the deceased wife's primary
insurance amountuntil he dies or remarries.

3. If only one dependent parent survives a son or daughter,
the parent would be entitled to .82.5% of the primary insurance
amount of the deceased son or daughter. If 2 dependent parents
survive, each parent mould be entitled to 75% of the primary
insurance amount of the deceased..

4. The insurance benefit of an individdal in group (a) or
(b)' or (c) is 75% of the primary insurance amount of the derceased.

Note: The total monthly benefit to all survivors may- not
exceed $254. If the total, under the above formulas, is more than
$254, then the benefits for each eligible survivor will be reduceci by
the same percent-n order to bring the total to $254.

Shall close this subject with an illustration of the benefits
to ..the of a young teacher.

xampk: Mr. p was appointed a teacher in the New York
City publiC schools. in 1955, at age 23. In 1957, he chose Coverage
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under Social Security. He taught continuously until January 1964
when, unfortunatelY, he was killed in ati automobile accident. Hewas survived by a young wife, age 29, and two children, ages 2 and7. What benefits are payable to the survivors?

We must. first calculate the "primary insurance amount" ofthe deceased. When a man dies before age 65, we neverthelesscalculate the primary insurance amount as if he reached 65 atthe lime of his death. A calculation shows that for the deceasedD, the primary insurance amount was $123.
The reader will recall that, the survivor t for each child .for the mother who pis rarh-J for the cl ldire is' 75% of theprimary insurance amount of the diceaged: 'primary insuranceamount,. this example, was found to be $123; 75% of $123 equals$92.25. Hence the total benefit of the children and their mother was3 times492.25, or $276.75. This amount must .be reduced to $254because the Maximum allowable to any fatnily is $254.
When the older child reaches 18, benefits to him will cease.Thereafter, until. younger child reaches 18, the family will receive

a monthly benefit of twice $92.30 or $184.60. Note that the original
benefit of $92.25 is, under the rules, changed to $92.30.

After the younger child reaches 18, no Social Security benefitswill be paid,either to the children or to the mother, until Mrs. Dreaches age 62. Then she will receive 82.5% of $123 or $101.47which, under the rules, is changed to $101.50. This sum will bepaid monthly to. Mrs. D for life, unless she remarries.

In addition to the survivor benefits indicated above, it shouldbe noted that a lump sum: payment is made to heOttlefra.y thefuneral expenses of a deceased who was. either "fully" or "currently"
insured. The lump sum payment may be as much as three timesthe "primary insurance amount" of the deceased--7but not in excessof $255. Normally, this lump sum will be paid to the widow orwidower of.the deceased. If persons; other than the widow or widower,have paid the funeral expenses, the lump sum may be, paid to thosewho paid the expenses.

Additional examples of monthly Social Security benefits aregiven in Table 27.

0
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EARNINGS AFTER RETIREMENT

Persons receiving Social .Security benefits may earn not more
than -$1,200 in a calendar year without loss of benefits. If earnings
are above $1,200 there, will be a reduction of benefits.

One dollar will be deducted from the yearly Social Security
benefits' for each two dollars earned betweea4l,200 and t$1,700.
Thus, a retired worker who earned $1,600 will:lose one-half of
$400, or $200. His annual benefit will be reduced by $200.

For earnings above 1,700, the reduction from Social Security
benefits will be dollar for dollar. Thus, if a retired teacher earned
$2,000 during a ,lendar year, he will lose $250 for, the $500 of
his earnings between $1,200 and $1,700; in addition, he will lose-
$300 in benefits =for the $300 he earned above $1700. His, annual
Social Security benefits therefore will be reduced by $250 plus $300,
or $550.

A f
f

-Rowdier, the retired worker -must be paid his Social Security
benefit, in lull for any month in which his earnings are $100 or less.
Tag rule applies no-matter how great his earnings are during the
zest of the year. .

Wages paid to a ,teacher during July. and August, when he is not
working; are not considered earnings by the Social Security Adinin-'
istration. Therefore, if he is 62, or over and has not retited, he 'is
entitled to receive Social Security benefits for these-two months. Of
course, he Cannot receive these benefits if he does not apply for thein.

After reaching age 72 a worker will receive his full benefit
no matter hOW much he earns.

SOCIAL SECURITY TAX

The social security, tax of *employees and employers for the
years 1963.throurgh 1965 is 3 5/8% of the first $4,800 of earnings Per
yeah For nearly, regularly appointed teachers" and regular sub-
stifutes this amounts to $174 per year. Under the law, the tax will
be increased to 4 1/8% for the years- 1966 and .1967,. and 4 5/8%
for the year 1968 and thereafter.

r

If a teacher prefers not to have his take-home pay reduced by
the amount of his social security tax, he may request that the amount
of the tax be paid for by' a correspondini reduction in the amount
of his annuity contributions. If a teacher makes this c,hoice,his annuity
contributions will actually be reduced by $174 per year in 1964
and 1965, and by larger amounts after 1965. This will result in a
decrease in the teacher's annuity savings fund, and ultiMately in a
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r annuity when he retires. However, the Pe part of the
retirement allowance will not be affected in any way by this choice
of method of paying the social security tax.

Once each year, usually in December, teachers are given -an
opportunity to change their method of paying the social security
tax.. This is especially helpful to new teachers who are not given
a choice at time of appointment. In the beginning, all newly ap-
pointed teachers must pay their social security -tax by having their
take-home pay reduced by the amount of the tax.

It is not necesiazy to consult an attorney about o ld-age, dis-
ability or survivor benefits: The local Social Security office is most
helpful and gives prompt, courteous and efficient service.

4
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CHAPTER 26

TAXES ON RETIREMENT INCOME
AND RELATED TAXES

IN "THIS CHAPTER we shall explain some of the tax laws that
I concern the teacher when he retires. We shall also trtx to clarify
the tax laws that are important to beneficiaries of teachers who die.either before or after retirement.

INCOME TAX ON SERVICE RETIREMENT. ALLOWANCE
ir New York State exempts members of public retirement
ir from paying an income tax on their retirement allowances.

The federal law, however, does impose an income tax on the
retirement allowance of members of public retirement systerns,==
though not on the entire income. As far as teachers are concerned,e
the part of the income excluded from the tax depencis chiellk-ou the
net contributions (without interest) of the teacher during all his

'leaching years. The exclusion also depends; to a lesser extent, On the
contribdons made by the city to provide the pension of the teacher'
for the years before 1939when teachers' salaries were exempt from
federal income taxes. ..

When a retired teacher prepares his federal tax return, an
important probleni the calculation of the amount to be excluded

'from his retirement income. The patient reader is invited to follow
carefully the two illustrations-here given:

'Example 1:, 11(xs. W retires at age She doom, no option
and is entitled to 'a retirement allowance of .$6,000. Shortly after her
retirement, the Retirement Office send her a statement in which
she is informed that (a) her nit contributions were $20,700 and'

.1?

l A..

1.0
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(b) the city's contributions for the years before 1939 were $4,501).
The total of these two sums, $25,200, is technically called krs. W's
"Investment in the Contract." She is informed that this total, $25,200,
may lbe used to reduce her -Taiable Incorne" The entire sum is not
to lie, used inunedintely; i 'is to 'be. spread over her probable futtire
lifetime.

er,proba.b future lifetime we must use 3thefactu an
tables`of the Treasury Department. A. bookket;, IRS Publication
76, infot is us. %that a woman, age 61, has a life prpectancy of 21

,yea.rs. Clearli, if she &vides the Inirestment in thetontract, $25,200,
by 21, the quotient is $1,200. This amount, $1,200,,' represents: the
sum that W may exclude from her retirement income of $6,000 each
year for life. Hence the, taxable amount will be the difference between
$6,000 and $1,200that is,. $4,800..

Example 2:.. Mr. M retires at age 65. He chooses Option 4-b;
his net annual allowance .is $5,400. The. Retirement Office informs
shim that (a) his net contributions were $22,000 and (b) the city's
colitributions for the period before 1939 were $5,000. Thus, the total
crEdit (or Investment in the Contract) that Mr. M may. use iss
$27,000 (the sum of $22,000'and $5,000). The.Treasury Department
table shows that a man of 65 has a life expectancy of 15 years.
Thus the annual exclusion allowed Mr. M is $27,000 divided by 15,
or $1,800. His retirement allowance is $34,400. Hence the difference
between $57400 and $1,800, namely $3,600, is theta cable amourit
of Mr. M's retirenient income.

4

Note: The two examples above illustrate a simple method for
calculating the taxable amount of 'retirement income for teachers

.who retire without an option or for those who choose 'Option 4-b.
other. options are chosen, the tax calcglation is more min-

ted. r';
It should also be added that when the tax return is rtpared

in accordance with official directions, thrWthod prescribe Is. quite---
different from the method *n the illustrations abov though
the result will be the same,

Many teachers will fi it dif ult to prepare their first tax'
return on their retirement inc e. T ey may receive help at the
Internal Revenue offices or they m choose to consult a recognized
authority in pensions and taxes. .

It is in order now to insert the official life expectancy table for
the ages of normal service retirement.
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TABLE 28

LIFE EXPECTANCY FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES
f (from IRS Publication No. 76)

Man
Age We Expectancy

Woman
Age Life Expectancy

232 53 27,1
, 22.4 54 26.355 21.7 55 25.556 21.0 56 ' 24.757 20.3 57 24.051' 19.6 58 232'59

'60
18.9
18.2

59
60 21.61' 17.5 61 11.062 16.9 62 20.3 .!63 16.2 63 19.664 15.6 64 $8.965 15.0 6S $8.266 14.4 66 t 17.567 13.8 67 16.968 132 68 ° 16.269 12.6 69 1'5.670 ,12.1 70 *15.071 11.6 71, 14,4

SPECIAL RULE

The tax treatment outlined on the preceding pages applies to
more than 90% of the teachers who retire. For some teachers,
shoWever, the law 'presitibes a SPECIAL RULE.

''The Special Rule mus' be used by those whose total retirement
allowance receivable during the three years beginning on'the date of
the receipt of the first check is equal to or greater than the INVEST-

in the CONTRACT. The careful reader wilt recall that the term.
"Investment in the Contract" refers to the sum of these two amounts:

(a) The teacher's contributions during his teaching Years, and
(b) The city's contributions to provide the teacher's pension

for his service prior to 1939.
The RULE followed, by these teachers is this: All amounts

received as retirement income shall be excluded from gross income
until the amounts so excluded shUll equal the "Investment in the
Contract." Thereafter, all retirement income shall be included in gross
income.

Example: 'Miss B retired September 1, 1963. Her -annual
retirement allowance was $7,200. The total of her contributions
was $17,000. The city's contributions toward the pension for the

?t,
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period before 1939 amounted to $4,000. Hence, the "Investment
in the Contract" was $21,000.

Clearly, during the first three years of Miss B's retirement, ;she
will be entitled to _receive 3 times $7,200, or $21,600. This sum,
$21,600, is greater than the Investment in the Contract which is
only $21,000. Hence Miss B must use the Special Tax Rule.

In 1963 she received four monthly checks amounting to $2,400;
this sum was tax-free and excluded from her gross Income. Similarly,
her retirerneilf-allowance for 1964 and 1965, and for the first seven
inont; of 1966 will .also be tax-free because she will not have
received $21,000 in retirement income until the month of August
'1966. Atter. AuguiSt 1, 1966, all her retirement income must be
included in gross income.

RETIREMENT INCOME CREDIT

. There are liundieds' of retired teachers (and other taxpayers)
who neglect to claim a R*TIREMENT INCOME CREDIT on Form 1040
when they file their federial tax returns.

The term, RETIREMENT INCOME, as defined in.-the tax, law, in-
cludes more than income from pensions and annuities. Howiver, in
this brief discussion, we shall confine the explanation to the tax
credit that is available to teachers who receive a retirement allowance
froM a PUBLIC RETIREMENT system.

/"Retirement Income Cre Ts is intende0 primarily to reduce
the tax for those who' receive tirement income but who are en-

/ titled to relatively little or to rio Social Security payments.
The MAXIMUM Social Sec payable to an individual is $127

monthly or $1,524 annually. The retired teacher who receives Social
Security payments of $1,524 yearl is NOT eligible for any retirement
income creat. The MAXIMUM retirement income credit available to
any individual is 20% of $1,524=that is, $304.80: To be eliiible
for this maximum credit, the retired teacher must meet these con-
ditionsl

(a) His annual taxable retirement allowance must be at
least $1,524;

(b) He must receive No Social curity; and
- (c) His wages or salary for th tax year must not exceed
$900 yif his age is less than 62; if his age is between 62 and 72,
his wages or salary' must not exceed $1, 00. This condition (c) does
not apply to one who has reached age 7

If a retired teacher does NOT meet the above conditions, he
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may still be entitled to a RETIREMENT INCOME CREDIT but not to
the maximum amount of $304.80.

These two illustrations may clarify the sitfiation:
Example 1: Miss F retired in '1961 at age 58. Her annual

retirement allowance was $4,000, of which $3,200 was subject to
lam She worked occasionally- as a substitute teaeher and earned
$800 during the tax year. She was clearly not eligible to receive
Socfal Security payments. During 1963, she filed her federal tax
return for ,1902. Her initial tax was $500 for the year. However,
because she received no Social. Security and her salary during the
year did not exceed $900, she was entitled to the maximum retirement
credit of 20% of $1,5249 or $304430. Hence her final tax was only
$195.20 the difference between $500 and $304.80.

Example 2: Mr. M retired January 2, 1962. His annual retire-
ment allowance was $5,000 of which $3,700 was taxable income.
His additional earnings during the year were less than $1,200.
During .1962 he received Social Sectirity payments amounting. to
$1,150. His initial tax for 1962 was $600. He calculated his 5tire-

' ment income credit as follows: -

Mailman amount of retirement income
for credit computation $1524

Less amount received as Social Security in the tax year 1.150

Balance $ 374
Retirement Income Credit is 20% of $374, or $74.80.,
Hence M's final tax was the difference between his. initial tax

of '$600 and the Retirement Incoine Credit of $74.80that is,
$525.2p.

Note: In the new tax law of 1964, the 20% rate used in
connection with retirement 'income credit has been reduced to 15%.

DISABILITif RETIREMENT AND TAXES

cher who retires for disability may exclude his retirement
allowance from his taxable income until he reaches "retirement age"generally accepted as age 65 by Internal Revenue offices. In
preparing his federal income tax return (Form 1040), on the lint,
for wages, salaries, etc.,' he 'enters the amount of- his retirement
allowance as-Disability Income from the Teachers' Retirement
Systcm of New York City." On the line for "Sick Pay," he enters
the full amount of his disability income.
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When the teacher who retires for disability reaches age 65
,(" retirement age ), he is expected to pay a tax on a 'part of his
retirement allowance. tor the calculation of this tax, it is advisable
to consult the Internal Revenue Service or an expert in both taxes
and pensions.

INCOME TAX ON PAYMENTS TO BENEFICIARY
We shall now turn our attention to the rules governing the

determination of the income tax on the benefits paid to the bene-.

ficiary of a teacher who dies, either before or after his retirement.
Benefits received -from a public retirement system by 'the bene-

ficiaries of einployees in. New York State who: die before or after,
retirement are exempt from New York State income taxes. The\
discussion below refers only to federal income taxes.

TAX ON BENEFITS PAID WHEN TEACHER DIES IN SERVICE
e taxable portion of the lump sum paid to a, beneficiary

who'll teacher dies in service, either before or after he is eligible
to retire, is determined as follows:

Prom the total amount payable to the beneficiary,* subtract
the sum of (1) the total contitibutions of the teacher, without interest;
(2) the contributions of the city, prior to 1939; and (3) the special
death benefit of $5,000 authorized by the tax law. The difference
is taxed as a long-term capital gain in the year in which the payment
is received.

Example: Mr.'L died in service in March 1963. His wife
subsequently filed a claintst the Retirement Office for the lump sum
\ benefit of $36,000t due her.

Mr. L's contributions, without interest, amounted to $18,000
and the city's contributions prior to 1939 were $3,500.

The taxable portion of the lump sum paid to Mrs. L is deter-
mined as follows:

The amount payable to the beneficiiry when the teacher dies befors'he iseligible to retire-is the sum of. the teacher's accumulated contributions anddeath benefit. When the teacher ales in service after lie A eligible to retire,the amount payable to the beneficiary is almost invariably the benefit underOption I. (See Chapter 19.)
t Interest is added to the principal amount due the beneficiaiy from the dateof filing of the clan!' to the date of payment. Tire interest is taxed as ordinaryincome.
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Lump sum paid to Mrs. L
54.Deduct:

Mr. L's contributions (without interest) $18,000
City's contributions prior to 1939 3,500
Death Benefit exclusion * 5,000,

Portion of Mrs. Vs benefit not subject to,. tax

Amount taxable as a long-termcapital gain

If the beneficiary receives the benefit in the form of an annuity
under Option A or. B, the, tax treatment is similar to the method
used to 'determine the tax on the retirement allowance of a retired
teacher. This' .was described earlier in this chapter.

TAX ON BENEFITS PAID WHEN TEACHER DIES AFTER RETIREMENT
We shill now consider the tax on the benefits paid to a bene-

ficiary of a teacher who dies after retirement. '
The taxable portion of the lump sum received by the beneficiary

under Option I, IV-b or IV-c is determined in a manner similar to
that explained above in connection with death in service. The pro-
cedure is as follows:

From the total amount of the lump sum received by the bene- .

ficiary, subtrait the sum of (1) the unrecovered part of theitive,stme'nt
in the contract* and (2) the death benefit exclusion of $5,000. The
difference is taxed as a long-term capital gain in the year in which
the payment is received.. ,

Example: Mr. C retired choosing Option IV-b for $20,000.
His retirement allowance was $5,600 per year. The tax41e portion
of this allowance was $4,200: His contribu6ons, without interest,
amounted to $21,000 and the city's contributions )prior to 1939 were
$4,000. He died 8 yeirs after the date he retired

The taxable portion of the lump sum of $20,000 paid to the
beneficiary under Option IV-b is determined as follows:

The Investment in the Contract is the sum of the teacher's contributions(without interest) and the city's contributions toward the teacher's pension forhis service prior to 1939. During each year of his retirement, the teacher
recovers tax-fres a portion of his investment in the contract. The "unrecovered
part of the investment in the contract" is the excess of the investment in thevontract over the total amount thereof recovered, tax-free, by the teacher fromthe date of his retirement to the date of his death.
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First, find the unrecovered portion of the investment ki the
contract. Mr. C's contributions, without interest, amounted to $21;000
and the city's contributions prior to 1939 were $4,000.. The stun
of these two amounts, $25,000, is the investment in the contract.

Each year of his retirement, Mr.- C received, tax-free, the dit;
ference between his retirement allowance of $5,600 and the taxable
portion, $4,200. The difference, $1,400, multiplied by 8 is $11,200;
this is the, total amount recovered, tax-free, by Mr. C during the
eight years of his retirement. To °obtain the =recovered part of the
investment in the- contract, we subtract the total amount recovered,
tax-free, natmely $11,200, from the investment in the contract,
$25,000. Hence, the =recovered part of the investment in the
contract is $13,800.

The sum of the unrecovered :part of the investment in the
contract and the ) death benefit exclusion of $5,000 is $18,800. The
taxable portion of the lump sum benefit paid to the beneficiary is
$20,000 less $1*800, or $1,200. This amount is taxed as a long-
term capital gain.

The same procedure is used in the case of a lump sum benefit
payable to abeneficiary under Option I or IV-c.

In the,case of Option II or III or IV-a, where the beneficiary
receives an annuity, instead ora lump sum, the method of arriving
at the taxable portion of the annuity received each year is the same
as that used to determine the taxable portion of the retired teacher's
retirement, allowance during the years of his retirement The taxable
portion of the annuity received cliiring the taxable year is taxed as
ordinary income.

If a beneficiary finds it too difficuli to calculate the taxable
Portion of the lump sum or-Abe annuity that he receives as a result
of the death of a teacher, he ould secure the assistance of the
Internal Revenue office or o a recognized authority on pensions
and taxes.

TAXES ON LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAINS
Reference has been made to taxes on long-term capital gains.

The 4iuestion naturally arises: How do we calculate the tax on
long-term capital gains? The law provides., two methods: (a) the
Regular method and (b) the Alternative method.

Under the regular method, the taxpayer adds one-half of the
long-term capital gain to his other taxable income for the tax
year; he then calculates the tax on the total amount in accordance
with the usual tax rules.

II
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Under the *alternative method, the taxpayer first' calculates thetax his taxable income, exclusive of the long-term capital gain;
to 'this tax, he adds one-fOurth Of the capital gain. The sum is the
total tax.,

The laik permits the taxpayer to choose either.of these methods.
He should try both methods and then use the method that results
in a smaller tax. When very large sums are involved, the alternattie
method will generally 'be more favorable to the taxpayer.

Two illustrations will' be given:
Example 1:, A has a normal taxable income of $6,000 after

all deductions and exemptions. In the same tax year, A also has a
- long-tam capital gain of $20,000. A -`files an Individual return.

Caladsite the tax.
We *all first try the regular method.

(a). A's normal taxable income $ 6000
(b) One-half of capital gain of $20,Q00 10000

O

(c) Total taxable income $16000 -(d) Tax on $16,000 $ 5200
We now try the alternative method.

(a) Tax on normal income of $6,000 $ 1360
(b) One-fourth of capital gain of $20,000 5000

fY

(C) Total tax: sum -of (a) and (b) $ 6360
Clearly the regular method, results in a smaller tax and will

be the method used by A when he prepares his tax return.
Exdmpitt 2: B has a norinal taxable income of $12,000 after

all deductions and exemptions. In the same tax year, B also has
a long-tam capital gain of $40,000. B files an individual return.
Calculate the tax.

We try first the regular method.
(a) B's normal taxable income $12000(b) One-half el capital gain of $40,000 20000

(c) Total taxable income $32000(d) Tax on $32,000 $14460
NoW try the alternative method.

(a) Tax .= normal income of $12,000 $ 3400(b) On0ouith of capital gain of $40,000 10000
IMMINIMMINIMANI

(e) Total taut: sum of (a) and (b)
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Clearly, in this situation, the alternative method results in a
lower tax.

ESTATE TAXES

Property transferred by a deceased person to beneficiaries is
generally subject to ESTATE taxes, both under Federal law and New
York law.

In the brief expyation that follows, our primary concern *a
the tax on funds paya e by the New York City Teachers" Retirementi
SyStem to beneficiaries of teachers who dietither before 'retirement
o_r after retirement.

We begin with two important principles:
1.. Money paid to beneficiaries from the ANN d of

the deceased is subject to ESTATE taxes (both Federal an ).
2. Money paid to beneficiaries from funds contributed by

the city is excluded from the estateunless the money is payable
to the "ESTATE."

Example I: Miss J, a ac in the public schools, died
before she was eligible for rvice reti mit.. Her ANNUITY fund,
at the time of her death, amounted to 8,000; the city's death
benefit was, $10,000. Miss J's mother was the beneficiary for both
benefits. What part of these sums was subject to an ESTATE lax?
A re-reading of the two principles above will show that the ?death
benefit of $10,000 is excluded fro the estate; only the ANNUITY
funckof $18,000 is subject to ESTAT1 taxes.

Example 2 Given the sam facts except that Miss J had
designated, her "estate" as benefi In this case, the entire sum
of $28,000 would be subject to ESTATE taxes,

Example 3: Mrs. F was eligible for service retirem nt;
fortunately she died before she even filed an application or retire-
ment. F had designated her daughters as beneficiaries er Option
L Under the "Death Gamble'? law of 1961, the daughters received
the full benefit of Option I, namely, the Arniurrir fund of $25,000
and the PENSION reserve of $85,000a total of $60,000. How much
was subject to estate taxes? Clearly, the. City's Pension reserve was
excluded from the ESTATE. Only the ANNUITY fund of $25,000 was
subject to ESTATE taxes.

Example 4: Mr. M retired and chose Option III for both the
pension and annuity. He designalia his wife, W, as beneficiary.
His reduced -retirement allowance was $5,000 Yearly, consisting of
a pension of $3,000 and an annuity of $2,000. When M died, his

C
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wife was entitled to an annual allowance of $2,500, consisting of
a pension of $1,500 and an annuity of $1,000. What amount was

()subject to estate taxes?
Clearly the annual pension payable to W for life came from

city funds and hence was ,excluded from the estate. The annuity
of $1,000 payable for life came from the deceased teacher's .annuity
fund and thertfore is subject to estate taxes. What is the value of
this life annuity?

The answer to this question can be obtained from the Teacher?
Retirement Office. in this example the widow wa.1 72 years old
when her husband died. The annuity of $1,000 fora. woman, age
72, has a present value of $7,724.. This amount becomes .a part of
the taxable estate.

)
DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS ESTATE

Both the - federal and New York State laws allow certain deduc--
dons from the GROSS estate. The most common DEDUCTIONS are these:

1. Funeral expenses
2. ,Expenditureg in the administration of the estate
3. Valid claims against the estate
4, Taxes
5. LoSses

THE MARITAL DEDUCTION

In addition to the above deductions that are made from the
'GROSS estate, a MARITAL deduction is. available under both federal,
and State laws to the SPOUSE of a deceased husband or wife. Gen-
wally, the MARITAL deduction is half of the decedent's "adjusted
grass estate." The "adjusted gross estate" is the entire valtie of the
decedent's gross estate less the aggregate amount of the deductions
allowed for expenses, indebtedness, taxes, and losses.

Example: Suppose the value of a decedent's gross estate is
$200,000 and the-aggregate amount of the allowable deductidns is
$30,000. The value of the adjusted gross estate is therefore $170,000.
The allowable marital deduction is limited to $85,000 (half of
$170,000).

.

THE FEDERAL EXEMPTION

The federal law allows an EXEMPTION of $60,000 for the entire
estate. Uider federal law (unlike New York State law), this EXEMP
Tux is permitted even where a SPOUSE has taken a marital deductiotk



Illustration: Assume that in the example 'above, the _entire .

estate was left to the spouge of the deceased. After the initial deduct:,t
pons of $30,000 and the marital deduction of $85,000, the taxable
estate to the spouse was reduced to $85,000. An ,texemption of
$60,000 is now ,allowed to the estate. Hence only $25,000 is subject
to a federal estate tax. ;

NEW 'YORK STATE EXEMPT,I0VS

The State law concerning EXEMPTIONS is entisqy different from
the Federal laiv.

First, a spouse who has' chosen, a marital deduction is rro,
allowed to take an exemption. If she has NOT taken a MARITAL
deduction, she may claim an EXEMPTION up to $20,000.

Second, only those related to the deciased, may claim an exc.*.
tion. The beneficiaries described below may each daim an exemption
of $5,000:

(a) Children and other lineal descendants of deceased;
(b) Parents ineother ancestors of the deceased;
(c) Brothers or sisters of the deceased;
(d) The spouse of a son or of a daughter of the deceased;"
(e) An adopted child or a step-child or a lineal descendant

of. an adopted child or of a stepchild.

FEDERAI. TAX ON NET, ESTATE

After' our, discussion of allowable deductions and exemptions,
the patient reader will naturally ask: "What is tile tax on the NET
estate ?" gut we shall give the federal tax rates:

Here are the federal tax rates when the NET taxable ESTATE
does not exceed $100,006:

(a). For a net estate of less than $5,000, the rate is 3% of
the net estate.

(b) For a net estate between $5,000 and $10,000, the tax is
$150 plus 7% of the texcess over $5,000.

(c) For a net estate between $10,000 and $2Q,000, the tax
is $500 plus 11% of the excess over $10,000. ,

(d) For a net estate between $20,000 and $30,000, the tax
is $1,600 plus 14% of the excess over $20,000.

(e) For a net tate between $30,000 and $40,000, the tax
is $3,000 plus 18% of the excess over $30,000.

(f) For a n tate between $40,00 and $50,000, the tax
is $4,800 plus 22% ofl the excess over $40,000.
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(g) For a t estate between $50,000 and 60,001, the tax
is 01,000 plus 25% of the excess over $50,000.

(h) For a et es te between $60,000 and $100,000, the tax
IS $9,500 28% of excess over $&),000.

N W YORI AX 6N NET ESTATE
The NeW York State tax rates on the NET ESTATE, after the

applicable Cleductions and exemptions, are as follows:
/1 (a) If the net estate does not exceed $2,000, there is noestate wt. , . v

(b) If the net estate is more than $2,000 and not more than ($50,000, the tax is 2% of the net estate.
(c) If the net estate is more. than $50,000 and not morethan $150,000, the tax is $1,000 plus 3% of the excess over $50,000.(d) If the net estate is more than $150,000 and not morethan $300,000, the tax is-$4,000 plus 4% of the excess over$150,000.
Then the tax rate continues to accelerate. ,1 Example: Mrs. F, a widow, left a gross estate of 480,000

to he -three daughters. The deduction for funeral and other allowable
expenses was $10,000. At this point the gross estate was reduced 'to
$70,000---both under New York law and under federal law.I. In New York, each daughter was allowed an exemption of
$5,000. Hence the taxable estate in New York was $55,000 ($70,000-
$15,000). According to the State tax schedule, line (c); the .tax was
$1,000 plus 3% of $5,000---a total tax of $1,150. iNIL Let us now consider the federal tax. After the allowhble
deductions, the estate was reduced to $70,000. The federal law allows
an exemption of $60,000 on the estate. This leaves the net/taxableamount of. $10,000. In the federal tax schedule given- above, wefind that the federal estate tax on` $10,000 is $500.

r,
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

1.. Every newly appointed teacher files at the Teachers' Retire-
ment Office a designation of beneficiaiy to 'receive the death benefit
and the accumulated contributions in the event of his death before he
becomes eligible to retire. The teacher is advised to review his ,

beneficiary designations periodically. A new designation should- be
filed if the teacher's marital status changes or if any other important
change affecting his choice of beneficiary occurs. A later designation
always supersedes an earlier one..

2. It is recommended that every ttacher, who has completed
ten or 'more r years

(-

of city service, file Optiorerat the Retirement
Offiee. He shOuld keep Option I on file at the Retirement Office until
he applies for retirement. At that time, he may change Option I
to any other option or to retirement on maximum allowance. He
should occasionally review his designation of beneficiaries under the
option. Whenever a situation arises which 'Warrants a change of
beneficiary, the teacher should file a new Option I form. The latest
Option I on file always supersedes those filed previously..

3. If a teacher applies for service retirement under,, an option
other than Option I, it is recommended that he file his retirement
application at the Retirement Office not earlier than two Or, three
business days before the date of his retirement. If, however, a teacher
applies for service retirement under Option I, he may, ;without risk to
himself or his beneficiaries, file his application at any tune within
three months prior to the date of his retirement. It must be kepuin
mind that the application for service retirement must reach the
Retirement Office at least .one day before the date of retirement.

4. It is advisable for every teacher with twenty or more years
of service to inquire, in writing, of the Teachers' Retirement Office
on what date Ire will become (or ,becarrie) eligible for service retire-
ment and how much service he will have (or had) completed prior
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to that date. The teacher should retain the reply to this inquiry.in
his pension file.

5. Every teacher is urged to keep a well-organized pension file
(or envelope) containing the following documents:

a. Prior Service gertificatt.
h. Annual statements of amount in Annuity Savings Rind.
c. Stubs of checks from, Board of Education.
d. Copies of "Designation of Beneficiary," "Option. I" and

all other official forms filed at the Retiremtnt Office.
e. Conununieations from the Actuary or other officials of

the Retirement System.
f. Copies of letters sent by the teacher to the Retirement

Office. /
. 6. The follOwing information should clearly indicated on

the cover of the pension file:
a. Name of teacher
h. nuibutor number

Date of birth
d. Date of appointment to the School System
e. Current home address
f, Current school

7. The teacher is advise s to inform his beneficiary or next of
kin where the pension file located. The beneficiary should be
hIstrueted 'that, in the eve / of the teacher's death, the Retire-
ment Office should be no '''red to that effect in writing. The bene-
ficiary will receive a Gliima is Statement from the Retirement Office.
This statement, together th a transcript of the Death Certificate,
should be filed at the Re ment Office as soon as possible.

8. Every teacher should keep himself thoroughly informed about
latest developments in pensions, social security and taxes so that he
may be in a position to make decisions which are in the best interest
of jhitriself and his family.

-- .. A FINAL NOTE
6

The teacher who is eligible for service retirement should view'.- ../ with suspicion those pension services which state that the teacher
can take his maximum retirement allowance and yet provide far
his family.

1

If a teacher retires on maximum allowance, upon his death
no payments can be made to anyone by the Retirement System.
This teacher can make provision for his family only through the
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purchase of outside insurance or the accumulation of sayings, mutual,
funds or other investments. While any one or more of these alternatives
may be worthy of seriourt consideration by the younger teacher, they
are generally uniialittic, and therefore unwise, for the teacher who
is approaching retirement. Can it be that some of those who recom
mend that the teacher choose maximum retirement and provKle for
his family through one of these alternative plans are chiefly inter-
ested in selling insurance or securities?

A teacher who needs help in solving his pension problems will
serve himseff and his family best by consulting a well-known, reputable
pention authority.
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